FORMICA topped furniture is better than you need if...

- Your guests never put down a wet glass.
- Your children never scratch the furniture.
- No dogs are allowed.
- You never have careless smokers.
- You love to make housework more difficult.
- You like to buy new furniture every few years.

but... if your home is dedicated to casual living and enjoyment you'll be downright interested in knowing that beautiful Formica topped furniture of all kinds in contemporary and traditional designs is available in light and dark wood grain finishes at furniture dealers everywhere.
So beautiful on your table—the simple elegance of dinnerware that's already a great tradition... enduring, like great music, in its appeal. Hand-crafted by Steubenville Pottery in glowing textures and colors... perfectly at home in contemporary or period settings...

American Modern is amazingly moderately priced. Sixteen Piece Starter Set, 4 dinner plates, 4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 bread-and-butter plates, $7.95

In Cedar Green, Black Chutney, Coral, Chartreuse, Granite Grey or White. Also in open stock. Write for brochure showing shapes, colors, prices of complete dinnerware services. Express charges collect. No C.O.D. orders.

Also available at THE HECHT CO., WASHINGTON, D. C. • FOLEY'S, HOUSTON, TEXAS • GIMBELS, PHILADELPHIA, PA. • FAMOUS-BARR CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
The Weiman Collection

Created for Persons of True Discrimination
in their Devotion to

ENDURING EXCELLENCE IN TASTE

Old Pine Georgian Book Table with grilled book compartments, shelves and drawer.

The Italian Renaissance influence is again apparent here. Soft and mellow old pine with fine gold tooled leather and brasses of Renaissance importance. Available at all fine Furniture and Department Stores.

A genuine Weiman table is so marked. The Weiman brand is your assurance of the genuine.

WEIMAN

THE WEIMAN COMPANY • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
What a new hat does for your Morale...

Monument does for your Bedroom

Colors that sing... designs that have flair... a lift for any bedroom. Shown here, our Classic design. Washable, of course. Draperies to match. Write for store nearest you.

MONUMENT MILLS, 991 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 18
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS
ENCANTO is enchantment in form and color. There’s a rhythmic grace in this FRANCISCAN shape that interprets the meaning of its name, ENCANTO... enchantment. Light lingers on the pearl-like glaze, subtly defines the curves, gently illumines the smooth, translucent surface. Enchanting to see—to touch—to hold—this fragile beauty harbors a strength that outlasts years of use. Here is quality that knows no peer. Here are patterns of varied charm to enchant you through the years.

Franciscan fine China
Versatile Coronet . . . available in four different sizes . . . combines 18th Century elegance with today’s space requirements . . . all the grace and charm of mahogany in one of its rarest finishes . . . Old Sherry . . . rich amber tones a hundred years old.

Highlights of precious paladao veneer, ebony lines and hardware of genuine brass, complete the tasteful accents. Coronet will be a joy to own . . . as a suite . . . or individual pieces to enhance any room in your home. See it soon at your dealer.

Send 25c for illustrated booklet showing the Fancher line. Write Dept. G-3.

FANCHER FURNITURE COMPANY • SALAMANCA • N • Y •
Mechanics of Living

These new items will add comfort and convenience to your home

Decorative wallboard (Lustrwood), prefinished to simulate wood-grain patterns, is a new and economical covering for walls, panels, partitions, and ceilings. Durable and lightweight, it can be simply applied with or without molding. Available in birch, oak, or light and dark mahogany. The cost is 36c per square foot. The Lustrwood Process Company, Bristol, Conn.

New lavatory dressing table with Formica countertop includes linen storage and drawers for toilet articles. Made in 4 colors. The "Acclaim" unit (left), 48" x 19", is $176.80 complete. Upstate Plastic Top Co., Inc., Canandaigua, N.Y.

Fire basket, also serves as anirons. Logs roll to the center creating a self-feeding grate. Made of wrought steel and iron in black finish, it is part of a new collection of fireplace accessories designed by George Nelson. $19.50. Howard Miller Company, Zeeland, Michigan.

Wall closets turn wall space into storage space. Units are prefabricated, shipped knocked-down ready to assemble. Adjustable shelves, rods provide the exact storage you need; sliding doors require no swinging space. Birch-faced plywood, all surfaces can be finished after erection. Closets in 3 widths, 3', 4', 6'; 2 heights, 7', 7 3/4'; and 2 5/8" over-all depth. Prices ranging from $70 to $198. The Mengel Co., Louisville, Ky.
**FEBRUARY, 1952**

**THIS $20 box of Norman Rockwell's paintings is YOURS FREE! Frei! Gracieusement! GRATIS!**

if you obtain a Trial Membership in The Heritage Club now

---

**B ECAUSE we are offering you a $20 set of Norman Rockwell's paintings as an inducement to obtain a Trial Membership in The Heritage Club at this time, we had better tell you something about them:**

In the first place, they are not the original paintings in oil! If you are in position to pay several thousands of dollars to obtain one of Norman Rockwell's original oils (and if you know where one could be obtained), you won't want these facsimiles.

For they are facsimiles. Yet we will wager one good sixty-cent dollar that, even after examining them, you wouldn't recognize them as such, and two good sixty-cent dollars that your friends won't do so, either!

They are created by several unusual processes. They are in full color; and they are on heavy board-canvasses such as oil painters use; and their surfaces are moulded in the brush-strokes. Facsimiles have been created in this fashion before, of some of Norman Rockwell's famous paintings: notably his paintings of The Four Freedoms. We would present those to you, if we could! But we can't, for the right to reproduce them doesn't belong to us. However, we do have the right to reproduce Norman Rockwell's paintings made to illustrate Tom Sawyer; for they were made for our own now-famous edition.

**W ELL, in the first place, we have persuaded the mills which produce our fine papers to increase their allotment to us— with the result that, of six of our recent publications, we have obtained from the printers about a thousand extra copies. So, in the second place, we can now accept a thousand new members: to try the Club with these six books.**

**BUT WE WANT to enroll this limited number of people with an even more limited expenditure upon expensive advertisements: by offering this irresistible inducement to you, to become one of these new members. If you do, you will obtain six beautiful, beautiful books—at the same price as ordinary rental library fiction.**

You will obtain a copy of Oscar Wilde's Salomé illustrated by Valenti Angelo; War and Peace by Tolstoy, illustrated by Fritz Eichenberg and Vasily Verestchagin; Great Expectations by Dickens, illustrated by Edward Ardizzone; Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass in one colorful volume; The Sketch-Book of Geoffrey Crayon illustrated by Gordon Ross . . .

Or, if any of these books should not be of interest to you, you may choose substitutions out of a long list of Heritage books. Then, after the trial period, you can decide whether to continue. Obviously, we think you will!

**F OR THE MEMBERS of The Heritage Club regularly come into possession of those "classics which are our heritage from the past, in editions which will be the heritage of the future." Yet each of these books costs each member only $3.65! or only $3.28 if paid for in advance!**

**A PROSPECTUS is now ready. You are invited to send for a copy. One of the remaining Trial Memberships will then be reserved for you—and also a set of the Norman Rockwell facsimiles. Never in the history of book publishing has a greater bargain than this been offered to wise buyers of books. The coupon below enables you to put this statement to the test:**

---

**Reservation Coupon**

THE HERITAGE CLUB
595 MADISON AVE., New York 22

Please send me a copy of the Prospectus describing the limited number of Trial Memberships which you are offering at this time. I understand that you will reserve a Trial Membership for me and that I am entitled to a portfolio of the Norman Rockwell paintings, without cost, when I send my formal application.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

**Please print**

**HS-616**
Hospitality keynotes gracious living in Mexico, land of your dreams... Milady.

Here you will find romance and excitement, sightseeing, resting and relaxing amidst exotic, colorful surroundings.

You will experience unforgettable thrills exploring ancient ruins and when shopping in picturesque villages for native made costumes, blouses, hand-painted materials, and the arts and crafts so dear to Milady's heart.

Everywhere ideal, springlike weather, and colonial cities with 20th Century conveniences.

And... travel is so very inexpensive in Mexico.
From our hand to your hand Crane's Fine Papers come with craftsman quality - Paper for your personal and business letters...paper for weddings, anniversaries, special occasions...paper for currency and securities...paper for the plans by which industry expands and products are created—all these and papers for many other specialized needs and uses come from the Crane mills. All are made from the choicest of all materials—cotton and linen fibres. All reveal in every sheet the craft of papermaking; the harmonizing of hand and machine, the joining of early skills and modern methods. No other papers serve so many important purposes with such distinction or afford you so much pleasure in their use as Crane’s Fine Papers.

The harmonizing of hand and machine in the die cutting of Crane paper into shapes appropriate for folding into envelope.
House & Garden’s Travelog
A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THESE LISTINGS WRITE TO HOUSE & GARDEN’S TRAVELOG, 420 LEXINGTON AVE., N. Y. 17

ARIZONA

TUCSON
El Conquistador Hotel & Pk, patio bungalows, 22 acre desert gardens. Pool, all sports, Superintendent Cuisine. A. T. Plan, W. 1, Carlos, Manager.

ARKANSAS

HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK

Arkansas

ARIZONA

TUCSON

El Conquistador Hotel & Pk, patio bungalows, 22 acre desert gardens. Pool, all sports, Superintendent Cuisine. A. T. Plan, W. 1, Carlos, Manager.

CALIFORNIA


LOS ANGELES


BOCA GRANDE

Boca Grande


DAYTONA BEACH

Sheraton Plaza

DELRAY BEACH

The Colony
Near shops, churches; oriole, golf, tennis, pool; Gulf Stream fishing, private beach, cabanas, beach luncheon. Write Box 1007-C.

MIAMI BEACH


NEW JERSEY

Atlantic City


NEW YORK

NEW YORK CITY

Barclain-Plaza. Midtown, overlooking Central Park. 4 A.V. 38 St., near Radio City, theatres, shops. Choosing roo: from $15.00 single, $25.00 double. HL, HG.

The Sherry-Netherland—a hotel for exclusive living. Fifth Ave. between Central Park, famous Carousel Room, Dinner & Dancing.

The Westbury. Madison Ave. at 9. 2nd Street, one block from Central Park, Large, airy rooms & suites; sunroom lounge & Restaurant.

With a Suite You’re Constant companion, you’ll like the efficient, friendly hotels we list to make your business trips more pleasant.

PENNSYLVANIA

HERSHEY

Hotel Hershey and Cottages, One of America’s finest, Delightful Living. Open your round, Hershey, Pa. Joseph Gunter, Managing Director.

SKYTOP

Punta Gorda

Hotel Charlotte Harbor
Magnificent private estate overlooking Charlotte Harbor on the west coast. A complete resort with championship golf course, private beach at door, swimming pool, tennis and other sports. Dancing, Congenial social life. For booklet and rate schedule write direct, or N. Y. Reservation Office, 345 5th Ave., Circle 6-6969.

Motor Through the South this Winter. You’ll have a wonderful sightseer. Boca Grande’s Traveling will help you choose the finest places to stay.

STATE SIMONS ISLAND

King & Prince Hotel. Year round resort. E. F., directly on ocean, Pvt. beach & pool; dancing, fishing, riding, golf, Near Brunswick, Georgia.

SOUTH CAROLINA

CHARLESTON

The Fort Sumter Hotel
Charleston’s only waterfront hotel overlooks Charleston Harbor, in which is located historic Fort Sumter, a national monument. The Hotel is near your European Plan resort on the Battery, exclusive residential section of old Charleston. Its dining rooms feature famous Low Country plantation dinner. Country Club golf privileges to guests. Telephone on request. John S. Gator, Free.

MYRTLE BEACH

Ocean Forest Hotel
This beautiful all year resort hotel is directly on the ocean. European plan from $18.00 single and $26.00 double, 220 steam heated rooms. Truly delicious meals. Indoor swimming pool. Tennis. Two fine golf courses nearby. Excellent surf and deep sea fishing. Twenty minutes from Brookgreen Gardens. Hotel is located 560 yards seaward of Ocean Drive. US 17. Write for illustrated folder. Harold E. Norman, General Manager.

THE PRINCESS

The Princess Hotel

Internationally famous as Bermuda’s most fashionable hotel. Superb service and French cuisine, delightful poolside swimming pool, exclusive Princess Beach Club, nightly entertainment and dancing to noted bands, orchestras. One minute from colorful Hamilton. Open all year. Write for colorful folder and information. N. Y. Office: 33 E. 42nd St., MU 7-3757.

HARBOUR ISLAND, BAHAMAS

The British Colonial Hotel
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Internationally famous as Bermuda’s most fashionable hotel. Superb service and French cuisine, delightful poolside swimming pool, exclusive Princess Beach Club, nightly entertainment and dancing to noted bands, orchestras. One minute from colorful Hamilton. Open all year. Write for colorful folder and information. N. Y. Office: 33 E. 42nd St., MU 7-3757.
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The British Colonial Hotel

BERMUDA

HAMILTON PARISH

Harrington House on Harrington Sound. For Amen. Phone rates apply the Management or Oliver Kermit, Hotel Assoc., 521 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

SOMERSET


The Lodge sits in beautiful Somerset on the waters of Ely’s Harbour. Superb Cottage suites with main lodge. Write your Travel Agent or direct.

WARWICK

Belmont Manor Hotel

After an extensive renovation, improvement and outstanding program, Bermuda’s beautiful Belmont Manor is now in a gay mood for vacation fun. Here is everything for a perfect holiday. Championship 18-hole golf course at door, swimming at beach or pool, tennis, cycling, hiking, sailing, dancing. For reservations or information write, or see your travel agent, call at N. Y. Office, 408 5th Ave., PHONE 6-1137.

CANADA

QUEBEC

Chateau Frontenac

The Chateau Frontenac

More skiing, sightseeing, fun at Quebec’s luxurious Chateau Frontenac. At Valcartier and Lac Beaupre, gentle slopes for beginners, fast runs for experts. Alpine lift, dining, famous Fritz Loebl’s Ski Ranch School for French Parallel ski technique. Skiing, tobogganing. Enjoy golf, tennis, gracious rooms and always, Canadian Pacific’s skilled service. Call your Canadian Pacific Agent or write Chateau Frontenac Mgr.

STE-ADÉLE-EN-HAUT, QUEBEC

The Chateau Frontenac

“...in the Grand Manner for Out-of-the Ordinary Occasions...”

There’s an air, a grand manner, to stately Will & Baumer Twistolite Candles that lifts them definitely out of the commonplace ... lends an atmosphere of ceremony and occasion to any scene.

Whether you use them to complete the pattern of an elegant centerpiece ... to grace a buffet ... bestow beauty on a mantle, or endow console groupings with special grandeur ... you’ll thrill to the high drama which they bring to the setting.

Order a dozen Will & Baumer Twistolite Candles today from your favorite grocery, drug, housewares or department store, gift or florist shop. Remind them by the handy “Twist-Pack” box that serves as an extra protection for their exquisite colors and finish, and makes them easier to store and handle.

Will & Baumer

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Leading Candle Craftsmen for Nearly 100 Years

Contemporary Elegance

For the living room, dining room and bedroom. Designs by Paul T. Frankl. Available at fine stores and accredited decorators.

Johnson Furniture Company

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

and JOHN STUART, INC., Fourth Avenue at 32nd Street, New York

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

CIUDAD TRUJILLO

Hotel Jaragua. Exciting all-expense tours via Pan Amer. Air. Round trip from Miami $142.50 up. Write direct or N.Y. Office—170 E. 57th St., N. Y.

JAMAICA, B. W. I.

MONTEGO BAY

Cash Brothers. Adjacent famous Doctor’s Cave Beach. World famous cuisine, service. All sports, A. P. Brewer, Reps., Wm. P. Wolfe, 500 5th Ave., N. Y.

The Fairfield, stop a hill. Tennis, golf, free transportation to beach, N. Y. Office: 362 Hotel Roosesell, Mlairie Hill 4-4701.

OCIDO RIOS


Hennessey

The World’s Preferred Cognac Brandy

Schieffelin & Co., New York, N. Y. Importers Since 1794
Coming in March House & Garden...

on your newsstand February 19

Fresh Ways to decorate with Color

SEE...

• Color schemes inspired by top decorators
• New perspectives in furniture
• Fresh spring fabrics in new color combinations
• "Portable decorating scheme" (slip covers, curtains, accessories)
• Built-in lighting: New techniques and equipment
• Soil conservation and how to achieve it

MARCH HOUSE & GARDEN... YOUR BEST SHOPPING GUIDE TO SPRING DECORATING! ASK YOUR NEWSSTAND DEALER NOW TO SAVE YOU A COPY!
Chairside companion. Charming Sheraton commode fits in happily with traditional decor or makes fast friends with modern.

This picture piece adds high fashion to the "costume" of living room, bedroom, any room.

Take-it-easy time . . . and everything you need for pleasant relaxation is right at hand on this charming chairside step table.

Hostess helper. This graceful Duncan Phyfe cocktail table serves everything from tea for two to refreshments for a roomful.

Sparkling new beauty accents for your home—these glamorous mahogany-rich tables by Mersman! Styled to harmonize with all-of-a-kind decoration or "mixed company," they're the perfect touch (and convenience) to the costume of every room. Your Mersman dealer is now featuring the five table gems shown. At their low, low price you'll certainly want several for your home. And don't forget—Mersman Tables make fine gifts, too!

When company calls, call on this Mersman Nest O' Tables. Stores neatly between times in the space of one.

The Mersman Bros. Corporation, Celina, Ohio
...those heavenly carpets by **Lees**

Even if you’re not a genius at budgeting— you can pamper your loved ones with Lees textured carpets! Forsythia Gold Duratwist, the pebbly beauty shown here, is one of many textures loomed by Lees in shaggy effects and rich homespun surfaces. Like other Lees Carpets they’re refreshingly priced all up and down the scale.
Here is dreamlined modern for the way we live today. A romantic new color... driftwood... in a sariny smooth finish that requires a minimum of housekeeping attention.

Designed for today's homes and apartments, American Informal® is brilliantly adaptable... the living room desk doubles as a bedroom vanity table... chests, singly or in series, are equally perfect in dining or living room. You can start with a few pieces, or furnish your home completely. And all so affordably priced.

Write for descriptive folder... it's free.
To honor the guest whose friendship you cherish, always serve America's Guest Whisky, famous bonded Old Forester. As fine in quality, as elegant in flavor as it was in 1870—the year the first Old Forester was created to set a standard for all Kentucky whiskies.

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • BOTTLED IN BOND • 100 PROOF

BROWN-FORMAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY
Chairside companion. Charming Sheraton commode fits in happily with traditional decor or makes fast friends with modern.

This picture piece adds high fashion to the "costume" of living room, bedroom, any room.

Mersman Tables

"the costume jewelry of the home"

Sparkling new beauty accents for your home—these glamorous mahogany-rich tables by Mersman! Styled to harmonize with all-of-a-kind decoration or "mixed company," they're the perfect touch (and convenience) to the costume of every room. Your Mersman dealer is now featuring the five table gems shown. At their low, low price you'll certainly want several for your home. And don't forget—Mersman Tables make fine gifts, too!

When company calls, call on this Mersman Nest O' Tables. Stores neatly between times in the space of one.

The Mersman Bros. Corporation, Celina, Ohio
... those heavenly carpets by **Lees**

Even if you're not a genius at budgeteering—you can pamper your loved ones with Lees textured carpets! Forsythia Gold Duratwist, the pebbly beauty shown here, is one of many textures loomed by Lees in shaggy effects and rich homespun surfaces. Like other Lees Carpets they're refreshingly priced all up and down the scale.

---

**JAMES LEES AND SONS COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, P.A., MAKERS OF LEES CARPETS AND RUGS, MINERVA AND COLUMBIA HAND-KNITTING YARNS**
American Informal® furniture by Tomlinson

Here is dreamlined modern for the way we live today. A romantic new color . . . driftwood . . . in a satiny smooth finish that requires a minimum of housekeeping attention.

Designed for today's homes and apartments, American Informal* is brilliantly adaptable. . . the living room desk doubles as a bedroom vanity table . . . chests, singly or in series, are equally perfect in dining or living room. You can start with a few pieces, or furnish your home completely. And all so affordably priced.

Write for descriptive folder . . . it's free.

Tomlinson
High Point, North Carolina

AS IT SAYS ON THE LABEL: "There is nothing better in the market"

To honor the guest whose friendship you cherish, always serve America's Guest Whisky, famous bonded Old Forester. As fine in quality, as elegant in flavor as it was in 1870—the year the first Old Forester was created to set a standard for all Kentucky whiskies.
DOUBLE RUFFLE, SEERSUCKER SPREADS are part, attractive and a breeze to wash. Require no ironing. Perky white seersucker ruffles trim the bottom, top and pillow . . . on year round, solid colors of royal blue, wine, hunter green, yellow, pink, brown, grey, mint green, roosedust or eggshell. Twin spread 10.95, full 11.95, ruffled drapes 8.95, vanity skirt 6.95.

TAFFETA QUILTED COVERLETS of rich, shimmering Celanese rayon taffeta are scalloped, precisely made and elegant looking. Combine it with a taffeta dust ruffle . . . in radiant, matching or mixable solid colors of grey, forest green, wine, chartreuse, brown or roosedust. Twin coverlet 14.95, full 15.95 . . . twin dust ruffle. Twin 8.95, full 9.95 . . . tailored 90" pinch pleated draperies 12.95, pillow sham 4.95.

GLAMOROUS, QUILTED SPREADS of luxurious rayon faille have a diamond quilted top, full 21" flounce and custom quality details. In solid gem-tone colors of dusty rose, watermelon red, wine, cadet blue, yellow, hunter green, mint green, chartreuse, or cloud grey. Twin spread 11.95, full 12.95, lined 90" drapes 10.95, sham 4.95.

"DOUBLE WEDDING RING" COVERLETS with about 100 interlacing, ivory-white Chenille rings are scalloped and fringed. Twin coverlets 8.95, full 9.95. COMBINE it for a two-tone effect with a washable Everglaze chiffon dust ruffle in solid brown, cloud grey, hunter green, aqua, yellow, American Beauty, roosedust, lime or white. Twin dust ruffle 8.95, full 9.95, chiffon pint pleat sham 4.95, chiffon 90" ruffled draperies 11.95.

DENIM bedspreads are made of superb U. S. Royal denim that's Sanforized, washable. They'll add charm to your bedrooms. Colors are sunset red, airforce blue, cocoa brown, chartreuse or sea green with a multi-color striped trim. Twin spread 12.95, full 13.95, 90" long drapes 8.95, vanity skirt 8.95, striped pillow sham 4.95.

IT'S QUILTED! IT'S EVERGLAZE CHINTZ . . . it's a coverlet that fairly sparkles in solid colors of cloud grey, hunter green, aqua, American Beauty, yellow, roosedust, lime, brown or white that you mix or match with a chiffon dust ruffle. Twin coverlet 13.95, full 15.95. Twin dust ruffle 8.95, full 9.95. Ruffled 90" drapes 11.95, pillow sham 4.95.

LUXURIOUS, SUPER-CORD DRAW DRAPERIES of corded rayon bengaline-faille in dramatic corn yellow, mint green, forest green, cadet blue, wine, roosedust, eggshell, cherry rose, grey or chartreuse. They're 84" wide per pair (finished, pinch-pleated width 48"). Hang 2 or more pair together for wide windows. 54" long 4.95, 63" 5.50, 72" 7.95, 81" 6.50, 90" 6.95. Slip-on, pinless hooks (use 14 per pair) . . . each .05.

WONDER FIBERGLAS tailored curtains can be washed and rehung in 7 minutes. They're 84" wide per pair in soft ivory shade. 54" long 5.95, 63" 6.50, 72" 6.95. 81" 7.50, 90" 7.95.

NYLON TAILORED CURTAIN of soft ivory shade with 5" bottom hems and double row side stitching for straighter hang. Width is 84" per pair. 54" long 4.95, 63" 5.50, 72" 5.95, 81" 6.50, 90" 6.95.

SCALLOPED EDGE, EYELET EMBROIDERED sheer organdy curtains will perk up your rooms. Made of our Finest nylon corded rayon bengaline-faille in dramatic corn yellow, mint green, forest green, cadet blue, wine, chartreuse, or sea green. 84" per pair. 54" 5.95, 63" 6.50, 72" 7.50, 81" 8.50, 90" 9.95, 90" long x 186" double width 17.95. Also, eyelet vanity skirts 8.50.

PERKY "PICTURE FRAME" NYLON CURTAINS with frilly 2½" inch picot edge ruffles on all 4 sides. Meticulously made of high count nylon that dries fast, requires little ironing. Lovely soft ivory shade. Width is 76 inches per pair. 45" long 4.50, 54" long 4.95, 63" long 5.50, 72" long 5.95, 81" 6.50, 90" 6.50.

MONOGRAMMED SHOWER CURTAIN of heavy bodied rayon taffeta makes a very personal gift. Choose one color for the 12" monogram, another for the curtains from hunter green, water green, yellow, peach, wine, grey, flamingo, white, black, rose, red, royal or ice blue. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. Shower curtain 6 x 6 ft, with monogram on right side (last initial centered) 10.95, ruffled 54" drape 6.95 (plain).

DENIM SLIP COVERS for studio couches and divanolas are handsome, easy-to-wash, perfect-fitting. Top size is 76" x 31" with 17½" drop. Solid colors of sea green, sunset red or cocoa brown with striped trim. Studio couch cover (indicate 2 or 3 pillows) 12.95, maple arm divanola cover 9.50, maple arm chair cover 4.45, upholstered arm divanola cover 13.75, 90" pinch pleated drapes 9.95.

May we introduce ourselves?

Many of you are old friends . . . have seen us in HOUSE & GARDEN for several years. From your nice letters we're happy to know that our home fashions have made your homes prettier . . . that you're pleased with our prompt delivery. We're very proud of the selection shown here, very proud of the moderate price tags. We'd be privileged indeed to have you as another COLTEN customer.
The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS is to examine them in your own home.

Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition... and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs... then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

200 Perfect Antique Rugs $90 to $200
100 Perfect Antique Rugs $200 and up
500 Semi-Antique Rugs in Old Designs $18 and up
100 Choice 9 x 12 Rugs from Iran $325 to $850

Many giant and unusual sizes

For sale by America's foremost authority on Oriental Rugs, and largest eastern dealer in oriental rugs.

We sincerely believe that our rugs are the best values on the market today. Many customers, from all parts of America, say that similar rugs are offered at double our prices. Good Oriental Rugs are sound investments. No deposit or expense to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs then make your choice.

Chas. W. Jacobsen 401 S. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Every woman loves embroidery—especially our "Lovely Lady" curtains of muslin with beautifully embroidered old-fashioned eyelet ruffles. Hang them in tiers, or two pairs at a wide window with valances (as shown). Tiered curtains, 20" long, pair, 6.50; 36" long, pair, 6.95; 45" long, pair, 7.50; 54" long, pair 7.95 Separate valance (2 yards wide), 3.95 Not shown, matching tie-back curtains, 90" long, pair, 18.95

Lord & Taylor, 424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York

ENJOY THESE "EVERBLOOMING GERANIUMS"
NATURE NEVER TOUCHED

Enjoy this lovely little fellow with Jug and Bird Bath in 23 lb. high, 24" wide. Jug to pour water easily arranged. Made of Pumpelian Stone—$65.00 f.o.b. New York. Figure without bird bath $35.40.

Write NOW for our catalogue, picturing a great variety of lovely Ormamenta in Stone, Bronze and Lead for House or Garden—From $2 to $1,200.

For Your Garden

ERKINS STUDIOS
Visit our GALLERIES
38 West 40th St., New York 18
CORKSCREW and CAP LITTER

Made in Italy of heavy chrome plated brass, this is the BEST CORKSCREW to be had at any price. Simply screw the corkscrew into the cork, press down gently on handle and Presto! the cork’s out! No grasping and sweating—no bruised fingers. No cap lifter will remove cork just as easily. Built to last a lifetime.

$1.95

ROLL and PIE CUTTER

The 2-in-1 Roll Cutter enables the home baker to turn out uniform rolls easily and with attractive ruffles as opposed to the professional baker. One wide band has triangular blades for cutting "lemonade" rolls—the other side has 4 parallel blades for cutting "fan tail" rolls. Complete with decorative red polka-dots, red plastic handle. 2-in-1 Roll Cutter

$1.00

LATTICE PIE CUTTER is simple and easy to use, to a fifty, you can cut 32 design holes for a beautiful lattice. Both for decorative and practical uses. Pie Crusts Cutters

$1.35

Our frustrated turtle... is really a sleek serving dish!

Who could resist the disperate look in the eye of this turtle-fur-turtle, or the hopeless angle to his toil. The tail, incidentally makes the handle to the dish. This unassuming piece of ceramic art incidentally makes the handle to the dish. 7" long

$2.25

HICKORY ENTERPRISES

Thousand of happy customers say this EARLY AMERICAN LADDER-BACK CHAIR is...

"Miracle Value at $6.75"

Completely Assembled—Ready to Use

Don't let the price fool you: there is a chair of authentic design with a hand-crafted by mountain men, in an age-old method. Made of solid native hardwood.

$6.75

THOUSANDS OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS SAY THIS EARLY AMERICAN GRAPEVINE CHAIR IS...

"Miracle Value at $6.75"

Fully Assembled—Ready to Use

Don't let the price fool you: there is a chair of authentic design with a hand-crafted by mountain men, in an age-old method. Made of solid native hardwood.

$6.75

COASTRAYS

For a charming host...

LATTICE PIE CUTTER is simple and easy to use, to a fifty, you can cut 32 design holes for a beautiful lattice. Both for decorative and practical uses. Pie Crust Cutters

$1.35

COASTRAYS

For an amiable host...

This set of six bar tools will delight him. Made of chrome-plated steel with plastic handles like stag-horns, they're well-balanced, enormously useful.

$2.25

For a charming host...

LATTICE PIE CUTTER is simple and easy to use, to a fifty, you can cut 32 design holes for a beautiful lattice. Both for decorative and practical uses. Pie Crust Cutters

$1.35

COASTRAYS

For an amiable host...

This set of six bar tools will delight him. Made of chrome-plated steel with plastic handles like stag-horns, they're well-balanced, enormously useful.

$2.25

TODAY:

A touch of milk glass is decorative in any room. This pair of hands sentimentally joined together with grape leaves makes a most attractive ash tray or container for candies and nuts. About 7" x 5", $2.25 ppd. for one. Order from Carl Forslund, East Fulton, Grand Rapids, Mich.

$2.25

SHOPPING

CHANTICLEER lamp-planter is a most decorative accessory. Black base is wrought iron, black rooster is cast metal, clear bowl is hand-wrought crystal. About 27" high. Shade is white parchment with black silk-screen-print designs. $29.95 exp. coll. Ward Phillips, 9 E. Main St., HG, Dundee, Ill.

$29.95

Unique and Unusual Ceramic Salt and Pepper Shakers

As tassy a mouse as ever nibbled his way into a piece of Swiss... this smart fellow got so far into the cheese that he has a little niche for himself. He can be compactly stored in it between eating times. He's gray with black markings and holds the pepper... his cheese, the salt shaker, is a mouth watering yellow... complete with holes and rind markings.

$1.10
AROUND

You couldn’t own a nicer accessory than this fireplace crane. Your initials (pony shoes) span the angle between the two hand-wrought iron bars. Get two: one for the fireplace, the other for your barbecue. About 18” x 11”, $9.95 postpaid each. Horseshoe Forge, 3 Muzzey St., HG, 73, Lexington, Massachusetts.

Sudsy Sacs make life easier. With them you can wash filmy nylons, cobweb handkerchiefs, and fragile curtains in the washing machine. Sudsy Sacs are made of soft, perforated plastic with drawingstap, small 9” x 11”; medium 14” x 18”; large 17” x 20”, $1.95 per set of 3. Eton, 156 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Clever and thrifty device. Now you can convert any small round bowl into an ash tray. These fixtures are made of brass or copper and they fit snugly over the lip of the bowl. Flat end acts as a tamper too. $3.50 ppd., the set of four.

Malcolm’s, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Maryland.

PUT UP A HYDE
Bridal Suite

Absolutely the finest bird house ever built. Guaranteed to last for a boy! Complete instructions. Special adapters allow you to choose roosts—chisel—owl—owl with mealworm—robin—chickadee—kingfisher—woodpecker—or any species of your own. $4.95

HYDE BIRD FEEDER CO.
56 Fulton Street, Wallingford, Mass.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

PETUNIA CLOCK

"Bee-Loved"

Brightest idea since clocks were invented! Modeled after famous gold medal-winning “Fire Chief” Petunia, to delight children and adults alike. Hang in kitchen, breakfast nook, nursery, entry room, porch. Argus, 1071 Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.$3.75

Imported Bench

Available thru Mail Order Only

Hardware and furniture from

An Aristocrat

IN APPEARANCE and PERFORMANCE

Automatic Heat Controls that are thermostatic. State your own thermostat control. A secret glass that produces Intra-Red rays which may be focused or diffused over large surfaces. Use them in almost any situation. TOUGH: Kicks up or down on hit. Won’t break. EFFICIENT: Uses about 12 watts or a little more. Costs no more to operate than the best electric lamps. RADIANT HEAT: A secret as old as the sun itself. New glass that produces infra-red rays which are radiant heat. RADIANT heat directly heats you, objects in the room, not the air. You and the room are in constant contact. There is no pre-warming time. You feel the heat the instant it is turned on. Use it even on the coldest day. You'll marvel at the fine European workmanship, the simple, beautiful lines of this elegant bench. Imported by us and sold directly to you. Genuineirnied mahogany seat in hand varnished, satin finished beechwood in Light Natural or Black Lacquer. At home with modern or traditional for utility seating, chairside table, TV or vanity bench, luggage rack, etc. Legs easily screwed into pre-drilled holes. An exceptional value.

 Satisfaction Guaranteed

Write for brochure of other imported furniture.

Max Schling, Seedsmen, Inc.

50 Felton Street, Wallingham, Mass.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FEBRUARY, 1952

Screws in like a light bulb!

No wires to connect. Think of it, now you can change a whole lighting fixture with a twist of the wrist. Wherever a light bulb can be screwed in, you can hang one of these delightful lamps, Glamorize any room in seconds. So inexpensive you'll want several.

tole hanging lamp

Comes only in red tole metal trimmed with shining brass and equipped with an opal glass reflector. Lamp is 10” in diameter, 9½” high and takes 100 watt bulb.

Complete, Postpaid Only...$5.75

No wires to connect!

tole ceiling lamp

Your choice of red or green tole metal trimmed with shining brass. Beautiful hobnail glass reflector globe. Lamp is 10½” in diameter, 7½” high, overall. Takes 100 watt bulb.

Complete, Postpaid Only...$5.75

artisan galleries

FORT DODGE IOWA

NEW! PORTABLE ELECTRIC

Radiant Glass HEATERS

with THERMOSTATIC CONTROL

"ON-OFF" SWITCH

Available thru Mail Order Only

IN APPEARANCE and PERFORMANCE

Automatic Heat Controls that are thermostatic. State your own thermostat control. A secret glass that produces Intra-Red rays which may be focused or diffused over large surfaces. Use them in almost any situation. TOUGH: Kicks up or down on hit. Won’t break. EFFICIENT: Uses about 12 watts or a little more. Costs no more to operate than the best electric lamps. RADIANT HEAT: A secret as old as the sun itself. New glass that produces infra-red rays which are radiant heat. RADIANT heat directly heats you, objects in the room, not the air. You and the room are in constant contact. There is no pre-warming time. You feel the heat the instant it is turned on. Use it even on the coldest day. You’ll marvel at the fine European workmanship, the simple, beautiful lines of this elegant bench. Imported by us and sold directly to you. Genuineirnied mahogany seat in hand varnished, satin finished beechwood in Light Natural or Black Lacquer. At home with modern or traditional for utility seating, chairside table, TV or vanity bench, luggage rack, etc. Legs easily screwed into pre-drilled holes. An exceptional value.

 Satisfaction Guaranteed

Write for brochure of other imported furniture.

Max Schling, Seedsmen, Inc.

50 Felton Street, Wallingham, Mass.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

AN ARTISTIC

WRITING DESK

The handcrafted beauty of fine wood is captured in this striking writing desk. Features include: drop front desk with pen tray, two drawers with interior slant, wood handles, ample writing space, flip-up lid, end shelves, and a bookcase. Shown in Solid Walnut.

Natural or traditional for utility seating, chairside table, TV or vanity bench, luggage rack, etc. Legs easily screwed into pre-drilled holes. An exceptional value.

 Satisfaction Guaranteed

Write for brochure of other imported furniture.

Max Schling, Seedsmen, Inc.

50 Felton Street, Wallingham, Mass.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

CARNEGIE’S

Dept. RHD-321

Carnegie Mall

Tarrytown, New York

Send Check or Money Order Today.

NEW! PORTABLE ELECTRIC

Radiant Glass HEATERS

with THERMOSTATIC CONTROL

"ON-OFF" SWITCH

Available thru Mail Order Only

IN APPEARANCE and PERFORMANCE

Automatic Heat Controls that are thermostatic. State your own thermostat control. A secret glass that produces Intra-Red rays which may be focused or diffused over large surfaces. Use them in almost any situation. TOUGH: Kicks up or down on hit. Won’t break. EFFICIENT: Uses about 12 watts or a little more. Costs no more to operate than the best electric lamps. RADIANT HEAT: A secret as old as the sun itself. New glass that produces infra-red rays which are radiant heat. RADIANT heat directly heats you, objects in the room, not the air. You and the room are in constant contact. There is no pre-warming time. You feel the heat the instant it is turned on. Use it even on the coldest day. You’ll marvel at the fine European workmanship, the simple, beautiful lines of this elegant bench. Imported by us and sold directly to you. Genuineirnied mahogany seat in hand varnished, satin finished beechwood in Light Natural or Black Lacquer. At home with modern or traditional for utility seating, chairside table, TV or vanity bench, luggage rack, etc. Legs easily screwed into pre-drilled holes. An exceptional value.

 Satisfaction Guaranteed

Write for brochure of other imported furniture.

Max Schling, Seedsmen, Inc.

50 Felton Street, Wallingham, Mass.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

CARNEGIE’S

Dept. RHD-321

Carnegie Mall

Tarrytown, New York

Send Check or Money Order Today.

Carnegie’s

Department RHD-321

Carnegie Mall

Tarrytown, New York

Telephone: Tarrytown 4-0624
Authentic Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum Reproductions
Painted in long lasting white, Graceful...strong...fashioned by skilled craftsmen.

(A) Aluminum
Large Settee 400 645 6" at wide
Table 190 535 42" diam. high
Chairs 402 330

(B) Wall Bracket
Plates 12 15 each
Pet holders 2 35 each
Chlor. Cast Alum in 26" or Gold 4.50

(C) Oval Top Artisan Flower Box, True reproduction. 18" diam. 8" high. Designed after Old Master floral designs. Painted white. Only $21.50

(D) Just the thing for your African Violets or other hobby plants. White. If removable arms ranging from 14" at base to 7" at top. Fiberglass and pots not included. Send $24.90.

(E) Just the thing for your Antique Violets or other hobby plants. White. If removable arms ranging from 14" at base to 7" at top. Fiberglass and pots not included. Send $24.90.

(F) Aluminum
Large Settee
240 30" wide
220 25" wide
130 15" wide

Many other Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum items at attractive prices. Send for catalog.

J. F. DAY & CO.
Dept. G-2
1903 4th Ave., South
Birmingham 3, Alabama

SHOPPING

She’ll look like a gum drop in this beguiling pin-fore. Chances are she’ll behave like an angel because life is bound to be easier in a plastic coverall. Pin dirt in red or yellow with matching trim. Sizes from 6 months to 2 years; 2 to 4 years, $1 ppd. From Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

A classic gift for bride and groom, one they will enjoy for years. Made of sterling silver, this cream and sugar set ($11.95 ppd.) has a gadroon decoration, will adapt to most table accessories. Matching sterling silver tray ($11.95 ppd.) can be used alone, too. Giftorium, 173 Canal Street, New York, N. Y.

Hang these at your window! Made of textured rayon-cotton fabric, the pair are 46" across top. Hunter green, oyster, chartreuse, gray, mint, rose, wine, gold, brown, red.

Lengths: 54", $6.95; 63", $7.50; 72", $7.95; 81", $8.50; 90", $8.95. Postpaid. Colten’s, 1351 Beacon Street, Brookline 46, Mass.

If you SEW

Your Fabric Shopping worries are over...when you join Dressmaker’s Mail-A-Buy.

An exclusive plan entitling you as a member of this club to...

1. Bonus of gorgeous fabrics matches every two weeks for a year. Giftsets, weaves, rayons, new fabrics monthly.
2. Order any fabric, any quantity. This service will save you from 15% to 30% on each order.
4. Request samples of fabrics you may currently have.
5. Can make-returns on every purchase. Plus many extra services.

Dressmaker’s Mail-A-Buy
251 W. 39th St., Dept. H-2, N. Y. 18, N. Y.

Fix Messy Tub Cracks

This Amazing, New, Easy Way
Fill those cracks around your bathtub, sink and shower with Miracle Tub-Couk. It's easy with this new product that is applied in minutes. Leaves a tough, waterproof and grease-proof bond that will not shrink or crumble. Giant 4 ounce tube. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

Sunset House
Dept. 72, 6218 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.
Baroque andirons are perfect in many 18th-century rooms, in Victorian rooms with marble mantels. These are solid brass, about 18" high.$45 the pair. With connecting kerb (about 34" wide), the set is $57.50, exp. coll., Detroit Mantel & Tile Co., 1431 Farmer Street, Detroit, Michigan.

Limited edition: the many-purpose champagne jug. Because of the glass insert for ice, it makes a fine martini mixer, a perfect pitcher for iced coffee. About 12" high, it holds three quarts, is made of optical crystal and silver plate. $289.50 p.p.d., Fed. tax included. H.T. Stern, 197-05 110 Avenue, Hollis, L. I.

Royal Doulton bone china figurines are everybody's delight. Shown here is a basket with three puppies, basket and markings on dogs range in color from medium to dark brown; bodies of the puppies are creamy white. About 3" x 2½". $13.50 p.p.d. Nelmore Jewelers, 901 Bergen Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Pierced Brass
High-polished solid brass— permanently finish, 12½" x 12½".
FOOTED—$18.50 each
Without Feet—$16.50 each
Shipped Charge Collect
No C.O.D.'s guaranteed
Pioneer Gift & Brass Center, Inc.
Dept. 66-2, Box 163, Church Street Station, New York 16, N. Y.

Personalized JUMBO JOT-PADS
The Jumbo Jot-Pad is a docter's dream, because the whopping pad of memo sheets looks practically indestructible. The rich, red, leather-like cover stamped in gold with any name or initials, and the gold plated pencil make it a very nice desk accessory for appointments, telephone memos, shopping lists, even bridge scores. A real jumbo gift, postpaid, only $1.25 each.

Send for Free Gift Catalog.

Bar Mart
62 W. 45th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y. 7-1190
America's Most Unusual Store

Scots, Wha Hae!
Add these superb handpainted historical Scottish figures to your collection of military miniatures. Five famous periods of history represented. Set: $7.25 postpaid
No C.O.D.'s please

Military Miniatures
America's Favorite Miniatures Firm
Dept. G-2, 1384 Lexington Ave.
New York 28, N. Y.
Catalog sent upon request.
Underwood's...

throughout the Midwest the most distinguished name in interior design.

Whether you are seeking a distinctive accessory or furnishing an entire home, Underwood's skilled staff of advisors are ready to serve you.

Underwood's

furniture galleries

1515 N. University Peoria, Illinois

Striking...

is the word for Sanderson's new

English Wallpapers

Let us show you how you can add charm to your own home with our distinctive English and Domestic papers. Write for samples.

W.H.S. Lloyd CO., INC.

16 EAST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.

CHICAGO - BOSTON - NEWARK - BEVERLEY HILLS

Famous

Oxford

Concordance

Holy Bible

- French Morocco, overlapping covers
- Twice colored maps
- Dictionary of Scripture Proper Names
- Silk red gauze gold edged pages

This handsome King James Bible, printed on untrimmed thin paper and bound in black grade French Morocco, is one of the most valuable reference Bibles ever offered to the public. Size 5½" x 8½" x ¾" thick. Besides Concordance, it has 12 colored maps, twelve lineage, three maps, dictionary of Scripture Proper Names, makes an ideal bound gift! Name in gold as extra cost.

(Please print name). $15.00
Send Check or Money order...
No C.O.D.'s, please

Drucker's

No Matter Where I Serve My Guests
IT SEEMS THEY LIKE MY KITCHEN BEST

"No Matter Where I Serve My Guests It Seems They Like My Kitchen Best" says this fun-to-finish cross-stitch sampler. Kit includes 14" x 14" cloth panel, all the material you need, and easy-to-follow design chart. The chart shows how to color and complete the embroidery. The "perfect" sampler for a happy kitchen wall. Kit $2.50 postpaid.

New Matter Where I Serve My Guests

Finish one for a friend, too.
She'll love it.

2 Kits $5.75 postpaid

Drucker's 15 PARK AVE., RUTHERFORD, N.J.

SUSAN SMITH

BUNDELL 11, ILLINOIS

STUDY

INTERIOR DECORATION

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes
Start Feb. 4th. Send for Catalog R

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction, Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course
Starts at once. Send for Catalog C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN

515 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

A heritage piece to own and love. It's a two-drawer chest with mirror to hang on the wall, to stand on a table. Made of hardy north Michigan pine, antiqued and hand-rubbed to a mellow patina. About 26½" x 11" x 6". $22.50 p.p.d. (Add 50c W. of Miss.) Jenifer House, New Marlboro Stage, Great Barrington, Massachusetts.

Telephone lamp will delight every member of the family. The receiver is the switch. Lift it and the lamp lights, hang up and it goes off. Standard is made of solid brass, shade comes in red or green parchment. $19.95 p.p.d. Camaller & Buckley, 1114 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

Frozen desserts look unbelievably attractive made and served in frosted Lustrex trays. These are designed to fit freezing compartment, are colored to complement any dinnerware: pale pink, cream, lemon yellow, lime green. $1 p.p.d. for two. Breck's, 900 Beacon St., Boston.

Do Your Own LANDSCAPING

with this simple Professional Guide!

SAVE MONEY—beautify your grounds with professionally planned landscaping! Written by a practical landscaping authority, "You Can Landscape Your Own Home" supplies all the "know-how" you need. Non-technical, easy to read: over 100 Illustrations. Shows how even a small city lot can be made into a neighborhood show place. Used by nurserymen in 30 states. Thousands of home owners have found this book worth many times its nominal cost of $1, postpaid.

MINNETONKA PUBLISHING CO.

3035 Watertown Rd., Long Lake, Minn.
Imperial
BY CHRYSLER

You've seen it happen in your own circle. It is true among the really discriminating everywhere. The Imperial by Chrysler has become the ultimate expression of taste and judgment. In every swift poised act on the road—in every manner and look—in every detail of decor... this lovely car will reveal to you why it is more and more the choice of people who can afford any motor car in the world.

The Finest Car
America Has Yet Produced!

WHITE SIDEWALLS WHEN AVAILABLE
Illustrated below: Lounge Chair (pair shown), E2605, $135; Magazine End Table, E2507, $100; Magazine Cocktail Table, E2515, $110; Sofa, E2604, $375; (right background) Cheerio Bar, E2517, $100. Table tops are made of Italian marble. Side and back panels of sofa are constructed of Italian wicker. Neva-Rust® wrought iron frames are available in 5 exclusive finishes. At select stores everywhere or through decorators. All prices approximate retail.
First choice with careful shoppers because it’s “Home-Planned”

Heywood-Wakefield Modern carries double assurance that you’ll enjoy living with it years and years from now. It is beautifully proportioned, so sensibly designed for today’s living. Every piece is superbly fashioned from solid Birch to last and last. And, its exclusive, “Home-Planned” designs make sure that you can retain the original handsome theme of your home as you add needed pieces to living, dining, and bedrooms.

See Heywood-Wakefield Modern at your favorite department or furniture store soon.

Plan your home with a sure touch

This beautiful book by Gladys Miller, decorating consultant, is packed with suggestions for decorating with “Home-Planned” Modern. Send 25¢ in coin for your copy today. If you’d like her book on Old Colony, send 50¢ in coin for both.


I enclose ........... in coin for your decorating books at 25¢ each. (CHECK YOUR CHOICE)  □ Modern  □ Old Colony

Name

Street

City & Zone
These four silver elm and beechwood Precedent pieces (bed—twin or double, 2 roomy chests, and night table) start you well on your way to a complete contemporary bedroom...for an amazingly modest cost!

Like the more than 100 other open stock Precedent pieces for bedroom, living room and dining room, they are imaginatively planned, painstakingly constructed, lovingly hand-finished to bring you superb furniture value—along with wonderful convenience, decorating freedom and lasting beauty. Precedent is only one of many fine Drexel groupings. Insist on the "by Drexel" brandmark—your proof of value, variety and versatility.

"Value, Variety, Versatility"

Write today for your "Portfolio of Fine Furniture"—complete set of booklets on Drexel's Modern, Traditional, Early American and French Provincial furniture groups with color room scenes and decorating ideas—all for 25c. Send coin only.

ADDRESS: 572 Huffman Rd., Drexel, N.C.
SHOPPING AROUND

Want to save money? Then shampoo your hair at home. Use this completely new type of dryer which clamps to the edge of any door, has a heating element (not a blower), and fan which dries all your hair at the same time. Black plastic, metal. AC only. $12.95 ppd. Glasscraft, 920 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Natural for short-stemmed flowers: the pansy vase. It's made of ceramic in a muted green-gray color that's extremely complimentary to flowers. About 3⅜" x 3", it's a gift almost any woman would love to find under the Christmas tree. $2. ppd. each. Order from Walter Drake, Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

The youngest member of the family will feel important if given a platform rocker in a wing-back design. Made of hardwood with a maple finish, it has a spring seat, heavy coil rocker springs, reversible cushions. About 27" high. $14.95 exp. coll. Beaucushions. About 27" high.

Choose from tremendous stock of hard-to-get item. Send first order to:

NAME, ADDRESS. We'll proportioned for your home. LOW PRICES! LATEST STYLE! Illustmied Poplin PERFEKTLY. HATS, TIES. SUPPORTERS. DRESS & WORK JACkETS. SHIRTS, SWEATERS. —DRESS & WORK PANTS. 46-66. Neck Sizes 17-22. $1.10 postpaid.

St., JANET FORISTER, Dept. 5-K, Bloomington, III.

FREE STYLE book for BIG MEN


BURNS-MARTIN, Dept. 347, 147 Summer St., Boston 10, Mass. Rush FREE CATALOG for BIG men only to Name:

FREE STYLE book for BIG MEN


BURNS-MARTIN, Dept. 347, 147 Summer St., Boston 10, Mass. Rush FREE CATALOG for BIG men only to Name:

SUEDE AND LEATHER COATS - JACKETS CLEANED - REDYED HANDBAGS SUEDE - LEATHER ALLIGATOR CLEANED - DYED - REFINISHED REFINED, REPAIRED, RESTYLED All Leather Gloves (Maximum 3 pair) $1.00

LEATHERCRAFT PROCESS OF AMERICA, INC. 1053 1st AVE. (at 57th St.) NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

Leathercraft

FREE STYLE book for BIG MEN


BURNS-MARTIN, Dept. 347, 147 Summer St., Boston 10, Mass. Rush FREE CATALOG for BIG men only to Name:

FREE STYLE book for BIG MEN


BURNS-MARTIN, Dept. 347, 147 Summer St., Boston 10, Mass. Rush FREE CATALOG for BIG men only to Name:
Complete ZIPPER REPAIR KIT includes:

- Foolproof ZIP-FIX. Save tailor bills, tedious fixes broken zippers.
- Works on all major makes of metal zippers, small and large.
- Has no sharp edges, no moving parts.
- Cost of new zippers...
- Keep the family's wardrobe serviceable.
- As U.S. Navy does...
- With yourself.

PROTECT YOUR LIFE install FIRE SENTRY

Is your family protected against the No. 1 peril in your home—fire? Don't gamble with your life, be safe, install Fire Sentry, the reliable home fire alarm. Fire Sentry is a precision instrument constructed for positive action. It pays no attention to summer heat or zero temperatures, but immediately detects any abnormal rise in temperature—the first sign of fire. Warns you in time for safe exit and to prevent extensive damage.

Fire-set, tamperproof, it lasts a lifetime without servicing. One unit on each floor of the house.

Fire Sentry Company
907 W. Madison St., Houghton, Mich.

RENUE YOUR RUGS

Amazing New Dye — Just Brush On Rug Right On The Floor!

"Just like magic," the amazing new DYE RUGADUR turns the color of your old, soiled, or stained rug into the color of your choice. Just brush on the new Dye Rugadur. Dyes a 9 x 12 rug dry overnight—"presto", your rug looks new. Soften your furniture color in the morning. For any woollen or woollike rug. Colors evenly. Neutral rugs take any color. Refresh dark rugs with nearest rug color. Dyes a 9 x 12 rug.

Conceals Spills Stains and Stales

Use on solid, mixed or figured rugs. Five rug colors: Deep Red, Green, Rose, Maroon and Blue. Complete rug kit includes mixing tray, brush, measuring cup and easy-to-understand directions. ONLY 85c. Hurry—Order Now!

Money Back Guarantee

Just send $3.50 (check or M.O.) with name and address on coupon below, and you pay postage. Specific color, Money back either way if not delighted.

NOR-GEE CORPORATION
2419 Palmer St., Jamestown, N.Y.

MEXICO IS YOURS

From Acapulco to Taxco

With SANBORN'S PERSONAL SHOPPING SERVICE

Jewelry, showls, pottery, baskets—anything!

Write a description of the article you have admired and our buyers will find it on their trips into the interior. We will send a description and price postpaid to you, for your approval.

There is no obligation to buy.

SANBORN'S
"Everything For Travelers"
1 S. Bldwy. McAllen, Tex.
AROUND

Slightly sentimental.
With St. Valentine's Day just around the corner, a man would be smart to send his true love a frame like this lacy heart. Be sure to insert a most flattering picture. White enamel wire. About 4½" in diameter. $2.50, ppd. each; $4.75, ppd. the pair. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton, Porea, Illinois.

Remember the doctor?
Replace his hard-working bag with a handsome top grain leather case, in Army russet or black, it has a sturdy zipper, a strong lock, rubber lining, and a patented flap which gives more space to bag. About 17" x 9" x 7", $30.00. Nathan Products, 2157 Prospect Avenue, N. Y.

Protect your expensive fur jackets, your stoles, your coats. Remember that zipperpered covers tend to break delicate top hairs. Get a moiré tafteta one with side snaps like this. About 52" x 27", it has a 4" gusset all around cover. Navy. $8.75 ppd. Margaret Laine, 42-15 81st Street, Kewhursl, L. I.

BEAUTY TREATMENT
FOR DIRTY OVENS

Amazing new Chemicleaner 88 makes messy scoring unnecessary. All burned-on grease, juices and char are loosened chemically. Simply apply a little Chemicleaner 88 with a damp cloth. Wipe off with another damp cloth and the interior surfaces of your oven come up shining like new.

Excellent for cleaning broilers and bitters too. Non-inflammable. Guaranteed harmless to your hands and your oven. Only $1 for 32 oz. ppd. enough to clean your oven ten times. For prepaid shipment send $1 to THE CHEMICLEANERS Box 1775, Dept. HG-2, Peabody, Mass.

FEARLESS LOWEN

in active patterns in sterling

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
SPCML

Upon request.

Your order must be received on or before February 15, 1952. Many patterns are available for immediate delivery. Some patterns will be delivered this coming summer. (Price list mailed on request.)

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
77 MADISON AVENUE MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

THE UNION LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

45 East 54th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Please send me __________ copies of SCOTTISH CLANS and Their Tartans for which I am enclosing $________.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City Zone State ____________________________

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

THE UNION LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

222 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me __________ copies of SCOTTISH CLANS and Their Tartans for which I am enclosing $________.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City Zone State ____________________________
THE SLEET'S OFF
your windshield, and so is the frost,
with a quick spray of Sat-Vue, the
fabulous de-icing fluid. It turns sleet
or frost into slush, which your win-
shield wiper can quickly clear away
for safe driving visibility. In a plastic
squeeze bottle, it's a well-
spent
$1.00.
Plastic de-icing blade for scraping
off hard ice has gold monogram. 50¢
Ppd. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s, or stamps.

ORDER YOUR TABLE TODAY
21 Starlen Road
Haverford 6, Pa.

TOTE-TABLE
ALL-PURPOSE TABLE
THAT'S PORTABLE
Ideal for Game
Room
Buffet - Kitchen
Laundry - Hobbies
Now a very purposeful furnishings
getting a fresh pattern in a
foundations for the
more. Newly, natural Provence
has guaranteed scratch and stilted
proof. Padded to card table almo-
s t the like hanggard. Suggests to
thousands! The LAST word in
Tutulian aluminum legs own-
looks, looks perfect. Table 14"x9"x30".
EXECUTIVE OAK TOP OR WHITE
$24.95
$29.95

ORDER YOUR TABLE TODAY
Ward Phillips Co.
Dundee 3, Ill.

How to Do Wonders
with Old Furniture
—even if you never
handled a tool!

Why pay high
prices for to-
day’s quality of new
furniture or repur-
holstery work? Now,
you—yes, YOU—can
take your old fur-
iture . . . or other good solid furniture
which sells almost for “junkies” at sec-
ond-hand or auction . . . modernize it,
strengthen the joints, refinish or reup-
holster it YOURSELF. SAVE HUND-
REDs of DOLLARS and have fun
doing it! Even make extra money—re-
storing and selling old furniture.

New Discoveries
Make It Easy

Famous expert Ray Yates shows you
exactly HOW in a brand-new book:
“NEW FURNITURE FROM OLD”.
New, really easy ways to repair, refin-
ish, upholster, reupholster. New ideas
for restyling, redecorating “old” pieces.
New discoveries in paints and solvents
which sells almost for “pennies” at sec-
ond-hand or auction . . . modernize it,
strengthen the joints, refinish or reup-
holster it YOURSELF. SAVE HUND-
REDs of DOLLARS and have fun
doing it! Even make extra money—re-
storing and selling old furniture.

TRY BOOK FREE 7 DAYS
Send no money! Just send name and
address to try book FREE for a week. If
you don’t agree it can save (or make)
you hundreds of dollars—return it; owe
nothing. Or keep it and send $2.50 plus postage
as full payment. Send money now and
WE’LL pay postage. Money-back guaran-
tee. Wilfred Funk, Inc., Dept. Zyo, 831
Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

New Aids for
Faster Smoother Ironing

• IRONING CORD
GUIDE keeps cord
out of-way—tangle
free, $3.50
mat.
Cords easily
to end of board. Cord Guide is as handy
as a third arm and only $1.35 p.pd.

IT’S A CINCH! Keep your
ironing board cover smooth
and tight with these strong
spring clips. Clinch Spring clips
easily fastens to cover
underside of board, re-
movable to change cover,
one set lasts a lifetime. For
taster, smoother wrinkles
I g. Postpaid, a Set, 89c.

ORDER BY MAIL • NO C.O.D.’S
GLASSCRAFT
920 G Chicago Avenue—Branston, Illinois

NEW! Trash Disposal Unit
BURNS REFUSE SAFELY

A new type outdoor dis-
pose-all unit safely and
quickly burns trash and
refuse. Juiii. Kruon or dry la fully I’on-rtumod. ScientiUn draft de-
sign completely eliminates fire hazards of Thing
ash, spark—minihites smoke. Nothing
to set out of order. Needs no washing. Irish
made. Ideal for Game Room, Laundry, Kitch-
ern. No fire risk. Large capacity. No expense
for fuel itself. Measures 15" square at base by 14"
height. No inflammables to be used. Rcvom-
manded by Bureau of Fire Prevention. Wall
price $29.95. Use only $12.85 shipped per set
post prepaid. Money back guarantee.

DELUXE WEATHER PROOF MODEL—Eco-
tame specifications as above plus a bakodon,
plain gray, ceramic finish that can’t rust regard-
less of weather. All rust, damp or damp air.
No expensive fuel. Rcvommed by Bureau of Fire
Prevention. Wall price $38.95. Use only $25.85
shipped per set post prepaid. Please specify model
desired and send check, or any money order to

ALSTO COMPANY
Dept. HI-2, Cleveland 1, Ohio

WINE TASTER. It makes a
charming ash tray. An ex-
act reproduction of a Euro-
pean wine ladle, it’s made
of plated silver, has cord
handles, a charming hand-
chased medallion in base.
$3 postpaid for one; $5.95
ppd. the pair. L. F. Black,
99-20 Metropolitan Avenue,
Forest Hills, New York.

Specs-Minders are attrac-
tive and sensible. Made of
four layers of soft felt,
marked with three con-
trasting initials, they’re
suitable for men or women.
Gray with brown, navy
with light blue, emerald
with red, brown with beige,
red with royal, white with
green. $3 ppd. Vanray,
Box 122, Marshall, Mich.

Yes you can hook a perfec-
tly beautiful rug if you use
Rebecca Andrews’ clever kit.
She’ll send you a stamped burlap pattern,
38" x 60", instructions, a
hook, and a bundle of wool
to start the rug. Remember
the designs are her very
own. $7.50 postpaid. Or-
der from Rebecca Andrews,
Walnut Ridge, Arkansas.
AROUND

As fine as they come is this New England tavern chair. Back and seat are made of 2" white pine, the legs and turnings of hard-wood. Finished in black and gold, antique maple, antique pine. About 31" x 18½" x 20". $19.95 exp. coll. Templeton Craftsmen, HG, Templeton, Mass.

Cupid's equipment is grist for salt and pepper collectors. This imaginative set consists of a white ceramic tray decorated with a gold arrow, with two red heart salt and pepper shakers. You'll be a proud possessor, the envy of the competition. $2.50 ppd. Foster House, 15 Cole Court, Princeville, Illinois.

Mid-winter tonic! A graceful plant stand filled with blooms, with healthy greens. This sturdy metal stand is finished in white enamel, is gracefully designed, will last a lifetime. About 24" x 19" x 34". Spacious three tiers will hold about nine plants. $11.95 exp. coll. May Birn, Box 26 G, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

NEW DURHAM HANDI-TABLES will delight you with their versatility!

- Use anywhere—indoors or out.
- Ideal for entertaining—no Sharpie (jet featherweight).
- Automatically locks in position—no spilling.
- Beautifully finished rimmed tops—walnut grain or red, green, yellow enamel!
- Roomy top—12" x 15"—stands 20" high. All 4 tables come in Holder's, only $9.95. Express order from Holiday House, 28 Bolivan Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

DRAPERY FABRICS

Charming as Handloomed Originals

Yours only from Itasca!

You'll love Itasca fabrics when you see and feel their rough-woven textures — created especially for contemporary and ranch style homes. Modern, eye-pleasing colors — materials that are transparent but not transparent — vat-dyed and washable. Whether you make handthrown, log-wearable drapes yourself, or have them made, they are so economical. Decorate your entire home — there is an Itasca fabric for every room! Matching textures and colors add handloomed effect to slipcovers, bedspreads and vanities, too — used by leading decorators all over America for custom decorating jobs requiring distinctive textures and weaves. Itasca fabrics are amazingly low-cost — they come direct from the loom to you!

Wedding-Invitation Plate

An elegant gift of beautiful simplicity, . . . Her wedding invitation or announcement duplicated exactly in etching on a fine crystal plate. For mints, canapés, an important hors d'oeuvre. Sterling silver rim, rhodium finished to eliminate tarnishing. Delivery, about ten days, 8" square—avantage $15 No C.O.D.'s Please.

HOLIDAY HOUSE
2 Bellwah Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

PROTECT CHILDREN with FLEA-NO-MAT

For large dogs . . . 28" x 20" POSTPAID $4.95

Flea-no-mat kills insects — stops dog odor!

Usage this revolutionary, chemically treated mat on regular bed of pet, or separately — runs with or down from feet, ticks, nits. Pleasant, clean odor counters sets animal smell. Kennel-treated by veterinarians. Order today — money back guarantee! Check or Money Order

V. F. GARRETT CO.
P. O. BOX 1143-111, DALLAS, TEXAS

PROTECT CHILDREN

Hue Pile Clean with FLEA-NO-MAT

AVOID BATHROOM DRUDGERY!

Use Sto-Clean

TOILETABS

Now you can throw away that toilet bowl aroma! One Toiletab dropped in fluid tank each week keeps stains from forming, color or odor out of sight, reaches with no help from you. Non-poisonous. Harmless to plumbing or septic tank. 2 months' supply postpaid WHINK

Removes Stains in 15 Seconds!

Fast-acting . . . absolutely safe! Whisk removes rust and stains from clothing in 15 seconds! . . . safe from bathtubs, washbowl . . . stains on aluminum, copper, chrome or brass. Leaves no tell-tale mark. Harmless to fabric. Bottle sent postpaid . . . 80c

WHINK

HUSF BROS.
1117-G N. Dearborn Chicago 16, III.
Our Famous Automatic-Electric French Fryer

French frying is simple and easy with our "professional fryer." The entire job is fully automatic. Fruit, vegetables, potatoes, onions, egg plant, broccoli, and all other vegetables are perfect for this electric fryer. French fryer for everyday cooking of one-dish meals: applie pies, sausages, and taters. Wonder-fil as master, fast warm or cold. Easy to clean. Nickel-finished body is insulated. Hand-cast aluminum body. Temps range 175° to 395°. Satisfaction guaranteed. At only...

$26.95

10-Pc Patty Pie Molds
The New Way to FRY A PIE

You'll fryer every mouth (most desired express and desserts if you prepare and serve in these individual pie shells. Patty Pie Mold is chipped free, mirror-like finish inside. Fry in oil, butter, or fat. Makes perfect individual pies for filling. Fruit, salad, soup, ice cream, and white cream too. Made of special cast aluminum. Easy to clean. Sold by the dozen for only...

$1.59 ppd.

30

Potato Basket and Noodle Nest

With this hand-crafted double wire basket it's easy to make orange potato baskets and tasty and Noodle Nest. Part the definitions open, fill the definition with the desired foods. Use forest of fruits, vegetables, fish, baron, or mutton. Complete directions included.

EAST FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN

CHANDLER, graceful

CANDY LAMPS

Send 25c for big, new 80-page CANDY LAMPS CATALOG

Carl Persland INC.
EAST FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN

FOLD-AWAY FOOT REST

A Different Kind of Gift
For Yourself and Friends

30

Hand-blown Candlkins Lamp Bulbs eliminate every room with shimmering, romantic, dancing candlelight. Crystal sparkling every surface reflects a mellow softness that transforms each gathering into a gay, cheerful event. Make your period settings lovelier, more beautiful with Candlkins. Candlkins, Quick Delivery

Send 25c for new, big 80-page CANDY LAMPS CATALOG


4 packages (1 yard) $1.00
Postpaid in U.S.A. No C.O.D.

J. B. DAWN PRODUCTS Dept. G, 3905 W. 64th Pl., Chicago 29, II.

SHOPPING

No doubt about it, a man will love "Squeeze." Bristle brush is attached to a squeeze-type handle dispenser, so lathering and brushing become one operation. Contains enough cream for 100 shaves. Refills available. $4.10 ppd. JoMart, 3815 Warner Ave., HG, St. Matthews, Ky.

Indispensable for the kitchen: a bottle opener that recaps all bottles. Now you can keep your carbonated beverages sparkling and alive after you've removed the original seal. Made of nickel-finished steel, it is simple to use. $1 postpaid. Order from Zenith Gifts, Box 238, GPO, New York 1, N. Y.

Can you thread a needle? Most people can't without loosing their tem­pers. That's why this plastic-and-metal needle-threader is such a comfort to have in the sewing table. Threading any type needle with any type fiber: cotton, silk, wool. $1.96 ppd.

Dream Girl Fashions, 318 Market St., Newark, N. J.
AROUND

It's a matter of fact that chefs prefer Henckel cutlery above all others. Made in Solingen, West Germany, of stainless steel with hardwood handles: paring knife $1.25; utility knife $3.50; carving $3.85; butcher knife $3.85. All ppd. D. Corrado, 26 North Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Poultry shears like these make a superb gift for any occasion. Handles of sterling silver beautifully designed; blades of the finest cutlery steel. About 9¼" long, the shears have a powerful, easy-to-adjust spring. $15 ppd. Fed. tax included. Gift Box, P.O. Box 902, ppd. Fed. tax included. Ent. 2", $12.50 special bridesmaid's present. Consider this for a very good gift. It's equally handsome with initials.

Bold initials in sterling silver for a lapel pin, for accent on a belt, on a smart hat. It's equally handsome with two or three initials. Consider this for a very special bridesmaid's present. About 2¼", $12.50 ppd., Fed. tax included. Gift Box, P. O. Box 902, White Plains, New York.

The Bulletin Board

for any room in the house; the kitchen—your bedroom or the children's—White Frames—Roses, Ivy or Penn Dutch design. Natural wood frames—Giraffe, Ranch, Ivy or Penn Dutch design.

H. M. 14x11 $4.95 14x17 $5.75
Send Postpaid—No C.O.D.'s, please.

MARY GLENNON
P.O. Box 31, Sta. C, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Charming

CHANTECLER CRUETS
A darling pair to adorn your table. Gracefully fashioned of imported Italian pottery. These captivating cruets are highly gilded, plainly marked for oil and vinegar. Perfect for your salad necessities—they are gaily handpainted with colorful Chanticleer designs against oyster white background—placed beautifully with any dinner, a delightful hostess gift.

$4.75 pair, postpaid
Salts and peppers to match + $2.50 pair postpaid
No C.O.D.'s, please
Write for Catalogue H-32

MRS. W. G. SLADE
145 Rutherford Blvd. Racine, Wisconsin

Park Lane

TEA and COFFEE SET

Masterfully handcrafted heavy silverplate in a glorious Georgian Classic design. A magnificent future family heirloom to lend elegance to any occasion!

5 piece TEA or COFFEE SET (12 cup capacity).......

$100.00

LARGE 16" x 27" Tray

$42.00

SPECIAL OFFER $125.00

for limited time only

Complete 6 pc. Set

with black wrought iron $16.95 Postpaid
with white wrought iron $17.95 Postpaid
Mark unatm-li'd w/whit Iron $17.95 Postpaid

Hand Lettered Name, $1.50 extra

NO C.O.D.'s. please

Mail to

MAILMASTER

317-22 Lake Avenue Racine 15, Wisconsin

Fireside SNACK TRAYS

OF SHINING STYRON

in Quest of Decorator Colors—

DUBONNET, FOREST GREEN, CHAMBRAY, DOVE GREY

• Just the right size for beverage and snack.

• For all-purpose entertaining.

• Ideal for card parties and unexpected guests.

• An excellent gift.

Please state colors wanted.

Set of two snack trays $1.25

Set of eight snack trays $2.40

Postage paid. Send check, cash or money order. C.O.D.'s accepted; customer pays shipping.

H. & R. BUYERS COMPANY Dept. A

217 S. Villa Avenue

Villa Park, Illinois

You are invited
to become a member of the
Nelmore Sterling Club

Choice from Nelmore's 281 patterns of world-renowned Sterling Silver by

Twining, Garrard, Halstrom, International, Reed and Barton, Lunt, Wallace, Kirk, Whiting, Watson, Smith, Tuttle, Alvin, Acker, Rogers, indicate the patterns
you desire below. In a few days you will be the proud owner of your chosen precious metal. Pay $7.00 a month for one place setting. $14.00 is required
for two place settings, etc. for most patterns. Pay no more than the nationally advertised price. No varying charges. Each place setting is offered in fine anti-tarnish silver roll. First payment is due after delivery of your silver. Own and use your silver now—pay for it out of income.

NELMORE JEWELERS, 911 WISCONSIN AVE., GREENFIELD, WIS.

SPECIAL OFFER

Mada Membership Grow! Today

Nelmore Jewelers

LARGEST SELECTION OF

SILVERWARE

in State

GOLD AND DIAMONDS

Highest Cash for Jewelry

An Extra

Oven

for

$6.50

postpaid

Bake and roast on just one burner on top of the stove. A real find for hammakers who don't have room for a separate oven. Comes with 7 minin cups, 8" cake pan, pie plate, roasting pan, baking rack. For heavy gauge aluminum, 100% guaranteed. Write for free gift catalogue.

annis baker

P.O. Box 5516, Newburgh, N.Y.
YOUR KEY TO HIS HEART

DISTINCTIVE CREST CAR KEYS

For that special person at St. Valentine's Day, here is a most unusual and impressive gift, which can be driven a Ford, Buick, Plymouth or any other standard make car. These key rings made of brass will show your good taste, and make him feel like a king of the car. One key is in nickel silver. The other of jeweler's bronze (the localization and frankness respectively), and both have the authentic event of the owner. Set of 2 crest keys in gift box...$3.99.00. 50c each.

The SPOT REDUCER Is hungrily made "f fine aluminum and rubhor and truly a beaiiiful tn-

house of BERTRAM
P.O. Box 350
Scarsdale, N. Y.

FIND AT LAST!
The Perfect Ice Cube Holder That Can Double For Best Food!
Made of molded fiberglass for lifetime service, lightweight and easy to clean, it holds 2 trays of ice-cubes (12 Robin's eggs) and is specially insulated to keep ice up to 24 hours. Stunning Green motif in under-glass is a Hunt original in gray tones with a pastel blue trim.

$10.50 ppd.

SAVE POSTAGE—worth more if you enclose your order in a safe envelope, with your check or money order, to:

SPOT REDUCER CO., Dept. E-935
318 Market St., Newark, New Jersey

Postpaid

Your 3-pc. Coffee or Tea Set QUADRUPLE Silver Plated, only $25

Definitely...

there is a difference in Silver Plating!
Your 3-pc. Coffee or Tea Set QUADRUPLE Silver Plated, only $25

We will replace your 3-pc. set—Pot (2-pint capacity), Creamer and Sugar with Bromwell's Famous Quadd-up Silver Plate for $25, other sizes priced proportionately. Ship your set now! Ask for Booklet G-252, showing you how to figure cost of revaluing silver right in your home.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED $2.98
LIMITED SUPPLY! HURRY!

STOP BLINDING SUN RAYS! DRIVE SAFELY WITHOUT
SUN OR SKY GLARE.


THE MAILORDER COMPANY
Dept. H022
204 East 61 Street
New York 21, N. Y.
It's the "Housewife's Dream"

LOVELY VIRGINIA HOUSE PANELYTE PLASTIC
FOR THE WHOLE HOME!

Just imagine having furniture all over the house that can be washed sparkling clean — that never has to be polished or waxed to retain its gleaming lustre — furniture that can't be hurt by the best cleaner of them all, soap and water!

Virginia House Panelyte Plastic furniture is yours for bedroom, dining room, dinette, living room, den, recreation room — for the whole house! In many beautiful, sing-y colors. Sophisticated, functional, comfortable styles fresh from the designing board of Freda Diamond. Truly "A Housewife's Dream". Sold by leading dealers from coast to coast. Write for the name of the Virginia House dealer nearest you.

Virginia House Panelyte Plastic has the beauty of fine-grained cabinet woods — plus long lasting durability. Cannot be injured by boiling water, alcohol, fruit acids or cosmetics. Resistant even to cigarette burns, scratches and scuffing. And so easy to keep clean . . . to keep gleaming everlastingly. "A Housewife's Dream."

Virginia House
MARION, VIRGINIA

PANELYTE PLASTIC FURNITURE . . . BEDROOM • DINING ROOM • DINETTE • OCCASIONAL

CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of Emily Rice's new and authoritative color booklet, "Decorating For Better Living." I enclose 25c in coin to cover cost of printing and mailing.

NAME:

STREET:

CITY:

STATE:

VIRGINIA HOUSE
DRAWER 580-HG
MARION, VIRGINIA
White, thinner, more Beautifully modeled...

Product of a wonderful advance in ceramic chemistry... a new discovery that combines airy lightness and sparkling whiteness with amazing strength...

Syracuse China's new Berkeley shape is modeled on a thin, beautifully translucent body. New whiteness, new thinness, plus smart, decorator-wise patterns in the contemporary manner, all unite to produce a setting that any hostess will be proud to own.

New Berkeley shape
SYRACUSE China

Shown here are lively, new patterns decorating this superb body and shape... delicate china patterns, all of them; the kind that reveals at a glance the quality and richness of "true china."

Ask to see them at finer stores everywhere, or write
SYRACUSE CHINA • SYRACUSE, N. Y.
SHOPPING AROUND

Consolidated Cosmetics, Dept. 9
30 W. Hubbard Street, Chicago 10, Ill.

Beauty and strength are combined in this hand-crafted European armchair. Of beechwood in natural- or black-lacquer finish. Back and seat are of natural color, hand-woven braided rush. The design is classic, can be used in any decoration. $34.95 express collect. Hobi, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York.

For your collection of cast-lead soldiers: standing or mounted crusaders. These beautifully crafted little figures are made in England, are hand painted in authentic colors, 2 1/2" to 3" high, they are surprisingly inexpensive, 35c for one on horseback, 25c for one on foot. J. J. Anthony, Box 402, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

NEW and strikingly different furniture addition for your living-room. Perfect for your TV, mantle, buffet or as a table center piece. Planter is full 19" inches wide...of luxurious etched hardwood in rich hand painted finish. Choice of decorator colors...chartreuse, Chinese red, jet black. Complete with removable rustproof liner. Postpaid $3.95 just Hand painted figures in matching or contrasting colors $9.50 Pair

A NEW CENTER OF ATTRACTION IN YOUR HOME

YOUNG PRODUCTS
Dept. 145 3250 Elmwood Detroit 6, Mich.

SPLENDID GIFT!

of a miracle conditioning substance which actually contains elements found in normal skin itself:

Lanolin Plus LIQUID

Soothing, penetrating, greaseless, it acts instantaneously to restore softness to your skin. Try it just once; you’ll agree it’s the greatest beauty discovery you’ve ever made. Munn 25c, receive your 15-facial bottle of LANOLIN PLUS LIQUID by return mail.

CONSOLIDATED COSMETICS, Dept. 9
30 W. Hubbard Street, Chicago 10, Ill.

CRISTAL SWANS—for Table or Mantel

Decorative Accenttion

Reflecting contour beauty, these crystal swan accent decorative appointments with or without flowers, or plants. Spray of artificial Philodendron included. FREE with each swan.

CRYSTAL SWANS 4" x 9 1/2" length
MIRRORS 6" x 9" length
SINGLE SWAN & MIRROR $2.50 each $5.00 a PAIR postpaid satisfaction guaranteed—No C.O.D.’s. Send for illustrated catalog of Gifts

ARTISTIC GLASS STUDIOS
Dept. HG, 36 E. Merrick Rd., Freshport, N. Y.

A Cutie For Your Purse

Crying little golden brush with lively, colorful, nylon bristles. It’s hardly a larger book of matches, but oh, how practical! The bristles pick up electricity and lint jumps to them as if by magic. Release the covers and they snap shut, ready to drop into your purse. $1.25 POST PAID

MADISON HOUSE, INC.
Your Personal Shopper
6 POST ROAD, MADISON, CONN.
UNUSUAL LAMP FOR A COUNTRY HOME. Standard is attached to a hand-crafted maple bench. But that cunning captain's chair and footstool on the bench are movable, clothe sheen shade in red, green or blue. About 18" high, $9.95 postpaid. Order from Jeff Elliot Craftsmen, HG, Elizabeth City, N. C.

SWEET PAIR FOR A PRETTY TABLE: jam jars. The serving trays, covers, and spoons are of lead-free pewter, the jars are crystal-clear glass. One has a honey-bee final, the other a realistic strawberry, $7.50 ppd. for one; $14 ppd. the pair. Maymac Co., 79 West Grand Street, Mount Vernon, New York.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A CHILD'S ROOM, a country home. You may choose a hand-crafted maple bench. But that cunning captain's chair and footstool on the bench are movable, clothe sheen shade in red, green or blue. About 18" high, $9.95 postpaid. Order from Jeff Elliot Craftsmen, HG, Elizabeth City, N. C.

SWEET PAIR FOR A PRETTY TABLE: jam jars. The serving trays, covers, and spoons are of lead-free pewter, the jars are crystal-clear glass. One has a honey-bee final, the other a realistic strawberry, $7.50 ppd. for one; $14 ppd. the pair. Maymac Co., 79 West Grand Street, Mount Vernon, New York.
A perfect result is what you get with the Quicki Washer. It attaches to faucet and you can use it for vegetables or fruit. The brush and steady spray of water do the work. Add soap for dishes and they’re washed and rinsed at the same time. $2 postpaid. Quicki Products, Box 31, Station F, Toledo, Ohio.

Can’t play a note of music? You can play the Junior Zither, it’s an adaptation on the ancient instrument, has 15 strings, two octaves. And the 10 song charts are slipped under strings, guide your pick in tuneful melody. Mahogany case. $5.98 ppd. Humbold Company, 111 East 23rd Street, N. Y.

**LOOK, MOM—**

"DIAPER JEANS"


**BOXER JEANS!**

Authentically Western for boys and girls! Copper rivets, stitching. Sure-fit elastic "boxer" waist. Sanforized navy denim (lightweight). Sizes 1, 2, and 3 years. Only $1.95 ppd., 3 for $5.44!

Send check or money order—sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

Hand-Decorated Tole Clock—a wall clock in the shape of an octagonal pocket watch. Not only a clock that will give you a lifetime of accurate time-keeping, but also a decorative treasure for any room, any period. Clock is 11 inches high and wide, fitted with a guaranteed Sessions Electric Movement. AC only. Choice of all Brass or Bronze case—or decorator Black, Green or Red case with gold leaf scroll; polished Brass loop. Really a magnificent article—and a bargain at the special price of only Money back guarantee, of course. Mail orders to:

**Handsomely**

Laminated Hardwood Chop Block

It’s just the thing for chopping and cleaving meat, poultry, vegetables. Durable, heavy end-grain hardwood block is 11 in. square, 2 in. thick. The Chop Block is a useful, unusual gift for kitchen or outdoor barbecue. A “must” for self-preservation, too! A splendid housewarming—self-instruction. Mail orders to: E. L. BRUCE CO., 1676 Thomas St., Memphis, Tenn.

**FEBRUARY, 1952**

PRICES POSTPAID INCLUDING PACKING

**3** Concentrated Cologne - PeiDume-2 Drams $2.40

**TOBRUK IS A SOPHISTICATED FRAGRANCE**

**^ume — Pei** Drams - $2.40

**PERFUMES**

**MICHEL PASQUIER**

PERFUMER TO A PRIVATE NEW YORK CLIENTELE FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS

Perfume—De luxe—1 oz. . . . $15.00
Perfume—4½ Drams—ILLUSTRATED 6.00
Perfume—2 Drams . . . . 2.40
Concentrated Cologne—3 oz. 1.80
Prices postpaid including packing

From the Perfumer by Mail!

**TOBRUK IS A SOPHISTICATED FRAGRANCE
totally different • very lasting**

PROTECT YOUR LOVED ONES
Scarce Prowlers Away From Your Home . . .

with new "PERFECTA" BLANK PISTOL

For Games, Sports, Fun, too!

- "Feathertouch" Action
- Automatic Ejector

Remarkable Value
at only
$10.95
No Police Permit Required
Extra Muzzle 92.75
Blank Cartridges...100 for 1.10

Wish to order—see your dealer!

You’d swear this neat new PERFECTA was an exquisitely made "real" pistol. Even the experts—Pratt’s-construction of steel, by world-famous jewelers. Every new to woman or man is fitted with a fully automatic "feathering" mechanism... "implanted" automatically. Removable magazine—breech of handles. Instantaneous timeliness for quick shooting. A “must” for self-protection, too! Fully automatic, self-instruction.

ORDER BY MAIL

Post check or money order, make checks payable to E. E. BRUCE CO., please.

GODFREY IMPORT CORP.
57 Peabody Street, Dept. HG-4, New York 7, N. Y.

**NEW! Laboratory Tested! Heavy duty!**

PORTABLE GARAGE

Try 10 Days at OUR risk! $10

The ideal garage—it travels with your car. Stores in the trunk of your car, ride trails, zoom, sail, etc. Works on all kinds of quiet all-terrain. Easy to carry like a handkerchief. Takes little storage space. PULL-OVER—clamped bottom allows easy use with car on or off summer. Pays for itself many times.

Compare with ANY 19.95 garage

DELIVERED

GOES WHEREVER YOUR CAR GOES

THORESEN DIRECT SALES, Dept. 15A-140, 131 West 33rd St., New York 1, N. Y.
TWO-CUP COFFEE QUICKIE
One or two cups of delicious fresh coffee in a jiffy!
$3.95
Postpaid

SHINING STAINLESS STEEL MIXING BOWLS PRACTICAL SIZES FOR ALL MIXING JOBS
SET OF 3 BOWLS $6.85
Postpaid

MINUTE MINDER
KEEPS TRACK OF PRECIOUS MINUTES
$4.95
Postpaid

CUP RACK
Keeps ice cubes, cream, butter and cheese fresh and easy access to all.
$2.75 Postpaid

STEAK SIZZLER
Individual Aluminum Flatware
Makes steak and steak patties just like the chef.
$1.00
Postpaid

PLACE LIGHTS
A candle in a fluted crystal holder at each table... Presto! No need to keep rush orders.
$1.95 Postpaid

PATTY SHELL IRON
Serve “Old World” Patty Treats
$1.95
Postpaid

SPRINGERLE ROLLER
Unique Cookie Rolling Pin
Serve these Old World Springerles with them. $1.79 each
Postpaid

SET OF 3 BOWLS $6.85
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GOOD HOMES...

COTTON
At Your Finger Tips!
INSERT REFILLS EASILY
Now—a beautiful instant-supply container.
No fumbling with lids or clumsy rolls. Keep on dressing table, bathroom, cottage... Presto! Never amount you want, when you want it! only $1.69
Postpaid
for C.O.D.'s please.

COTTON QUEEN is wined of sturdy, transparent, cellulose in Apricot Blue, Beryl Pink, Amethyst and Crystal Clear, assorted sizes. 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 in. No sateen—pick only amount you need for application—won't ill wrinkle, takes hot temperatures. One cotton sheet for use with one pint of 1/2 oz. mending patch. Here are the 1952 revised the iron-on mending patch. Here are the 1952 variations: white muslin tape (320" long) and white vinyl tape (90" long). $1.25 postpaid for both; denim patches $1.50 postpaid. So you can mend sheets, shirts, jeans in seconds. Post Haste, Manchester Depot, Vermont.

Distinguished appointment
for a perfectionist; molders made of hard-wood (lignum vitae), delicately tapered, patiently hand-rubbed to a satin finish. The wood-grain subtly varies the natural color. About 5" long. $5.00 each, the set of 6; $7.50 postpaid, the set of 8. Salisbury Artisans, HG, Salisbury, Conn.

Perfect present for a hostess, for a bride and groom. Set consists of six assorted color cocktail napkins made of fine linen, with hand-embroidered edges and an elephant design. And six hand-blown glass stirrers with elephant finials. $7.95 postpaid. Haas Linens, 611 Main Street, HG, New Rochelle, New York.

Spoon-Drip
KEEPS STOVE TOP CLEAN
You'll love this clever and colorful ceramic Spoon-Drip dish. Holds 3 large kitchen spoons—keeps your stove top nice and clean, prevents enamel stains. Comes with hole in end, and can be used for wall decoration. Size 8 1/2" inches long. Design is hand painted cherry pattern. Satisfaction Guaranteed! Order several for Gifts. only $1.69
Postpaid.

COTTON
At Your Finger Tips!
INSERT REFILLS EASILY
Now—a beautiful instant-supply container.
No fumbling with lids or clumsy rolls. Keep on dressing table, bathroom... Presto! Never amount you want, when you want it! only $1.69
Postpaid
for C.O.D.'s please.

COTTON QUEEN is wined of sturdy, transparent, cellulose in Apricot Blue, Beryl Pink, Amethyst and Crystal Clear, assorted sizes. 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 in. No sateen—pick only amount you need for application—won't ill wrinkle, takes hot temperatures. One cotton sheet for use with one pint of 1/2 oz. mending patch. Here are the 1952 variations: white muslin tape (320" long) and white vinyl tape (90" long). $1.25 postpaid for both; denim patches $1.50 postpaid. So you can mend sheets, shirts, jeans in seconds. Post Haste, Manchester Depot, Vermont.

SHOPPING AROUND
Bless the man who devised the iron-on mending patch. Here are the 1952 variations: white muslin tape (320" long) and white vinyl tape (90" long). $1.25 postpaid for both; denim patches $1.50 postpaid. So you can mend sheets, shirts, jeans in seconds. Post Haste, Manchester Depot, Vermont.

Distinguished appointment
for a perfectionist; molders made of hard-wood (lignum vitae), delicately tapered, patiently hand-rubbed to a satin finish. The wood-grain subtly varies the natural color. About 5" long. $5.00 each, the set of 6; $7.50 postpaid, the set of 8. Salisbury Artisans, HG, Salisbury, Conn.

Perfect present for a hostess, for a bride and groom. Set consists of six assorted color cocktail napkins made of fine linen, with hand-embroidered edges and an elephant design. And six hand-blown glass stirrers with elephant finials. $7.95 postpaid. Haas Linens, 611 Main Street, HG, New Rochelle, New York.

SHOPPING AROUND
When thousands of House & Garden readers order merchandise through SHOPPING AROUND every month—there are good reasons! They shop from the comfort of their homes...they choose from a nationwide selection of merchandise... they buy with confidence for they know SHOPPING AROUND advertisers agree to refund their money if they are dissatisfied. If you have not already done so, we cordially invite you to join these readers in discovering the benefits of shopping by mail through SHOPPING AROUND.
Colonial Williamsburg Forums in 1952

You are cordially invited by Colonial Williamsburg to take part in two mid-winter events which annually attract visitors from all over the country to this restored 18th-century city. These are the Antiques Forum and the Garden Symposium. "Furniture of the Old South, 1600-1820," will be a special feature of 1952's Antiques Forum. Two similar five-day sessions begin on January 21 and January 28. The 1952 Williamsburg Garden Symposium will be held in two, three-day sessions beginning February 25 and March 3. Good garden design and maintenance problems keynote the discussions. Conducted tours of restored Colonial gardens will be a feature of the Symposium. Fee for the Antiques Forum is $25, includes lectures, teas, tours of exhibition buildings. Fee for the Garden Symposium is $15. Daily registration, $5.50. Send registration to Mrs. Alma Lee Rowe, Goodwin Building, Williamsburg, Va.

BEAUTY AT WORK

Here's sparkling glass that screens a staircase and lends an air of luxury to two rooms at once. Here is glass that catches light and lets it through...yet gives you privacy.

It's translucent Blue Ridge Patterned Glass...a really practical way to dress your home with dramatic distinction. Its jewel-like lustre never dims. A simple swish of a moistened cloth will keep it sparkling clean.

Think of the rooms you can glorify with Blue Ridge Patterned Glass. A light-inviting wall between your kitchen and breakfast alcove. A partition that will give you a private dressing room within your present bedroom. Or perhaps a panel beside the front door...or in the door itself!

Choose from more than 20 beautiful Blue Ridge Patterns...textured or checkered or linear. Ask your E-O-F Distributor to show them all to you (he's listed in the yellow pages of your phone book). And send for...

ADVENTURES IN DECORATING

This illustrated book shows many ideas you can use to brighten every room with Blue Ridge Patterned Glass. For your copy, send 10c with coupon below.

TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to accord them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for their return.
"turns out she was right after all!"

"Jane kept harping about not having hot water enough for her new automatic washing machine. I said nonsense—we have a good water heater! But to keep peace I called our plumber. "'Only ONE automatic water heater heats fast enough to run these modern appliances,' he said, 'and it's Gas. It's 3 times faster than any other all-automatic fuel.' He said also a Gas heater would be cheaper to buy, install and run. Must say I've got hotter water for shaving, too!"

Ask your plumber—he'll tell you there's nothing like Gas for automatic water-heating.

And there's nothing like Gas for automatic cooking...refrigeration...house-heating...air-conditioning...clothes-drying...incineration
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In this issue: Herbert Bayer, artist-designer, who helped to revive the "ghost town" of Aspen, Colorado, built his studio on a mountain overlooking it (p. 52). Henry Francis du Pont has brought together probably the greatest single collection of Early American antiques ever assembled under one roof (pgs. 80-89). Mies van der Rohe, prominent figure in architecture, designed 19 campus buildings for the Illinois Institute of Technology, as well as the glass-walled house (p. 44). Thomas D. Church, awarded A.I.A. Fine Arts Medal in 1951, for landscape design, has changed the look of California gardens (cover and p. 50).

ON THE COVER: Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ducato's charming garden house in California was built by Germano Milono and landscaped by Thomas D. Church. Photographed by Roger Sturtevant. (See p. 50.)

House & Garden is published by The Condé Nast Publications Inc.
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On the next 52 pages we present a wide-angled view of The American Idea, 1952

America on the move

The day that the recently-built New Jersey Turnpike opened, thousands of motor cars surged down its six concrete lanes at an average (and legal) speed of 60 miles an hour. Thus began another chapter in the story of America-on-the-move. Thanks to the automobile and our superb highways, Americans are able to enjoy the abundant life. We can work in the city, live in the country. Today, in the new Suburbias that are cropping up all over the land we are discovering a new neighborliness. In this 20th-century version, people share power mowers and paint sprayers and floor waxes. In putting the microscope to America 1952, we show you its pluses and minuses. The houses we publish here look different, are different. The glass house by Mies van der Rohe (page 44) represents his concept of today's living. In the city, it would be about as private as the waiting-room in Grand Central Station. In the country, however, it suits its secluded site to perfection. The Ducato pool-pavilion in California (page 50) is a paradise for indoor-outdoor aficionados. The tiny Bayer house (page 52) will appeal to those who hunger for serenity plus. On the minus side, the well-trained maid is joining the ranks of the Vanishing American. But even her disappearance from the scene is being faced with fortitude. With characteristic ingenuity we are inventing new patterns in entertaining—movable meals, electrical appliances that come to the table. And so it goes. Americans face today with resourcefulness; tomorrow with confidence. Which probably explains why our country is at once the envy and hope of the world.

Opposite

The New Jersey Turnpike noses westward

AERIAL PHOTO BY OSTERGAARD

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Alton Kromfield
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN HOUSES:

A glass shell that “floats” in the air

...A one-story, open plan
...Utility core, replacing basement
...Storage walls, replacing attic
...Automatic equipment that “thinks” for itself
...Glass walls for more sun, more view, more space
This may seem a curious house to you—unlike any you have seen before—yet it epitomizes the basic trends already influencing most new houses. Designed by architect Mies van der Rohe, it is one of the most uncompromising modern houses in existence. Basementless, atticless, suspended in air by steel columns, it is a single room, 54' x 28', entirely enclosed in glass. A partly cantilevered porch, (Cont'd on next page)

- Glass walls on four sides catch maximum sun, light, enjoy wide-angled view of fields, woods, river. Such exposure is practical because of modern heating equipment, insulation materials, methods.
- Four steel columns on the two longer sides of house (welded to steel frame of floor and roof) hold house about 4' above ground for best view.
- Kitchen equipment—two refrigerators, dishwasher, sink, waste disposal, two ranges—are fitted under a single stainless-steel-topped counter.
Outdoor living space is planned as precisely as indoor space

- Spaciousness is attained through the simplest possible plan. There are only four parts to this house—a glass-enclosed room, a central “core” to house utilities, an entrance porch, and a terrace.

- Travertine terrace for outdoor living also serves as entrance. Cantilevered steps lead to porch which provides a sheltered outdoor living area.

- Curtains veil glass walls of living area to shut out night.

and a travertine terrace add outdoor living space. Window walls provide a close communion with the outdoors. They also enlarge the interior visually. An “open” plan creates general spaciousness, allows the space to be used flexibly for entertaining, dining, sleeping. The concentration of utilities in one central “core” leaves the rest of the house free for living. The use of wear-resistant building materials and automatic mechanical equipment is insurance that the house will work for its owner instead of the owner working for the house.

Beyond these trend-setting characteristics, this is a house with a unique architectural spirit. The week-end home of Dr. Edith Farnsworth, it “floats” on a site overlooking woods and river near Chicago. Some five years ago, Dr. Farnsworth decided she wanted a place in the country to relax from her professional duties. She wanted a house that would be aesthetic in terms of today.

She submitted her problem to Mies van der Rohe, the pioneering purist who wrote “architecture is the will of an epoch translated into space.” The translation as expressed in Dr. Farnsworth’s house is a structure of implacable calm, precise simplicity, and meticulous detail. It could not be built in any age but our own since its realization depends on today’s building methods.

- The porch (to be screened later) extends living space outdoors. It has the same white painted steel frame, travertine floor, plaster ceiling as indoors.
- Terrace (below) is suspended on steel posts like the house itself.
• Double glass doors at front entrance are as simple and unpretentious as house. They ventilate interior together with floor-level windows at opposite end.
• Radiant heating coils (laid under the travertine block floor) outline the perimeter of the house and help keep the glass walls warm in winter.

• Utility core, organized as a control room, is center of structure. It houses furnace, warm-air heating ducts, flues, vents, water pipes, and drainage.
• Bathrooms, at either end of utility core, are enclosed by handsome panels of primavera wood.
• Kitchen cabinets run the length of the utility core. Fireplace is on the other side of it.
• Wall projections at either end of utility core mark off living, dining, and sleeping areas.

More pictures, page 96
Core encloses utilities in center of room, leaves balance of space free for living
A pool-pavilion can be a summer-resort-at-home

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ducato of Atherton, California, have tastes that are shared by the majority of Americans. They spend as much time as they can out-of-doors. They like to swim in their pool, cook their own meals at a barbecue. They want their garden to be as private and livable as their house. The logical landscape architect to carry out all this was Thomas D. Church, a man who long ago broke with traditional garden design and unimaginative solutions. His approach to the garden parallels that of a modern architect planning a house. Mr. Church’s first question is “What does this garden do for me—or for you?” The Ducatos’ garden is a good illustration of this philosophy. Its meandering green areas punctuated by unusual trees (ginkgos, tree ferns, a mugho pine) lead to the pool area. Easy-to-grow flowers (see opposite) emphasize the pink and black color scheme of the pavilion, which was designed by architect Germano Milono on wide, “floating” lines. A cozy fireplace corner, deep modern chairs and sofas covered in denim, and a home-built barbecue make the large lanai inviting, livable. Here Mrs. Ducato cooks delicious meals, and here, even when they have no guests, the family often spends the entire day reading by the fire or listening to music.
• Poolside living is shown at its best in this swimming pavilion. The unusual garden house has a large living room, two dressing rooms, kitchen in which to prepare movable meals, Terrace for sun bathing frames pool.

• Horizontal roof-lines painted bright pink are a sharp contrast to the black-stained redwood walls of the house.

• Low, curving hedge of lodense privet (30" high, 30" wide) is a year-round green fence between garden house, main house.

• Behind the hedge, masses of hydrangeas repeat pink shades of terrace furniture and roof, are spiked with blue agapanthus.
This little mountain house represents one of the most widespread American dreams—"getting-away-from-it-all" to a place where you can have serenity and repose.

It was designed by the owner, Herbert Bayer, outstanding painter and designer, who wanted a studio near his house, yet far enough away to guarantee solitude. His retreat is at the end of a short winding drive up the mountain from Aspen, Colorado, where he (an expert skier) and his wife, Joella, live. It enjoys an inspiring view of meadows and mountain slopes, is clear of clutter, has excellent work and storage arrangements. The ceiling slants and the walls flare out to catch the maximum north light. Paintings, instead of being hung on walls, are suspended from the ceiling in order to create breaks between "working" and "relaxing" areas. The variation in floor levels and flooring materials (oak and red sandstone) demarcates areas without use of walls. Gordon Chadwick was the architect.

THE AMERICAN IDEA IN HOUSES continued

Colored sliding-panels control light perfectly in this house

Opposite

Perched halfway up Red Mountain, the Bayer studio is well protected, has a view across the valley to the ski slopes beyond. Interior light in regulated by movable, hanging panels made of translucent plastic.

- The "relaxation" area has a built-in couch and seat, to enjoy the view. It is sunk two feet below the floor, further separated by suspended paintings. Center fireplace radiates heat in all directions.
- The plan (left) shows "working" area in northeast corner, with easel and worktable parallel to east wall, to get northern light; storage shelves across entire west wall are hidden behind curtains.
- North panels are white to avoid reflecting colors on the easel.

More photos page 100.
This small year-round house uses a butterfly roof to increase its window area.
Every season of the year brings Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Lamm a new lease on life-in-the-country, now that they have a small house on their 5-acre site at Croton-on-Hudson. Since the house is high on the slope of a hill, there is a clear view of the river down below and the surrounding woods. The Lamms wanted to feel as if they could reach out and touch the woods from any part of their house, so architects Sanders, Malsin, Reiman, gave them wide-angled windows, continued interior walls beyond the rooms to shield the windows from the sun, painted these extending walls white inside and out—all of which gives the house a sense of unlimited space. The interiors are designed for minimum upkeep. In summer, the Lamms entertain informally on the flagstone terrace. A screened porch gives them a third “dining room.” There are two separate guest cottages and a garage.
A simple plan makes the most of small space and a superb setting

- Cypress paneling, split-bamboo curtains, white ceiling and walls, make the bedroom seem more spacious.
- Chest tailored to the room holds clothes, books, and telephone.

- Chimney divides the bedroom from the living room, below, and provides a fireplace for each.
- Utility cabinets are built into the fireplace wall of the bedroom. Storage space for logs is between the rooms.

- The ceiling slants up toward a window wall, so the living room focuses on the view and seems larger than it is.
- A band of windows under the high eaves lets summer breezes in at ceiling height without interfering with curtains. Side casement windows admit air for additional ventilation.
A butterfly roof has the same effect as pulling up a blind. It makes a small house like this one seem much larger and lighter. Because the roof slants upward, it allows space for a band of ventilating windows in addition to the picture window.

Through the large, plate-glass window, the dining room overlooks the rock garden, has good light.

To get the year-round benefit of the view, the Lamms push their dining table right up to the window. The table has two removable end leaves to save space.

Oak floors are stained black and waxed for easy cleaning. Chest has plastic front.

Built-in cabinets line two walls of the kitchen, leaving free space for easy access to dining room and screened porch where meals are served in summer.

Separate, stainless-steel oven and top-burner units were installed at counter height, so they are easy to reach.

Through a wall-to-wall window, Mrs. Lamm can look into the woods while she works in the kitchen. She has a home freezer for modern "putting up" of her vegetables and fruits.
Sunday brunch
by the man-of-the-house

As the husband of a well-known cook, I should probably not express myself on the subject of eating, let alone try my hand at cooking. But I am frequently annoyed by those philosophers who attack the good American breakfast. Of course, I am quite willing to join them in condemning the hit and run version of coffee-toast-orange juice. There's another kind of breakfast, however, that is so pleasant, sociable, and impressive to important customers from out-of-town, that I place it first on my list of meals that men enjoy. I refer, of course, to the masculine version of the "brunch." So when I'm doing it myself, I just say "Noon on Sunday" and let it go at that. What more, after all, can be said? Noon on Sunday is a good time for entertaining men; they've had their full sleep, and are ready to be sociable. There is no need for formality: some of the best dishes for this occasion are cooked by the guest himself. Furthermore, Noon-on-Sunday parties aren't in the upper expense brackets, which is an important consideration to the man who has just struggled through the January bills and now faces the fifteenth of March. Here are the menus:

1
Milk punch
Chicken omelet with Virginia ham
Baked hominy
Anchovy toast
Fruit melange
Coffee

This menu is executed in the kitchen but maintained at peak flavor at the table with automatic appliances. You can frizzle the ham and keep it warm on an electrically-heated platter, and the baked hominy and chicken omelet stay just right in the electric casserole or chafing dish. Or you can use twin casseroles on a tray that keeps hot.

2
Sherry fizz
Farina muffins
Giblet stew with coddled eggs
Crumb cake
Café au lait

This meal is handled with the able assistance of a blender for the shrub, an electric grill, and an automatic coffee maker on the table, from which the guest helps himself. I mix the pancake batter myself in the kitchen beforehand and then let the guests have the fun of cooking their own on an electric griddle right at the table.

Now, as to the recipes: some of these may seem a little unorthodox, because they are the result of a long process of evolution. They are delightful, though, because all of them are simple and correspondingly fresh and full of flavor.

(Continued on page 115)

Opposite: What you need for menu 1,
Sunday breakfast-lunch, American plan.

Above: What you need for menu 2

Above: What you need for menu 3

3
Fruit shrub
Rice almond pancakes with shad roe
Bacon
Fruits with cheese
Coffee

This meal is handled with the able assistance of a blender for the shrub, an electric grill, and an automatic coffee maker on the table, from which the guest helps himself. I mix the pancake batter myself in the kitchen beforehand and then let the guests have the fun of cooking their own on an electric griddle right at the table.

Now, as to the recipes: some of these may seem a little unorthodox, because they are the result of a long process of evolution. They are delightful, though, because all of them are simple and correspondingly fresh and full of flavor.

(Continued on page 115)

Shopping information page 124
Casseroles by the lady-of-the-house

With several good recipes for casseroles under your thumb, you can escape from last-minute kitchen maneuvers and be free to enjoy your guests while the food stays hot and appetizing. Prepare a casserole before your guests arrive, pop it into the oven, and serve it when you’re ready to eat, in the dining room, living room, or (in summer) on the terrace. There are electric casseroles, as well as many attractive heat-proof dishes which you can buy in any size from generous casseroles to individual ramekins, made of earthenware, glazed pottery, or glass. These are efficient cooking utensils, yet are so well-designed you can bring them to the table without a second thought. Keep them hot until you’re ready to serve dinner, on one of the electrically-heated tables or trays, or over canned heat, an alcohol burner, or candle warmer on a buffet table. Here are four recipes for tempting casseroles (any one of which is as satisfying as a five-course dinner) with suggestions for salads and desserts to go with them. You’ll find that all of these menus are easy to assemble and to serve, without the help of a maid.

1
Oysters Claremont
Buttered toast
Relishes
Green salad, French dressing
Winter compote
Coffee

2
Stuffed celery
Beef pie Cavanagh
Buttered whole-wheat rolls
Wine jelly
Coffee

3
Hungarian casserole
Tossed green salad,
French dressing
French or Italian bread
Almond baked apples
Coffee

4
Chicken and ham casserole
Buttered toast
Tomato aspic salad,
French dressing
Philadelphia peaches
Coffee

For recipes, turn to page 108

If you have no dining room, make a virtue of casserole meals, served wherever you like

Individual Howe tables, set up in the kitchen or pantry, can easily be carried to your favorite chair, as shown above. The table on wheels rolls your casserole meal to you, and, even more important, keeps it warm until you’re ready. Give each guest a flower in a small vase, a different color of linen mat and napkin. These set off the Castleton china and Brodsgard glass. The net result of this kind of movable meal is a pretty balance between informality and elegance, achieved with a minimum strain on the hostess. Shopping data on page 124.
**THE AMERICAN IDEA IN KITCHENS:**

... Less bend, less stoop, less steps
... Storage cabinets within easy reach
... Food and utensils grouped where you need them

---

Above: “String plan” shows backtracking in poorly-planned kitchen.

Opposite: Well planned kitchen will save time and reduce steps


---

**Operation meatloaf**

Does your kitchen work for you, or against you? Today, despite revolutionary changes in equipment (decentralized cooking units, frozen foods, ready mixes, organized storage), your kitchen still requires careful planning if you want to avoid unnecessary mileage. Interested in helping you to improve your health and conserve your energy, H&G suggests that you make the “string plan” test in your own kitchen, following the diagram designed by the American Heart Association which we reproduce here. First draw up a floor plan of your kitchen units. Next decide on a recipe you prepare frequently (meatloaf, cake, soufflé). Now trace your steps from one unit to another, from sink to refrigerator, work table, storage shelves, cook books, utensil drawer, etc., etc. Note where the string begins to resemble a “cat’s cradle.” This probably means that you are doing unnecessary backtracking. Jot down your duplicate motions, then see what steps you can eliminate.

For example, if you prepare salad daily, you probably have your lettuce, tomatoes, etc., in your refrigerator, but the herbs, vinegar, and oil may be in another side of the kitchen, your paring knife on still a third. Good planning can cut down your steps.

Have you ever thought of using the bottom shelves of kitchen cabinets for your children’s toys, the middle shelves for TV or radio, the upper ones for pots and pans? Another good idea is to sort out everyday china from party china; to separate supplies in current use from those you keep in reserve. Store things that are used with heat (canned goods, platters, pot lids, etc.) near the stove. Group together ingredients used in baking (flour, rolling pin, measuring cup, baking pan). If you apply these same principles to ironing and cleaning equipment, you’ll discover that your own time-saving “string plan” will pay year-round dividends.
Good equipment is the key to efficiency

It's one thing to cut down on waste motion in your kitchen, but it's another thing—and just as important—to choose carefully the equipment that goes into it. Obsolete or poorly-designed equipment can hinder you, frustrate you, and add hours to your job. Here are good cooking units and cabinets, to help you work efficiently.

**BUILT-IN OVEN**
- Convenient oven height eliminates stooping to baste the roast. Western-Holly's gas oven, separate cooking top are built into Kitchen Maid cabinets.

**GLIDING POT RACK**
- You'll never fumble for pans if you hang them on this gliding holder that pulls out and returns easily. It's made by Mutschler.

**RANGE AT EYE LEVEL**
- This oven (large enough for a 35-lb. turkey) is at eye-level height. Prestine's self-contained cooking tops can be had in pairs, placed as you please for greatest efficiency.

**COUNTER HEIGHTS TO SUIT**
- Build counter heights to suit your working habits—high if you stand up, low if you sit (fit stool in the space underneath).
**LIFT-SHELF FOR MIXER**
- Mixer stored in its own cabinet, on shelf that lifts up with almost no effort. Large drawer below holds accessories. Cabinet by Kitchen Maid.

**GLIDING VEGETABLE BINS**
- Gliding vegetable bins make easy-to-reach and well-ventilated storage for those fruits and vegetables that don't need refrigeration. Mutschler.

**ELECTRIC IRONER**
- Electric ironer covers as much area as 11 hand irons, needs only a light pull on handle to press down, a push to release. It's at a comfortable height, so you can work while seated. When not in use, G. E. ironer fits in cabinet, gives extra work surface.

**FINGERTIP CONTROL**
- Cabinet doors lift up at the touch of a finger, are held open by spring action. Inside light goes on automatically. By G. E.

**TWIN OVENS**
- In a larger household, have two oven units (these by Landers, Frary & Clark). Install them, with cooking top, in St. Charles storage cabinets.
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN KITCHENS

Right

SLIDING SHELVES
- Pots and pans slide in and out on roller-bearing shelves in cabinets by Mutschler.

PULL-OUT TABLE PLUS STORAGE
- Unfold the table top which is concealed in this Mutschler cabinet, and you have a 23" x 22" dining surface for two people.
- Cabinets beneath enclose storage shelves.

REVOLVING SHELVES
- Like a Lazy Susan, these Ames shelves put condiments and seasonings within easy reach. Install in any standard wood or metal cabinet.

Left

TV CABINET
- Beautycraft cabinet holds an Arvin TV set, raises it to eye level.

Below

SEPARATE GAS COOKING UNITS
- Kitchen Maid cabinet has recessed top, so Chambers top-burner unit can be set into it easily.
- Chambers oven fits into matching cabinet at convenient height.
- Wall cabinet gives extra storage.

SILVER-AND-BOTTLE CABINET
- This Beautycraft cabinet has tarnish-proof tray for silver. The two drawers and cabinet can be locked.
- Bottom section has bottle dividers.
- Planning desk slides in and out.
If predictions are correct, in another year only one U. S. family in every forty will have a full-time maid or household worker. It stands to reason, then, that if you want to keep an intelligent maid you must pay standard wages and make working conditions pleasant. Your kitchen and pantry should be equipped with modern appliances and labor-saving devices. The maid’s room should be attractive. It might be a bed-sitting room and include a comfortable studio bed, a good reading lamp, a writing desk, a radio, and closet space. Remember that your home is your maid’s home, often her only home, and the more you can do to make her feel that, the more permanent and rewarding your association will be.

However, no matter how cozy your relationship, you must recognize that it is also a business arrangement and that you have the same responsibility as any other employer. It is now mandatory to have Social Security insurance for household employees. Although they contribute one-half of the 3% payment, you are responsible for sending in the entire amount to the Collector of Internal Revenue. Good sense and common decency will make the wise employer look after her employees if they are ill. This is the time when they most need their pay to tide them over. When your maid is ill, check her progress and see to it that she gets medical care, nourishing food.

One of the reasons that many young women do not wish to go into domestic service is because they feel that there is a social stigma attached to it. There is no reason on earth why household work should not be on the same level as work in a department store or factory, given sick benefits, definite hours, stated time off, paid vacations, etc., etc. If this is done, household work will be able to hold its own with any other type of employment. In fact, when compared to living in a hall bedroom, eating in poor restaurants, working in crowded space, domestic service appears in a very favorable light. The advantages of home-cooked food, pleasant working and living conditions, and, above all, a friendly atmosphere cannot be ignored. They make domestic work attractive to intelligent people. One of the best ways to achieve such a millennium is to have a thorough understanding of what you expect from your maid and what she can expect from you, before she takes the job.

If you are a good housekeeper, you will schedule her work, setting one day aside for polishing silver and brass, another day for vacuuming, etc. However, it is unrealistic to demand top-speed, all-out effort for every working hour. Your maid is better able to cope with heavy jobs on certain days than on others—just as you are. These are factors to consider in establishing a happy relationship. She should have specified time off. And if for any reason she is on call until late at night, she should have that time made up to her later on. When you are having a party, discuss the preparation with her, tell her which china you want to use, how to arrange the flowers, how to serve the canapes, etc. In doing this, you will give her enthusiasm for her job. Never forget to thank her when your party does go well. Her interest will be kept high if she knows you appreciate her.

If there are children in the household, your maid’s good nature and dependability contribute enormously to your peace of mind and the happiness of your family. It is of paramount importance not to change help often since children, faced with a parade of new people, are apt to feel insecure. Discuss your children with the maid when you engage her. Have her meet them, possibly spend an afternoon with them. Try to get an idea of whether your children and your maid are going to like each other. Remember that when you choose a maid, you are really choosing a member of the family.
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN KITCHEN HELPERS:

Push-button paradise for U. S. housewives

1. Automatic pop-up Toastmaster with crumb tray, toasts evenly
2. Chromium Osterizer chops, mixes, blends, for soup and purée
3. Automatic “Food Crafter” has glass bowl, fingertip control
4. Shur-Edge stainless-steel knife keeps its keen edge for years
5. Ekco can opener gives a good hold with plier-type handles
6. Kenberry chromium tongs grip-and-lift your hot vegetables
7. Robeson knife with serrated edge cuts grapefruit neatly
8. Ekco’s slotted, stainless-steel whip also drains vegetables
9. Lightweight, GE steam iron saves pre-dampening of clothes
10. Republic plastic jar for frozen juices has pouring top
In an effort to free the housewife from kitchen drudgery, U. S. designers have come up with ingenious short cuts. There's no end to the electric appliances, easy-to-handle utensils, efficient gadgets that save her time and energy. We are constantly devising better ways to beat, mix, whip, mash, peel, toast, freeze. We have everything from colanders to countertops in materials which are easy to clean. Here is a counterful of U. S. kitchen devices—some of them shown in action.

11. Colander is new in red Styron, easy to wash and to store
12. Plastic freezer box (pint- or quart-size) can be re-used
13. Individual Plastray cups for ice cubes are sturdy, flexible
14. “Food Crafter” juicer, plastic pitcher, takes grapefruit
15. Presto 4-quart aluminum pressure cooker cuts cooking time
16. Pyrex double boiler saves you lid lifting and is easy to clean
17. Electric hot plate by Westinghouse has two burner units
18. Presto timer counts minutes from 1 to 60, calls the cook
19. “Nee-Action” peels vegetables and French-slices beans
20. GE Textolite countertop molded in one piece; up to 6' long.
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN BATHROOMS:

... Space for dressing and relaxing
... Floor and wall materials which are easy to maintain
... Ample storage space for all bathroom supplies

A bath with a view

If your notion of a bathroom is a Spartan 6' x 6' cubicle, this Sybaritic example may not be for you. But if you are a soaker and splasher and like to dawdle over dressing, you can get many pleasant, self-indulgent ideas from it. Designed for HOUSE & GARDEN readers by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, it is a bath-within-a-bath. Tub and shower are on a platform enclosed by floor-to-ceiling glass partitions. You can splash in all directions in this bathing area or, if you like, you can use it as a steam room. The two inside walls are structural glass (white and Driftwood). The outside walls are transparent (they could be frosted). Another luxury is the terrace, joined to the room by a sliding glass panel. From your bath you can step straight into a sun-bathing patio outdoors. A hedge or fence gives you privacy. Heating coils which warm the tile floor of the bathroom run out to this terrace so that it can be used in cool weather. Other trend-setting details: the lavatory and long countertop hung from the wall: overhead and underface lighting of the mirrors; indoor-outdoor planting; sun-tan lamp which can be lowered over bench.

This bathroom has its own private patio

- The private, outdoor patio is about the size of the compartmented bathroom to which it is joined.
Outdoor terrace for sun bathing is joined to bath-dressing room by sliding glass panel

- Tub and shower are in a bathing compartment enclosed by glass walls. It can serve as a steam bath which is large enough (6' x 9') to let you splash uninhibitedly.
- Window wall lets you enjoy light and view. Draw curtains and screening hedge give privacy.
- Closet (6½' x 18") stores bulky supplies. Compartment above basin conceals mirror lights, holds toilet articles.
- Heating coils under tile floor give warmth underfoot.
- Coils are also laid under outdoor terrace to add warmth for spring and fall sun bathing.
- Structural glass walls clean easily with damp cloth.
Hypericum Hidcote bears profusely from June to October

Starking Hardy Giant Sweet Cherry withstands drought, cold

Panamint Nectarine is a heavy bearer

Armored Strawberry is uniform in size, highly productive

Astilbe Koblenz is suited to sun and shade
Spring 1952 brings hardier fruits, longer-lived perennials

Flowering shrubs and perennials are the mainstay of today’s garden planned for easy upkeep. You can depend on them to grow and bloom for many years, rivaling trees in their contribution to your permanent garden plantings. Each year you are offered a brand new roster to choose from. They all have been carefully bred both here and abroad for qualities of long life, color, and hardiness. These cultivated descendants, so far removed from their wild beginnings, should be planted in groups large enough to make an effective display, whether you are starting a perennial bed or shrub border or renovating an established one.

In some cases you may wish to use a single plant, tall and colorful, as an accent. This year two fine yellow flowering shrubs are important news. Forsythia Lynwood Gold, first grown in Ireland and introduced this year to American gardens, bears great quantities of well-formed golden yellow blooms on erect branches, growing to a height of 5’ to 7’ according to climatic conditions. Its clear rich tone will make it a pleasing companion to the pale yellow forsythia, Spring Glory, in many gardens. Hypericum Hidcote, from the Hidcote estate in England (HOUSE & GARDEN, June, 1949), is a low, twiggy shrub about 18” tall and about the same in diameter. Its bright yellow cup-like flowers, fragrant and profuse, bloom from late June until mid-October. In temperate parts of the country it will reach a height of 3’ to 4’. While it will freeze back to the ground in cold winters, it will resume its growth in the spring. Try it in the foreground of your border. In perennials you will find six new asters to increase your range of blue and rose tones: Jean, a deep blue dwarf, 12” to 16”, useful as edgings; Eventide, deep violet-blue, tall and erect in growth; Melbourne Magnet, heliotrope-tinted, almost double 2” flowers on a 4’ plant; (Continued on page 122)
Low-upkeep building materials give variety to small outdoor rooms

This yard uses paving and bricks

- Brick walls, painted white, form a sun trap for the woody vines which cover them, in Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Liberman’s New York garden. Ground covers and low shrubs fill side and back beds. A picket fence gives complete privacy.
- Brick walks between the four center beds make this 17’ x 40’ garden seem bigger than it really is. Bricks also outline borders, keep ground covers from spilling into the flagstone paths.
- Potted geraniums in the center beds, bright pink against the dark green foliage, supply color in the spring and are easily replaced with other potted flowers, other colors, as seasons change.
Gravel carpets and raised brick beds make the most of little space

- Raised brick flower beds serve as retaining wall in this 18' x 30' garden, are filled with early flowering trees and perennials. Peonies and roses follow in summer to repeat the pink, lavender, and white color scheme of the indoor rooms.
- Gravel makes a pleasant, soft-treading carpet in the open area which lends itself easily to outdoor entertaining. Gravel carpet extends from step of the brick terrace to the foot of the garden.
- Wood fence at far end supports pink climbing roses, shields lower-level plantings of perennial and flowering shrubs. This garden was designed by landscape architect Rose Greely for Mr. and Mrs. W. Elmer Bacon, Jr., of Georgetown, Washington, D.C.

Stake fence, brick floor shape a terrace

- Bricks, laid end-to-end, create a textured floor for this 12' x 17' terrace. A low fence of stained wood posts zigzags between terrace and garden. Concrete curbs around the bases of the trees conserve moisture and complete the geometric pattern.
- This terrace was designed as a year-round living room by Garrett Eckbo, landscape architect, for Mrs. Robert Mandel, in Beverly Hills, California.
Make nature work for you by planting the “natives” of your soil

If you’re planning a woodland garden, the first step is to list the flowers and flowering shrubs that are native to your region. There are clear-cut boundaries which mark where the dogwood begins and the redbud leaves off. You can’t grow hepaticas in anything but a northern climate, or make unreconstructed southerners flourish north of the Mason-Dixon line. Next, consider the kind of terrain you have to deal with and the trees that are already on it. Because trees control the amount of sunlight that lower plants receive, they will govern your choice of plants. Juniper country, with its contrasts of sharp light and deep shade, won’t do for flowers that thrive in the filtered sunlight of a birch wood. If you have hardwood trees that are heavily leafed in summer, choose the spring-blooming flowers that enjoy their brief season-in-the-sun when the branches are still bare. In such a woodland, the small flowers will be followed by flowering shrubs which go out of bloom just as the taller dogwoods, sassafras, and magnolias come in. In any woodland, judicious thinning and clearing of brush will improve natural conditions without destroying the character of the land. Your reward will be an enchanting garden which, once established, will maintain itself for many years. Turn to page 120 for an article by Helen S. Hull on the preparation and planting of a woodland garden.

This is nature’s light-and-shade plan

A typical woodland consists of four layers of trees and plants. Due to the fact that they come into bloom and leaf in the order of their height, each one gets its share of sun. Ground covers (1) stay green all winter. In earliest spring, the woodflowers bloom. They are shadowed by the flowering shrubs (2) which, in turn, give way to the “understory” small trees (3). As the taller trees (4) come into leaf they block out the last sunlight.
Try these plants along your woodland path

English primrose

Bloodroot

Ferns

Cinquefoil

For descriptions of the above and other woodland plants, see page 118.

VON MIKLOS
Power tools and scientific plant foods help to improve on nature

Your garden is as much a part of the community as you are. When your lawn is green, your hedge cut, and your plants healthy, you enhance the value of your property, get pleasure from it. Thanks to today’s inventions, the upkeep is not too arduous. Your special assistants are the power units which can till and cultivate and mow for you. There are also easily applied sprays and dusts, plant foods to take the place of slow-ripening compost. In other words, the same thing has happened in gardening as happened in the kitchen. When the professionals walked out and you walked in, a transformation came about. As shown below, gardening today is anybody’s job.

Cut with a power mower
Now that the power mower has taken over grass cutting, all you have to do is adjust the mower to the cutting height you wish and then show it where to go. It saves you time and energy and it will make your lawn “carpet” smooth.

Give grass a long drink
Instead of spending hours with an awkward hose, you can enjoy a cool drink on the terrace while an automatic sprinkler waters your grass. Newest models have a good watering range and insure deep penetration without puddles.

Trim with a steady hand
You can say goodbye to uneven hedges if you plug in a pair of electric shears. You simply guide these along your hedge, ornamental trees, or shrubs, and they turn out trim lines which will give your yard a professional look.

Weed with a spray
Weeding may be good for the waistline, but it is a discouraging task during hot summer months. It’s easier to conquer weeds by using a spray wherever they crop up, along gravel walks or driveways, over a large area of grass.

Know your sprays and dusts
Your best conspirator against insects and fungus which attack vegetables, fruits, and flowers is an insecticide or fungicide. The strategy: dust or spray early, and continue applications at intervals throughout the growing season.

Balanced menu for plants
Unlike Topsy, who “just grew,” grass, plants, and vegetables require scientific diets in order to reach full growth. With balanced plant foods, you can put back lost elements into the soil and grow better-quality fruits, vegetables.
Rediscovery of our own folk songs

Thanks to the efforts of balladist Burl Ives, U.S. folk music is now part of our school curriculum. Here Mr. Ives describes folk music in relation to our national history.

Just recently in Korea, the Americans were surrounded by the enemy. There was no way out, for the bridge which would have provided an escape had been blown up. Death or capture seemed inevitable for the whole division. But the mighty arm of our Air Force came on the scene, transporting a bridge of four spans by air, and the entire American group escaped over it, salvaging their vehicles and equipment.

By all standards this was a heroic and dramatic affair, yet it is yesterday's news and forgotten. Before any heroic action can become a part of our national memory, it has to be transmuted into some other form—a tale, a song, or a painting. Some creative or interpretive process such as the song Rodger Young, which immortalized the name of that gallant hero of World War II, will have to ripen before this particular exploit will become a permanent part of our common national memory. When this song has entered into the life of the American people, it will be a folk song. For I define a folk song in this way, irrespective of its origin. The only other way I know is in terms of quality, and recognition of this quality comes by experience and familiarity.

Do not misunderstand me, all folk songs are not about historical events. Their subject matter is as great in scope as the entire realm of human interest, desires, loves, hates, and jokes. When I was abroad recently I was struck by the fact that when you ask a Frenchman, an Englishman, or a Swede to sing you a song, he will sing you one of his country's folk songs. But these same people told me they had not been aware that America had a body of folk music, because if they asked visiting Americans to sing them an American song, the selection was usually one of the current hits, which, while it might have charm, beauty, or humor, did not reflect any knowledge or pride in national musical culture or history. I believe this is because Americans as a whole are unfamiliar with their own folk music. They have never had a chance to learn it, and circumstances have not exposed them to it. Yet it is true that our folk songs constitute a treasury of exquisite melody and poetic lyrics. These songs are coming more and more to be accepted musically as proper material for the recital stage, and for integration with orchestral arrangements. The fact is that they have been used for years as thematic material in serious orchestral works.

Granting all this, it became increasingly impor-
Our American heritage

In the recently opened Winterthur Museum, Henry Francis du Pont has given to the nation a panorama of American taste in decoration—100 rooms that span 200 years.

To appreciate the extraordinary beauty and significance of Winterthur Museum, one must know something about its founder, Henry Francis du Pont. Since he was born 71 years ago in a rambling house near Wilmington, Delaware, where the first du Ponts from France established a small powder mill on the Brandywine River, one might have expected that he would grow up to be a successful industrialist, but not necessarily a great horticulturist and authority on early American taste. Like most American boys, young Henry was an avid collector of birds' eggs. From this early curiosity his interest spread to such diversified subjects as postage stamps, Holstein cattle, woodland flowers (Winterthur's azaleas are rated among the country's finest), and European antiques. But each of these enthusiasms gave way in turn to a growing appreciation of the decorative arts in Colonial America. During the past thirty years Mr. du Pont has spent much time and a vast fortune assembling a remarkable collection of early American furniture, woodwork, paintings, fabrics, silverware, pewter, china, and glass, fashioned by Colonial artisans and cabinetmakers between 1640 and 1830.

Whatever Henry Francis du Pont touches, he does thoroughly, knowledgeably, and with warm, sympathetic understanding. As a result he has gathered under Winterthur's roof more than 100 beautiful period rooms, furnished as they were when originally lived in. These show the growth and changes of taste through two turbulent centuries. The Winterthur collection, like a group of ancestral portraits, begins in the sturdy, oak-hewn rooms of New England in 1640, and ends with the elegant classic revival of the Empire period in 1830. It is a magnificent panorama, a testament to the discernment of the man who created it, and, in H&G's opinion, is the greatest single contribution to our American Colonial heritage since the restoration of Williamsburg.

When you visit Winterthur (pronounced "Winter-toor") you will see the personal possessions of Colonial merchants, judges, sea captains, generals, scholars, clergymen, country squires and their ladies. Part and parcel of our history, this collection links us tangibly with the America of the past, provides nostalgic inspiration for our homes today.

For an article on Winterthur by Joseph Downs, the Museum's curator, see page 106.
Colonial interpretations of English fashion are mirrored in the fine design and opulent decoration of these mid-eighteenth-century American rooms.

In the Port Royal parlor, named for a house in Frankford, Pa., built in 1762, the pair of Colonial Chippendale sofas, Governor Penn armchair, superb Gratz family highboy and matching lowboy are among the choicest examples of Philadelphia pieces known. Carpet is a 17th-century Kuba.

This rare Chinese wallpaper, painted about 1770, forms an exotic background for Chippendale style furniture in the Chinese parlor. Eighteenth-century porcelain and crystal candelabra ornament the table. The hangings are rich 18th-century green silk damask.
Early colonists lived in oak beamed rooms, used pewter utensils, enjoyed simple comforts

Opposite
Queen Anne influence is seen in this New York dining room of the mid-1700's. Colonial woodwork came from New Hampshire, much of the furniture from New York. Indigo blue-and-white linen covers the chairs. On table, Irish sauceboats, 18th-century pewter. Pottery is English delft. Note arched panel doors on Dutchess county cupboard. Bristol punch bowl is inscribed "George Skinner, Boston, 1732."

Above
In an 18th-century kitchen, a Pennsylvania sawbuck table with Gothic lines is flanked by Windsor chairs, holds trenchers (plates), wine bottles, green glass tumblers. Choice pewter (200 pieces ranging from a baby's bottle to a church chalice) is the finest collection in the world.

Left
Here, in 1640, lived Thomas Hart of Ipswich, Massachusetts, amid hewn oak, plastered walls, massive chairs, simple comfort. On his court cupboard are Lambeth delft sack (wine) bottles, posset (spiced ale) pot. On the table, a Cairene carpet.
Domestic life in early America progressed from rugged simplicity to luxury in homes which expressed the New-World yearning for Old-World richness.
Embroidered silk panels, pagodas, Chippendale chair in late 18th-century Chinese hall.

Sheraton bed, Hepplewhite chairs, souvenirs of Benjamin Franklin in Franklin room.

Paul Revere tankards, West's Conference of the Treaty of Peace, du Pont dining room.

Spiral stair from Montmorenci House, N. C., 1812. Mahogany settee by John Seymour.

Unique Hepplewhite settee with shield back, 1796; French wall scenic, second-floor hall.

Folk art in early Pennsylvania room; bed has valances of Hessian soldiers in appliqué.

Du Pont ancestral damask bed hangings, Aubusson carpet, in Nemours bedroom, 1812.

Adam-style mantel, superb Salem sofa (one of two known), in Baltimore drawing room.

Pottery, pewter, stoneware shown in narrow-paned windows of cobblestoned Shop Lane.
Graceful chimney piece and paneling in the Chestertown room of the Chippendale period came from Maryland, about 1753. Rare, ship tiles by Sadler of Liverpool frame fireplace. Superb Newport furniture is by Townsend-Goddard. Teakettle was made for Cadwalader family. Coffee urn is Sheffield plate, c. 1760. Battersea enamel, Meissen porcelains add ornament. Carpet is an Oriental Ushak.

After the Revolution, the graceful style of Colonial Chippendale gave way to a classic revival. Begun in England by the Adam brothers about 1759, it also affected American taste.

Opposite

French in feeling, classic in taste, the Empire bedroom, c. 1830, is furnished with New York pieces. Regal brocade cascades from mahogany crown to matching headboard and footboard of low bed set along the wall. Tapestry carpet of floral design covers floor. More photos page 104
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN FURNITURE:

... Airy in feeling, sturdy in use
... Simple in design, relaxed in mood

For heavy duty furniture, a new light look

Sculptured lines

The arms of this lithe little chair have the sleek carved look of modern sculpture. A pin-like neatness is achieved by the simplicity of all parts. Designed by Milo Baughman for Fine Arts Furniture Company.

Lighter than air

V-shaped iron legs give a lighter-than-air look to this low-scaled table (of Philippine mahogany) and foam-rubber-cushioned chair. Both are made by Conover.

Outdoor look, indoors

Wicker back, fabric-covered cushion and iron legs give this lightweight tub chair an indoor-outdoor air that makes it useful anywhere. Tempestini designed it. Salterini makes it.
Movable furniture, multiple uses
Mahogany party butler with tray can act as a portable bar, or a serving table. With top closed, it becomes an occasional table which takes up little space. Baker

Furniture in units
Provincial furniture like this three-tiered captain's chest of cherry in a fruitwood finish can be purchased in independent sections. Kittinger.

Modular storage wall
Storage sections that hold everything from junior's toys to mother's best linens can be assembled in any arrangement you like. Designed by George Nelson for Herman Miller.

Space-saving furniture
Oval gate-leg table is only 18" wide when closed, yet seats eight people when opened. Pared to contemporary simplicity, it is beautifully made in walnut, fits into rooms of any period. Dunbar.

Floating look
Leather-covered seat and back of this delicate chair seem to float in air, but are firmly joined to the spare maple frame, accented with touches of walnut on arms and leg ends. This was designed by Finn Juhl for Baker.
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN GARAGES:

... Storage for household articles as well as cars
... Automatic equipment for easy operation
... A workshop as well as a garage

The garage has become the front entrance

Most of us would find it impossible to shop, visit, take the children to school, catch the early morning train to town (or meet the 5:45 p.m.) without a car or two. This motor-borne life of ours is rapidly affecting the design of our houses. Because the car is so indispensable, the garage has been built into the house for easy access. It is located at the front, not at the back of the lot as the old-time stable was, and in many new houses it serves as the main entrance. The house shown below is an example. This has a number of advantages today. It offers shelter between garage and front door. It shortens the driveway and minimizes maintenance, which means less repair and snow shoveling. It may provide parking space off the street for guests' cars. It is a barrier between the street and the house, helping to screen outdoor living space. The garage has not only taken on a new architectural importance, it has also acquired new usefulness as storage space. Instead of a catchall heap of toys and garden tools, it now has compact storage walls. It is also used as workshop or hobby room. Study these four pages as a guide to a good garage.

Open carport is combined with front entrance

The garage used to be a poor relation, behind the house

Sheltered space for several cars and a covered passage to the entrance door creates an attractive front. There is also ample parking space. The house, by architect Pietro Belluschi, has a center courtyard; carport helps to enclose it along the front.
Make your garage easily accessible

This two-car garage is attractively incorporated into a traditional house, designed by Walter Durham, architect. As the garage adjoins the kitchen, there is no need to go outdoors. The door swings effortlessly overhead. Circular drive lets cars in and out without backing.

Open your garage doors from a button in your car

By radio control (through a transmitter in the car, a receiver and electric motor in the garage) you can open or close an overhead door, turn garage lights on or off.

Save snow shoveling with heat coils in drive

Hot water or steam pipes laid under the entire drive or in car tracks will melt snow, ice. They can be connected to house system or you can use separate heat coils.

Create a convenient car shelter by extending the house roof

This drive-in carport is also an adroitly planned service entrance in this house by architect Perry Duncan. Steps lead down to the kitchen door and give access to the house under cover. An 8' x 8' room off the carport stores terrace furniture, garden equipment; space under carport holds trash cans, fire wood.
BAD: Swinging doors may damage your car in high winds.

BAD: Swinging doors mean snow-shoveling to open garage.

A good garage door opens effortlessly

To get out of your garage to catch the 8:15 train, you need a door that operates easily. An overhead door that opens automatically (as you turn the handle) and lifts up to the ceiling is an obvious improvement over swinging doors that have to be held open. It isn’t likely to sag, won’t be blocked by snow or battered by wind. These doors, on which the hardware does the lifting, are ready-made in stock sizes (or custom-made). Sizes include the 8½’ and 9’ wide doors needed for today’s motor cars. Wood and metal doors are weathertight.

GOOD: Garage doors, in sections or solid panels, lift at touch, slide up overhead.

BAD: Short garage does not leave enough space to walk around car, does not allow any storage room.

BAD: Narrow garage won’t allow enough width to open car without scraping doors.

Adequate space for car storage is a primary garage requirement. Car sizes—from convertibles and other large models to the new small cars—vary greatly. A two-car garage should be 20’ wide x 22’ deep to take large cars (18’ 9” long x 6’ 8” wide.) A one-car garage needs to be about 11’ wide x 22’ deep for a large car. You need about 18” clearance in the rear of your car and at least 6” in front. You need a minimum ceiling height of 7’ 6” and enough width to prevent car doors from scraping when you open them.

GOOD: A two-car garage should be 20’ x 22’ for today’s cars.
The garage is also a storage room

The garage seems to be a natural catchall. Children’s tricycles, bikes, and wagons gravitate to it along with garden hose, lawn mower, garden tools, awnings and window screens, terrace furniture, ladders, etc., etc. Sometimes it is difficult to get your car in the garage at all and, when the garage door is left open, the interior gives an untidy impression to street and neighbors. The solution is to add storage to the garage. Closets can be built to size for garden equipment, garden furniture, and the like. Located at ground level, as they are shown in the plan at right, they provide much handier storage than most basements or attics. Equipment is stored near its point of use and does not have to be carried up or down stairs. In the plan at right the center closet opens from inside and outside.

A home workshop can be a handy companion to the garage

The popular “do it yourself” activities such as building furniture, etc., call for a work area. Since it should be handy to the house, but not close enough to add clutter, a small corner next to the garage is a logical spot. It can also serve for potting plants, fixing seed flats, and other garden tasks. Good storage with tools easily accessible, ample counter working space, sufficient daylight and night lighting are important to the hobbyist.
...grown taller...

No matter how swift their pace of living or how great their troubles, few men can fail to draw strength from the peaceful beauty of fine trees.

Your trees ask for little care in return for what they give you. But that little care should be given... as a matter of pride and satisfaction as well as investment.

The Davey Man is the one to help you there. His fine craftsmanship and thorough knowledge come from years of training... in classroom and laboratory, and out on the job. Three generations of Davey men have earned and held the respect of the home owners and communities they've served through the years. To place the care of your trees in the best possible hands, call the nearest Davey Tree Service Headquarters.

---

Davey
TREE EXPERT COMPANY
KENT 3, OHIO

The service element of the house is a central utility core. This encloses kitchen fixtures, bathrooms, and storage. A blower fan in the kitchen floor supplements ventilation in the kitchen. The utility core also separates the principal living, sleeping, and cooking areas.

Main element of the house, the glass shell, provides a view in three directions. The utility core forms a fourth "wall" which serves as a backdrop. Steel structure painted white reduces the framework to a minimum.
Seven Wonders of the Rose World

From Armstrong Nurseries, the originators of more All-America Winners than any other rose hybridizer in the world. Each is a masterpiece of nature, a showpiece for your garden.

1. Unique New Color

1 Helen Traubel—The new 1952 All-America winner. A new color, blends warm pink and luminous apricot, always with a bright undertone which makes it sparkle. Large, long buds; big, fragrant blooms and a magnificent plant.

$2.75 ea.; 3 or more, $2.40 ea.

2. Best Dark Red

2 Nocturne—All-Time All-America. Exquisite dark red buds and large, richly shaded flowers of a deep cardinal red.

$1.75 ea.; 3 or more, $1.50 ea.

3. Most Fragrant Yellow

3 Sutter’s Gold—1950 All-America. Long-pointed yellow buds shot with orange open to big, clear golden flowers loaded with rich perfume. Grows prodigiously everywhere.

$2.25 ea.; 3 or more, $2.00 ea.

4 Most Honored

4 Charlotte Armstrong—All-Time All-America. Long, streamlined blood red buds and beautiful cerise blooms have made it a top favorite from Maine to California.

$2.00 ea.; 3 or more, $1.75 ea.

5 Peace—All-Time All-America. One of the world’s loveliest roses. Huge yet perfect long lasting blooms of cream gold and pink.

$2.50 ea.; 3 or more, $2.20 ea.

6 Bravo—The reddest red rose you can plant. Holds its unequalled brilliance and iridescent sheen even in the hottest sun.

$2.25 ea.; 3 or more, $2.00 ea.

7 First Love—The daintiest buds in rosedom....long, slender and exquisite in delightful tints of dawn pink and coral.

$2.25 ea.; 3 or more, $2.00 ea.

GUARANTEED TO GROW AND BLOOM IN YOUR GARDEN

We ship only vigorous, two-year-old plants. Under California conditions, they’re nearly 6 months longer to grow so they’re bound to be bigger and better.

ORDER NOW to insure delivery. Bare root plants shipped postpaid anywhere in U.S. to arrive at correct planting time.

ARMSTRONG NURSERIES
413 NORTH LEMON AVENUE, ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA

1 enclose check or money order (no C.O.D.’s, please). Send me, postpaid (in U.S. A. only), to arrive at correct planting time, with full planting instructions. [Calif. orders add 5% sales tax].

- Helen Traubel @ $2.75 ea.; Peace @ $2.50 ea.;
- Nocturne @ $1.75 ea.; Bravo @ $2.25 ea.;
- Sutter’s Gold @ $2.25 ea.; First Love @ $2.25 ea.;
- Charlotte Armstrong @ $2.00 ea.; Send, FREE, your new 1952 rose catalog.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE: 
Deeply Gleaming Warmth and Beauty

Product of a furniture finish that starts with the cherry log

The New England antique chair to which this Stickley Love Seat owes its graceful lines, was sold by the George Ives’ collection for $1300.

Finish is the vital element in furniture beauty. Particularly—as in Stickley cherry furniture—a finish that mellows, softens, grows warmer and richer with age.

There’s nothing haphazard, no production-line hurry and sameness about Stickley’s cherry finishes. They start with the inward color and figure of the wood... with the skilled selection of cherry planks from which the various sections of a piece are cut. The cut segments are matched for color and figure, varied for contrast and interest.

No two pieces of Stickley furniture are exactly alike when they come at last to the finishing room. Here, the inward beauty of the wood is developed, aged, accented and finally hand-rubbed to richness, depth and warmth. Beauty that your hand reaches instinctively to touch.

Laurel—Height 30”, Width 56”, Depth 27½”
Side Table—Height 27”, Width 20”, Depth 16”
Cobbler’s Bench—Height 17”, Width 36”, Length 67½”

 Preserve and beautify the finish of your furniture. Use Stickley Furniture Dressing, the same material that is used in the Stickley workshops to produce the famed Stickley finish. Ask your dealer or send $1.50 for a regular size container by postpaid mail.

“A Developing American Furniture Style”, a fascinating story of American furniture art. 52 pages, 49 illustrations by postpaid mail for only $1.00. L. & J. G. Stickley, Inc., Fayetteville, N. Y.

Better Mousetrap Department

The American idea is to keep every room in your house spick-and-span.

To give a lift to your house, here are ideas to perk up the bathroom which probably take the worst beating of all rooms. Kleinert’s new shower curtains are decorative and practical. “Laurel” (below, left) is a chintz appliqué on plain taffeta; “Thistledown” comes in black-on-white Alluron plastic... “South Seas,” Para’s new shower show-off, is a fresh departure from the old staples of “plain white duck and make-do.” See it in a coral, seaweed pattern against net backgrounds... “Bolero,” another Para, has a bold dash... Terry cloth’s dry-ability is a high-absorbent point of “Super-Spongees” by Cone... Martex “Poodle Stripe” toweling gives you lots of extra uses. Try the material for slippers, a beach coat or bag, or an apron... Six gay towel colors by Cannon are lightning pink, rocket blue, sun gold, limelight, radiant rose, blue star—all guaranteed to produce singing in the bath... For news underfoot: a non-skid scatter rug, colorfast, mothproof, woven of Vinylite plastic, stands up to practically any wear and scuff, wipes clean, comes in attractive color combinations... SpongeX Ripple cushion, another foot comforter, was treated to a test ride on its surface by a 12-ton roller. Result: after 50 rides, it bobbed up 3% softer, ready to cushion the nearest rug...

“Laurel” shower curtain, “The Whaler” wallpaper, an original design by Marion Dorn.

In wallpapers, our designers are developing a real expression of Americana, such as Marion V. Dorn’s Atlantic seacoast-inspired “The Whaler” (above, right); Gladys Moore’s “Cheyenne,” a nostalgic, panorama scenic of the Old West; Albert Van Luit’s “Pine Ridge,” a pastoral scenic of farms, rolling hills. James Seeman’s “Haitian” wallpaper evokes the spell of tropical lagoons; his “Summer Garden” is a delicate floral panel... Among Danish designer Bent Karlby’s flower-and-leaf patterns for Imperial, “Flowering Fields” (opposite) is as blithe as a summer day... If you hanker for decorative...
velours wallpaper to lend Victorian elegance to a contemporary room. Birge's new designs have that velvety feeling. Blended lint fibers produce subtle tones, luxurios shades. You'll like "Province House," a diamond-and-medallion documentary (above, left); "Shell & Swag" in pale pink on charcoal, and "Ferns," light on dark green...

In our sewing-machine corner this month, Mousetrap recommends some useful items which even Madame La Farge, busy with her historic knitting at the guillotine, would drop a stitch over: for crocheting, knitting yarns, and embroidery spools, there's a new threader which adjusts to spools of any size with small or large center holes (no tangling or knotting as you unwind) . . . As an ingenious time saver, try "Wink," a needle threader of light, Bakelite plastic, which takes the jabs, squints, and thumb-work out of quick threading. "Wink" works on almost any size and type of thread, on hand or sewing-machine needles of all sizes . . . Another Bakelite plastic sewing gadget is a transparent thread-and-spool box which holds 14 easy-to-see spools on revolving pegs, dispenses thread to any desired length. Tiny stainless-steel blades safely imbedded in the lid act as automatic scissors, nip threads without fraying, as you draw them out . . . The new cabinet-sewing machine by Necchi (picture below) folds into a handsome commode when closed. In use, front has a wide seat with a drawer beneath which slides out on either side so you can plunge into its roomy depths in a jiffy without having to hop up for extra supplies . . . Have you a gap in your Gorham silver service, such as a long-lost teaspoon, or an incomplete Gorham place setting from old dies and inactive patterns? Gorham's original dies go back nearly a century. They'll replace missing items for you, fill orders in 1952, if contacted before Feb. 15 . . . Here's cheer for poker fans (and for hostesses who clean up after the chips are down) : Chip-o- Tray, in brown or black plastic, is a triple-ace ash tray, poker-chip rack (holds 25), and a coaster, all in one. Four trays assemble in an easy-to-store unit. Shatterproof red, white, blue chips come with the trays.

For sources on things you like in Mousetrap, write to House & Garden's Reader Service

Convertible sewing-machine cabinet gives extra storage.
CIRCULATES HEAT!
Build your fireplace around the Heatilator\'s Fireplace unit and enjoy the cheer of an open fire plus cozy warmth in every corner of the room. The Heatilator Fireplace saves heat usually wasted up the chimney. Draws air from floor level, heats it, and circulates it to warm all the room and even adjoining rooms.

Will not smoke
The Heatilator unit is a scientifically designed steel form, complete from floor to flue, around which any style fireplace can easily be built. It assures correct construction, eliminates common causes of smoking. Best of all, your Heatilator unit adds little to the cost of the completed fireplace. It provides all the vital parts of the fireplace — saves the cost of a separate damper, firebrick, and masonry otherwise required — and on most jobs reduces time and labor.

Cuts furnace operation
A Heatilator Fireplace makes furnace fires unnecessary on cool days. Spring and Fall days, cuts weeks from the furnace season, dollars from fuel bills. Use it to supplement furnace heat during bitter weather or as an auxiliary heater in case of fuel shortage or furnace repairs. In mild climates the Heatilator Fireplace furnishes all the heat needed by many homes.

PROVED BY 24 YEARS USE
Your fireplace is a long term investment. Get the one fireplace unit that has proved itself in thousands of homes for 24 years. Look for the name "Heatilator" on the dome and damper handle of the unit you buy. Accept no substitute. See it at leading building material dealers everywhere. Mail coupon today! Heatilator, Inc., 142 E. Brighton Ave., Syracuse 5, N. Y.

HEATILATOR FIREPLACE
HEATILATOR, INC.
142 E. Brighton Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

Please send free booklet showing pictures and advantages of the Heatilator Fireplace.

Name....................................................
Address...................................................
City..................................................... Zone..... State.......

MOUNTAIN HOUSE

Ceiling rises sharply to catch maximum north light. Its angle was worked out precisely so that light is then reflected down into artist's work area. Translucent plastic panels at windows not only slide but also turn like vertical louvers to catch the changing light.

The view from the "relaxation" area is uninterrupted, since there is no railing on the terrace outside. The floor is 2' lower than the rest of the room; this permits 7'-high windows and affords a view that includes the sky as well as the mountain peaks. Red sandstone is used for flooring.

Herringbone ceiling pattern and center beam help to demarcate "working" and "relaxation" areas. Pattern is formed by merely reversing knotty pine boards. Flat ceiling defines "relaxation" area.
There's treasure in your garden—from just a few garden plants come family feasts of luscious, honey sweet Red Rich everbearing strawberries. They bear all summer—again and again through fall's early frosts.

It's so easy...

to step into your garden for a brimming box of these wonderful strawberries. Dishfuls Galore! And plenty for your home freezer too. Solid, firm and red clear through—that's RED RICH, folks, the sweetest berry ever. They bear the very first summer and they're ever so easy to grow. Up to a pint per plant the first season—doubled the second; under proper growing conditions.

Read this report from the Agriculture Department of the University of Illinois:

"Of the 20 everbearing varieties we tested here last season, Red Rich is by far the best. I think it is the everbearer for which we have been waiting." 

Herschell L. Boll, Assistant in Pomology.

BURGESS
SEED & PLANT CO.
GALESBURG, MICHIGAN

SUPPLY IS LIMITED SO ORDER TODAY

PRICE LIST — POSTAGE PAID
12 Plants $2.95; 25 Plants $5.00
50 Plants $8.50; 100 Plants $15.00
All Plants Guaranteed
Complete Planting Instructions With Order
PYRAMID GARDEN—$5.95 Postpaid
[Pyramid Garden Only]
Be sure to order 50 Red Rich Plants for Pyramid Garden.
These decorator denim slip covers are created by Sure-Fit in the new U.S. Royal Denim.

They have a super-fine texture plus a rugged, enduring weave. The colors are woven into the fabric... for superior washability. They are all color coordinated with the new Paint Brush colors.

It's so easy to give your furniture the new, glamorous Sure-Fit look. Slip cover backs are made with Lastex®, and zippered for perfect fit. You get Sure-Fit slip covers for chairs, sofas, studios, davens, draperies, and Hollywood beds.

See other handsome Sure-Fit styles opposite.
Wines to be proud of

How much do you know about American red wines? Did you know, for instance, that California’s official wine quality standards are the most exacting in the world? Or that wine prizes were first introduced at the California State Fair of 1855 and have been awarded steadily ever since? Facts like these make you proud of our native vintages. As for enjoying them, there’s no time like winter for red wines. They go with the more substantial food you will be serving now: a fine claret for a party lunch, a velvety Burgundy for your best dinner. Today, too, certain very palatable California wines are being produced for less than $1 a bottle. At this rate, you can afford to drink them every day as Europeans do. There is nothing complicated about serving wine. The California wines don’t have to be cradled on their sides in wine cellars as most of them are at their best between two and five years and will be ready to drink when you buy them. Have wine at room temperature, uncork half an hour before serving.

For your best dinner, left, serve Charles Krug Burgundy at room temperature. Baccarat glass from Saks Gift Shop, clock, Robert T. Stevenson.

With every meal, left, drink Almaden Mountain Red. Royal Doulton china, Puiforcat silver, Baccarat “Provence” glass, wire basket, Saks Gift Shop.

For a lunch party, right, Beaulieu Vineyard B. V. claret at room temperature. Baccarat glass, Puiforcat silver from Saks Gift Shop, trompe l’oeil clock from R. T. Stevenson.
The Du Pont Winterthur Museum

continued from page 89

Dining and gaming tables, façades of Colonial houses, an Inn courtyard are part of Winterthur

House front of early 19th-century Red Lion Inn, Delaware, at right of cobblestoned court; traveler's table surrounds original Inn sign. Center façade from Montmorenci House, North Carolina, 1812.

B & G Hydro-Flo Forced Hot Water Heating

Certainly every woman should be keenly interested in the way her home is heated. For who else spends more time in the house... who else has the greatest need for constant, cheerful warmth and comfort?

An interesting booklet, "Capture the Sun with B & G Hydro-Flo Heating," is available to help you make a sound selection of your heating system. Everyone who is planning a new home or considering modernizing should read this guide to better living. Send the coupon.

Left
Early painted Chinese wall paper in Port Royal entrance hall shows bamboo branches, tree peonies, birds, butterflies. It sets Colonial Chippendale mood, as do mid-18th-century sofa, double chest. Rococo gilt-bronze candle branches, circa 1760, have a leaf-like form.

Right
Clay pipes, wine glasses, delft and brass monteith bowls on drop-leaf Philadelphia Queen Anne table in the Vauxhall room, c. 1725, Cumberland County, N. J.
Above
In the Flock room: Virginia woodwork, c. 1714, flock paper resembling cut velvet, English brass chandelier, tall-back chairs, Italian velvet cloth on gate-leg table, loving cup, Bible.

Right
New York Chippendale card table in the Bertrand room, Lancaster Co., Virginia, c. 1735, is set with brass candlesticks, 18th-century gaming equipment. A popular parlor diversion of Colonial Virginians was called loo, Dolly Madison's favorite card game.

because he can solve your window problems like no one else can. Rusco is the world's leader in window conditioning. Here are just a few of the ways your Rusco Man can serve you: He can equip your house with beautiful new windows at a small fraction of what it would normally cost to replace old windows. He can completely eliminate your seasonal changing of old-fashioned screens and storm windows . . . make your home up to 15° cooler in summer, warmer in winter. He can give you Rusco's exclusive Magicpanel® Ventilation—rainproof, draft-free, filtered-screen ventilation, regardless of weather or season. He can save you up to $50 in heating bills . . . make your home cleaner, safer, more comfortable than ever before. Whatever your window problem—call your Rusco Window Man!

RUSCO

Self-Storing Combination Screen & Storm Sash

"You're Always One Step Ahead Of The Weather With Rusco"

Proved by 15 years of satisfactory service and over 8,000,000 installations. When you buy Rusco you buy products backed by a written guarantee. There is no substitute for experience and dependability.

THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY, Dept. 1, O22, Cleveland 1, Ohio
In Canada: Toronto 12, Ontario
World's Largest Manufacturer of Combination Windows

Gentlemen: Please send me illustrated literature on Rusco Combination Windows and name of nearest distributor.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City __________________________ Zone ______ State ______

```
I own my home □ I plan to build □
```

USER_INPUT: None
See what a G-E Freezer will do for your family!

Enjoy your fish and game whenever in the year you want, depending, of course, on game laws. No more feast or famine when you own a G-E Freezer.

You can keep ice cream and other frozen desserts on hand at all times when you have this splendid freezer in your home! You can plan a party for the children—or a full-course dinner for guests—on the spur of the moment!

No more last-minute shopping; no more cleaning and peeling of food just before meal-time. You can prepare dinner in half the time when you own a G-E Freezer.

Many G-E Freezer owners say they save $120 each year!

Not only is a General Electric Food Freezer a welcome addition to any home, but many owners say that their investment is helping to pay for itself. Many report savings of $120 and more each year!

Many, many convenience features!
The G-E Freezer has three convenient baskets, one wide enough for large pies. The lids are counterbalanced to permit fingertip lifting. It's equipped, too, with locking latch, interior floodlight, temperature-indicating light and Fiberglas insulation.

Many G-E Freezer owners say they save $120 each year!

Not only is a General Electric Food Freezer a welcome addition to any home, but many owners say that their investment is helping to pay for itself. Many report savings of $120 and more each year!

Many, many convenience features!
The G-E Freezer has three convenient baskets, one wide enough for large pies. The lids are counterbalanced to permit fingertip lifting. It's equipped, too, with locking latch, interior floodlight, temperature-indicating light and Fiberglas insulation.

Two hundred years of Colonial decoration at Winterthur

Winterthur is more than a segment of our social history. Its period rooms offer a rich commentary on fashions in taste against a backdrop of history. Early American colonists were quick to appreciate the elegance and distinction of the decorative arts in England and to copy them in America. To these, they added their own expression of American culture and taste, developed by the skill of Colonial artisans and cabinetmakers. In Winterthur's period rooms you will find authentic woodwork from old American dwellings, taverns, shops and their complete contents; original furniture of matching style and date; original methods of lighting, of fire equipment, floor coverings, window hangings and upholstery, mantel ornaments, desk and table garnitures; even the books and newspapers that were real in the Colonial towns, cities, and states.

In two of the seventeenth-century rooms you can trace the continuation of the Elizabathan tradition through their simple oak-framed and plastered interiors, and the turned great chairs, cupboards, and tables of ash, oak, and pine. Imported luxuries which softened the harshness of medieval living are seen in the Lambeth delft pottery, the Turkey carpet table covers, and early brass candlesticks. The expansive elegance of the Restoration period is evident in the Flock room from Richmond County, Virginia, and in the Wentworth house from New Hampshire. Here the tall caned chairs, massive New England silver tankards, the candle cups, and the Spitalfield silks are rich accents against bolection-panelled walls and flowery wallpaper which simulates the appearance of cut velvet.

Less regal but equally striking are the rooms in the Queen Anne period where the graceful curved lines of the furniture reflect comfort in living. The Readbourne hall and parlor from Maryland have the airy proportions of southern manor houses. Wainscotted in painted pine, each is an ideal background for full-bodied chairs, marble-topped side tables, and a leather-covered sofa of Philadelphia origin. The Eastern carpets in these rooms are great rarities. One, from the Portuguese colony at Goa, shows European figures; the other is from Isphahan, the capital of Persia. Its deep reds and blues are repeated on antique velvet window hangings and cushions, Quillwork wall screees and polychrome salt glaze pottery are colorful contemporary ornaments of the room.

The Queen Anne dining room (shown on page 84) takes its name from the Queen Anne furniture in it, all of local Colonial origin. The antique chair fabric of resist-dyed indigo on linen, and the aubergine and blue delft pottery set off the green-painted paneling. Contemporary New York silver by Myers, Myers and Daniel Christian Feuer is set out on a tea table between the windows of this room.

The Vauxhall room from Cumberland County, New Jersey, is furnished with Philadelphia Queen Anne walnut chairs and table, and a New Jersey clock, fashioned in the vigorous scale of the pine paneling. The grape-vine yellow flock wall covering matches early Italian cut-velvet upholstery. The rococo style, characteristic of Chippendale and interpreted by Lock, Copland, Thomas Johnson, and other English designers, imposed itself with varying effect on the Colonists, eager for current London fashions.

In the Port Royal parlor and the Stamper-Blackwell room, Philadelphia Chippendale furniture and old Philadelphia woodwork are of comparable richness. Here the paw-foot and eagle-claw chairs, the gaming tables, sofas, and side tables with marble tops, are complemented by contemporary damask hangings, cut-glass wall branches and chandeliers, antique Kuba and Feraghan carpets. Chinese porcelain decorated with Western subjects, Philadelphia books and newspapers add interest to these rooms.

The famous shell-and-block front style of Newport furniture is displayed at its best in the Chestertown, Maryland room (on page 88) with its ornaments of Battersea enamel, Meissen, and Longton Hall porcelains, decorated in spirited rococo style. The fireplace is framed with rare ship tiles by Sadler of Liverpool.

Another room furnished with superlative Newport mahogany is a bedroom from Hampton Court, Elizabeth, New Jersey. Old yellow Italian damask covers the claw-foot bed and is used as window hangings. Rare early maple furniture of Philadelphia Chippendale makes another memorable room. Its honey-colored wood (see page 81) repeats in varying keys the same notes of tawny orange in the old Wilton carpet, the glazed, umber-colored wool bed and window hangings and the gold, decorated, mirror-black Jacobean china set, near the fireplace.

The classic revival (delayed in the American Colonies by the Revolution) was embraced by the new Republic with enthusiasm. It is interesting to reflect that between the ancient democracies of Pompeii and Herculaneum—

(Continued on page 107)
from which came new-found inspiration for the arts—and the United States, there must have been a political sympathy. To American officials during the Revolution, a mutual symbol of liberty was Cincinnatus, the Roman soldier who also left his plow to fight against tyranny. During this revolution in taste from rococo to classic, the cool restraint of symmetry and order was summarized by the architect Robert Adam, and by furniture designers Hepplewhite and Sheraton. When peace came to America, it brought a resumption of trade and travel with England. The new classic style became familiar along the Atlantic seaboard.

At Winterthur, the du Pont dining room, named for the set of Sheraton chairs which were first used by the family in New York, epitomizes this classical revival. Here the sideboards, long table, four-part china cases and side tables follow its austere, rectangular style. Carving no longer assumed first importance in the attenuated, delicate furniture here. Washington's portrait, painted from life by Gilbert Stuart in 1790, is in the dining room. Opposite it is Benjamin West's equally famous Conference of the Peace Treaty, showing Franklin among the American delegates in Paris in 1783. The rose color of an early Herat-Ispahan carpet is repeated in the superhuman hangings after designs by Philippe de La Salle. Six matched silver tankards by theApply for lunch. The spiral staircase at Winterthur is open on Low Pressure Metered Low Pressure Oil Drop by Drop. There's nothing like Oil-O-Matic to save you money: the most trouble-free and economical beating heating in your home and stiff up to 50% in oil costs. . . . gives twice the life of ordinary oil burners.

You can have luxurious, dependable automatic oil heating in your home and still save up to 50% in heating costs! The answer is Oil-O-Matic with years-ahead Metered Low Pressure, the startling heating development that cuts fuel bills . . . slashes service costs . . . gives twice the life of ordinary oil burners. It's the most trouble-free and economical heating you can install in your home. Here's how it works to save you money:

1. **BURNS HIGHEST HEAT-UNIT OILS** . . . the new, richer catalytics that give the most heat for every fuel dollar.

2. **METERS OIL DROP BY D-R-O-P** exactly as it's needed . . . no fuel is wasted.

3. **BURNS FUEL COMPLETELY** by double blending oil and air for a hotter, cleaner flame.

**WHAT ABOUT SERVICE?** Your Oil-O-Matic Dealer is selected with care . . . trained by the factory . . . ready to serve you. But remember . . . an Oil-O-Matic burner requires almost no attention. Just set it . . . then forget it!

The Oil-O-Matic's Lifetime Guarantee: The Oil-O-Matic's Metered Low Pressure Oil Burner is constructed for 125,000 hours, with a 10-year guarantee on all parts. Unlimited life with proper maintenance. You receive a limited warranty of 5 years, and a lifetime guarantee against defects in materials and workmanship, subject to certain conditions. If any part fails within this period, your Oil-O-Matic Dealer will replace it without charge.

**FREE** One Oil-O-Matic sample heater with every Oil-O-Matic Burner or Oil-O-Matic Furnace purchased.

THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY

House & Garden, Boston Post Road, Greenwich, Conn. Please send me... copies of THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY at $10 each postpaid.

WINTERthur continued from page 106

1812. It forms a marvel of design, combining delicacy with strength. From the same house came the fluted and reeded woodwork in the Nemours room, named for the numerous du Pont family documents framed on the walls. The New York Sheraton furniture shows the influence of French emigré cabinetmakers. An Anbison carpet and curveloved upholstery in pastel colors are in keeping with the room. The impact of the Napoleonic era on American taste brought more literal Roman forms in furniture, white marble columns, and bronze appliqués—imitating those of the ancient empire, and from which the Empire period took its name. From the Rufus King house in Albany came an imposing room, one of several at Winterthur which bring to a close the period rooms. Here you can see how formal backgrounds and furnishings—elegant as a palace style, were adapted by early Americans for domestic use.

Folk art, spontaneous in expression, exuberant in pattern and color, is prodigally represented at Winterthur Museum. The earthy enjoyment of life, happily expressed in the domestic arts of the Pennsylvania Germans, shows in painted furniture, illuminated drawings, slipware pottery, wrought iron, decorated tin, homespun, and embroidered textiles. It is a novel contribution of Rhode River culture, brought to America from 1700 onward, by German Pietists with a love of the earth. In these rooms and halls, decorated dower chests, painted with unicorns or flower-filled vases, panned arches or balusters, indicate that they originally came from Bucks, Delaware, or Lehigh counties. Capacious dressers hold slipware pottery incised with tulips and peacocks and encircled with homely mottos. The walls are decorated with birth certificates, house blessings, tracts with medieval letters. These, like every period room at Winterthur, add vastly to the enrichment of our American heritage.

How to visit the Museum:

Write Charles F. Montgomery, Executive Secretary, % The Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum, Winterthur, Delaware, for tickets of admission on a specified date. Twenty visitors (no reservations only. Charge for the guided tour is $2 plus Federal tax. Tours are conducted from Monday through Friday, starting at 10 a.m., ending about 4:30 p.m. Reservations may be made for lunch.
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CASSEROLES
continued from page 60

These main dish recipes call for "flame-proof" casseroles of the enam­
elled cast-iron type shown on page 61 that can be used on top of the stove. If you use glazed pottery or glass bak­
ing dishes, do the preliminary cooking of celery, browning of onions and meat in a sauepan, and transfer to casserole for the baking period.

Menu 1
Oysters Claremont
(This recipe dates back to the days when the old Claremont Restaurant, on Riverside Drive, was a gourmet spot.)

1 tsp butter
1 tsp. English mustard
1/2 cup stock or bouillon
1/4 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. freshly-ground pepper
1/4 tsp. celery salt
1/2 cups diced celery
5 cups heavy cream (or 2 cups light cream, 1 cup heavy cream)
2 dozen fresh oysters, drained
2 thsp. sherry or Madeira
Parsley
6 slices buttered toast

Melt butter in two-ounce, flame-proof casserole; stir mustard into stock or bouillon, seasonings and celery. Cover and cook on top of range, or in moderate oven (325°F.) until celery is tender, about 25 minutes. Add cream, stirring slowly. Bring to boiling point, but do not boil. Add oysters, let cook for 3-5 minutes, or until oysters are plump and edges curled. Add wine, and stir. Remove casserole and keep it warm (you could use an electrically-warmed table) until ready to serve. Toast the bread, and garnish each serving with parsley. For 6 people.

If wine is to be served with this dish, or with any shellfish casserole, it should be one of the Chilean Rieslings, any good Rhine wine, or a Chablis.

Winter compote
8 dried prunes
3 fresh, or canned, pears
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup water
1 orange, juice and peel
Juice of 1/2 lemon
1 cup canned black cherries, pitted
1/2 cup good brandy

Wash dried fruits, cover with cold water, and cook until softened, about 15 minutes. Wash, peel, core, and quarter pears (if canned, core and quarter). Make syrup of sugar and water; when boiling, add orange juice and peel, and lemon juice. If fresh pears are used, place them in syrup, add strips of orange peel; simmer till pears and peel are tender. If canned pears are used, simmer orange peel until tender before adding pears. Add cherries and their juice and the dried fruits (drained). Heat together about five minutes. Add brandy, let cool a little and serve warm. For 4 people.

Menu 2
Beef pie Cavanagh
3 thsp. butter or margarine
3 lbs. beef, cut in small cubes
2 cups stock or bouillon
12 whole small potatoes, peeled
4 carrots, scraped and diced

1/4 lb. fresh mushrooms, sliced
1/2 tsp. freshly-ground pepper
1/4 cup red wine
1 spring onion
1/4 tsp. crumbled leaf sage
1 thsp. dried parsley
Pastry for top (use mix, or your favor­
ite pastry)

Melt butter or margarine in two-ounce, flame-proof casserole. Add beef, stir, and cook for 15 minutes. Then add stock or bouillon, cover, cook slowly in moderate oven (325°F.) for 1 hour. Add onions, carrots, mushrooms, pepper; cover and cook slowly for 1/2 hour or longer, or until vegetables are cooked and meat is nearly done. Add wine, let sauce cook down (uncovered) if too much remains. Add herbs, stir. Remove casserole, cover with pastry; trim edge and press edge of pastry to rim of casserole with a fork. Cash top in small leaf-and-stem pattern so that steam can escape. Turn oven to hot (425°F.) and bake until crust is golden, 15 to 20 minutes. For 6 people.

A good claret is recommended with this dinner. Or you can serve Chateau Pontet-Canet (an inexpensive Medoc), a good bin ordinaire.

Sunday night wine jelly
4 thsp. plain gelatin
1 cup cold water
1 qt. boiling water
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 tsp. freshly-ground pepper
1/4 cup cognac

Soak the gelatin in cold water until soft. Then stir it into boiling water to dissolve it. Add sugar, lemon juice and peal. Mix, strain through a fine sieve. Let cool, add wine and cognac. Pour into a square mold with a chili iron on the bottom. Unmold; serve with plain or whipped cream, if you like, and pound cake if your guests aren't counting the calories. For 8 people.

Menu 3
Hungarian supper casserole
1/4 cup butter or margarine
4 large onions, sliced
1 clove garlic
2 lbs. veal, cut into serving-size pieces
1 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. freshly-ground pepper
1 tsp. paprika
1 thsp. grated nutmeg
1 tsp. ground mace
1 thsp. sugar
2 cups (No. 2 can) tomatoes
1 cup sour cream
2 thsp. flour
4 cups hot cooked rice, noodles, or macaroni

Melt butter in two-ounce, flame-proof casserole; add onions and garlic; cook until onions are soft. Remove garlic and add veal. Cover and cook for 20 minutes. Add seasonings and tomatoes; cover and cook in moderate oven (325°F.) until veal is tender, about 1 hour. When almost done, add the sour cream and stir. Mix 1 tablespoon of flour with a little of the sauce from the casserole, then stir it all into the casserole. Cook for 2-3 minutes to thicken, add more flour if necessary. Serve hot over rice, noodles, or macaroni. For 8 people.

(Continued on page 109)
**CASSEROLES**

continued from page 108

**Almond baked apples**

- 6 large baking apples
- 1/2 cup freshly grated bread crumbs
- 1 cup almonds, ground
- 1 cup brown sugar
- Butter or margarine
- 1 cup hot water
- Juice and peel of one lemon

Wash, peel, and core apples, then roll them in a mixture of crumbs, almonds, and 1/4 cup brown sugar, with a little butter or margarine to make the coating stick. Place in lightly greased baking dish. Fill centers of apples with remaining crumbs mixture and 1/4 cup brown sugar. Mix water, lemon juice and peel, and remaining 1/4 cup brown sugar, and pour into the dish. Cover and bake in hot oven (425°F) for 20 minutes. Uncover and baste apples with mixture in the dish. Cover and continue baking until almost tender. Uncover, baste again, and finish baking with dish uncovered. Baste apples well when done. Serve warm or cold, with or without cream. For 6 people.

**Menu 4**

**Chicken and ham casserole**

- 3/4 small Bermuda onion, minced
- 1/2 cup diced mushrooms
- 1 tsp. paprika
- 1 tsp. salt
- 1/2 tsp. grated nutmeg
- 6 slices white meat of cooked chicken, cut into serving size
- 6 slices boiled ham, cut as chicken

3 to 4 tbsp. grated Parmesan cheese
Cook onion in butter or margarine in a flame-proof casserole (1 1/2-quart size) until onion is tender. Add mushrooms, seasonings, and cook for 5 minutes. Arrange chicken and ham in alternate layers in the casserole; add enough hot cream to cover; place in hot oven (400°F) for 10 minutes. Cover with grated cheese, return to oven to brown. When bubbly, serve. For 6 people.

**Philadelphia peaches**

- 6 canned peach halves
- 1/2 cup chopped, toasted blanched almonds
- 1 cup seedless white grapes
- 1/2 cup seedless raisins
- 6 rounds toasted sponge cake

Hot raspberry-and-currant sauce
Use fresh, canned, or quick-frozen peaches for this delicious dessert. If you use fresh peaches, dip them quickly in boiling water, remove skins, cut in halves, remove seeds. If quick-frozen, thaw and drain. Mix almonds, grapes, and raisins. Place each peach half on a round of toasted cake, fill centers of peaches with the nut mixture, top with a spoonful of hot sauce. For 6 people.

**Raspberry-and-currant sauce**

Use 1 small package of quick-frozen red raspberries; let thaw. Add berries and juice to about 1/2 cup (1 small jelly glass) of currant jelly; heat slowly. Spoon over the stuffed peaches. Sweeten berries and jelly sauce if necessary.

-FLORENCE BROOKS

---

**BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL... ON A BUDGET!**

**Individual Vikon Metal Tiles**

YOU CAN INSTALL YOURSELF

Take your choice of Vikon's thirty gorgeous decorator colors, and use the handy installation kit to make your rooms bright and beautiful—on a budget!

---

**SCREENS THAT ROLL UP AND DOWN**

ONLY PELLA WINDOWS come with built-in ROLSCREENS that roll up and down like window shades. No putting up or taking down screens, painting or storing. PELLA DUAL GLAZING protects against winter cold and summer heat and special weather-stripping seals DRAFT-TIGHT along all four sides of sash. Stock-size PELLA units are completely factory-assembled. They can be combined into hundreds of exciting window arrangements. Send for FREE FOLDER of Window Ideas.

---

**WOOD CASEMENT WINDOWS**

Made by makers of PELLA ROLSCREENS • PELLA VENETIAN BLINDS

---

**GENTLEMEN:** Please send FREE FOLDER on Window Ideas and information on Pella Windows with ROLSCREENS and DUAL GLAZING.

NAME:
ADRESS:
CITY & ZONE:
STATE:

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Burl Ives, whose article on American folk songs appears on page 79, has recorded a number of the songs he writes about, for Columbia and Decca. Lack of space forbids our mentioning them all. Suffice it to say that he made three albums of native songs for Decca before he became a Columbia recording artist, all of which were issued on LP records (Nos. DL-5080, DL-5013, DL-5093) and has since made three for Columbia (CL-6109, CL-6058, CL-6144), as well as an album of hymns (CL-6115).

As an interpreter, his powers are formidable, but not obviously so. One has only to hear these songs sung by a less-gifted singer to appreciate his talent fully. ... Our Common Heritage, an album of poems celebrating milestones in American history, is an apt and occasionally stirring Decca release (78 rpm only; No. 536). The readers are Bing Crosby, Brian Donlevy, Walter Huston, Fredric March, Agnes Moorehead, and Pat O'Brien. ... Grandma Moses, the spry nonagenarian painter, is as American as the one-horse shay. Hugh Martin's score for the movie about her by Falcon Films has been developed and orchestrated by Alec Wilder and recorded as The Grandma Moses Suite by Columbia (LP record ML-2185). It could hardly be more charming. ... William Warfield would seem to be filling the role in our musical life vacated by Paul Robeson when he veered leftist politically. On a new Columbia release (LP record ML-2206), he sings five old American songs, arranged by Aaron Copland, and an equal number of sea chanties, of which the former group is more interesting.

**Americana by new record companies**

Americans interested in the music of their own country will welcome the existence of two fairly young recording companies: The American Recording Society, a subscription organization devoted exclusively to the recording and distribution to its members of American music, and New Records Inc., a group with broader aims which has recently brought out the first issues of an ambitious series entitled Music in America, from its earliest beginnings to the present day. The American Recording Society operates on a grant from the Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University; although its slogan is “200 years of American music,” the works presented so far are almost all by living composers. They include Edward MacDowell's Indian Suite, Walter Piston's Symphony No. 2, Randall Thompson's Symphony No. 2, Douglas Moore's Symphony in A and Henry Cowell's Symphony No. 5—all recorded on 10'' LP records. The orchestra is conducted by Dean Dixon, according to the Society's plan to employ American conductors and soloists. The performance and technical standards are uniformly high. ... The releases of New Records Inc. can be subscribed for or bought individually in record stores. Prepared under the authoritative supervision of Karl Krueger and Carleton Sprague Smith, these offer samples of Catholic music in California, instrumental music and ballads in Colonial America, early American psalmody, and music of the early romantic period. All are executed with understanding and skill, superbly recorded on LP records.
How about an island fling?

A last-minute report on Caribbean cruises, things to see and do at ports of call

The perennial charm of the Caribbean—its brilliant waters, sandy beaches, its look of France, Holland, Spain, and England—exerts its maximum appeal at this time. For the benefit of those of our readers who contemplate making a personal call, we present the following information. A new ship has already made its debut in Caribbean waters this season, the Ryndam of the Holland-America Line, whose Nieuw Amsterdam and Veendam will also be crossing among the West Indies. The Grace Line continues its year-round 12- and 16- to 18-day cruises to Venezuela, Colombia, and Curacao. Moore-McCormack has scheduled a 44-day and a 42-day carnival cruise which will bring the Argentinia and Brazil into Rio de Janeiro just in time for the pre- Lenten carnival. The French Line’s Liberté will begin a 26-day carnival cruise to Rio on February 28.

Canard’s Caronia and Mauretania are dividing five Caribbean sorties between them, while the Furness Line’s Queen of Bermuda and Ocean Monarch will be busy as beavers all season long. The Home Line offers a new weekly service between New York and Nassau on the liner Nassau, which veteran ocean-crossers will have difficulty in recognizing as the Europa, due to its extensive refurbishing. Their Italia will also make three cruises this season. Bull Line ships will sail every fortnight from New York to Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic; United Fruit’s Quirigua, Jamaica, and Talamanca are occupied with 19-day voyages to Havana, Canal Zone, Colombia, from New York, while Canadian Pacific’s Empress of Scotland will sail for warmer waters from New York, February 20 and March 1. On whichever ship you sail, you will probably stop at some of the islands below.

The Bahamas

To see and to do: The Bahamas Country Club and Paradise Beach. Visit the deep-sea gardens off Hogg Island in a glass-bottom boat. Attend the races at Horse Bobbe Hall near Cable Beach. The polo matches at Clifford Park. Wait for the dawn of the Tropicana. Attend a cockfight. Fly to Varadero Beach (3 1/2 hour from Havana).

Jamaica

To see and to do: Motto over the mountains, up Mount Diablo to the village of Monaunegue, then down to the Fern Gully, to Dunn’s River, and Roaring River Falls. Visit the Cockpit country, home of the Maroons—descendants of the early Spaniards’ slaves. Eat and dance at the Colony Club and Morgan’s Cove, where the band plays in a huge vegetable basket. Or, just relax and enjoy the extensive beach life at Montego Bay along the North Shore. Near: The sleek, modern Montego Beach Hotel, with a private spread of beach. But when looking for a place to lay your head don’t forget the Shaw Park, Fairfield, and Casino Blanca Hotels.

Cuba

Cuba is practically a free port, there are bargains in French perfumes, Swiss watches, Oriental silks and ivories, Brazilian and Argentine leather goods, Swedish crystal, and Dutch delft. Walk among the gabled houses of Willemstad, which looks like nothing else in the world. For a musical comedy laid in 17th-century Holland. Plant a Liberty Garden again this year

The U. S. Department of Agriculture has called for a continuation of the garden and home food preservation program followed last year. This is a national defense measure that you, as a gardener, can support by producing and preserving more vegetables, fruits, and berries. If you have no spot to garden in, join a community group and help in the work of canning and freezing or preserving projects. You can stretch the family food budget as well as relieve some of the strain on transportation, manpower, and packaging.

The HOME IDEA BOOK shows you all the attractive colors and blends of these lifetime shingles

One section of The Home Idea Book is devoted to American Colonial, the attractive Asbestos Roof Shingles with all the charm of weathered wood plus the permanence of stone. They show their wide variety of pleasing colors and their rich, striking texture. It points out that they’re fireproof, rotproof, weatherproof... have all the qualities that make it possible to say “in 40 years not one Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingle has ever burned or worn out!”

In addition, this helpful book shows how you can transform the appearance of your home with new Smooth Grain Asbestos Siding that can be applied right over weather-beaten sidewalks. It discusses interiors too... how you can build extra rooms... quickly cover unsightly walls and ceilings with attractive, predecorated Panels and Plank of J-M Insulating Board. It tells the amazing story of Johns-Manville Rock Wool Insulation that saves you up to 30% on every dollar you spend for fuel.

These are just a few of the hundreds of helpful hints for the homeowner that appear in full color in the Home Idea Book. Fill in the coupon below and send 25¢ for your copy today.

Johns-Manville ever developed

The most beautiful popular-priced Asbestos Roof

Johns-Manville ever developed

The HOME IDEA BOOK shows you all the attractive colors and blends of these lifetime shingles
Take the best from the past

Museum exhibits give you ideas for decorating your house.

No one is more eager than the young housewife to find bright ideas that will help her create an attractive place to live—even on a budget and limited by a roomful of make-do or hand-me-down furniture. Have you made full use of all the idea sources open to you? For example, do you know how to use museum exhibits in your own life, or do you look upon them as of not too much practical use? House & Garden says, go through museum exhibits in your own city with a Young Ideas viewpoint. It's part of the American tradition to experiment with the new and untried, but also to take the best from the past, to make use of the tried and true. We present as our case in point the du Pont museum at Winterthur shown on pages 80-86. Let us analyze the pictures of the Winterthur museum and see whether we can find good ideas there to put to use in your own house.

ITEM: Did you like the warm feeling of a sampler above the fireplace? Why not embroider your own, and frame it above your own mantel? Your small daughter would probably consider it an exciting privilege to make a sampler for your family.

ITEM: The firescreen in the museum may be a precious antique, but why not make one of your own? Use an interesting fabric remnant or work a small piece of needlepoint. After all, needlepoint and embroidery and such crafts were part of the daily life of Colonial times. Perhaps yours will be exhibited in a museum one day, when your grandchildren are setting up their own first households!

ITEM: Were you charmed by the collection of old Chinese export porcelains on the mantel of the Port Royal parlor (page 82)? You could have a bright collection of inexpensive pottery bowls from Italy or Mexico or China—with their gay colors and charming peasant motifs.

ITEM: Are you lacking a painting important enough to hang over your fireplace? Why not insert an attractive wallpaper with an Oriental motif inside a wall-molding frame?

ITEM: Do you sigh over the marble fireplace or the wonderful old tiles? You can cover your own fireplace with plastic veneer in an antique marble pattern that looks like the real thing (see H&G January, 1951). Or buy either antique or modern tiles and cement them into the fireplace yourself.

ITEM: Are you discouraged because, in a small bedroom, you must have your bed in front of a window? Look at the ingenious solution in the Franklin bedroom (page 87). Let your window frame serve as a canopy for your bed, using very short curtains shaped like an inverted V. Make them of the same fabric and color as your bedspread (there are many inexpensive, printed toiles).

ITEM: Do you envy the interesting urn-shaped knife boxes on the sideboard of the du Pont dining room, p. 87? Why not get a pair of apothecary jars from your favorite pharmacist to give character and interest to your own sideboard?

ITEM: Do you admire the dramatic effect of scenic wallpaper behind a curved settee? If you have a tiny entrance hall that can't hold more than a bench, give it importance with a panel of modern scenic wallpaper.

ITEM: Do you like the stately effect of swags, as you see them in the Nemours bedroom, p. 87? Even if you don't have a canopy bed, you can use swags as a valance on your bedroom window and, for emphasis, repeat the swags on the Petticoat of your bed.

ITEM: If you like the look of a high-back spindle chair, and have modern furniture, why not take a look at the new, modern, high-back spindle chair designed by Paul McCobb (see H&G December, 1951). ITEM: If you eat in your living room, why not place your dining table in front of the fireplace, put a punch-bowl or tureen on it to set a decorative mood?

ITEM: Are you the proud possessor of a modern studio bed—with a secret liking for the enclosed coziness of the antique bed in the Empire bedroom, p. 87? Put a headboard on both ends of your couch, placed lengthwise against the wall, and hang a canopy directly on the wall.

ITEM: Do you like the looks of the old ottoman in front of the fireplace? Make your own sturdy, four-legged rectangular stool, upholster it with thick foam rubber 2" thick (see H&G January, 1952), slipcover, and put it on casters so that it can also be pulled up to the television set.

These are only a few ideas suggested by the furnishings and arrangements shown at Winterthur. If you look at museum exhibits in your own city with a Young Ideas viewpoint you can find countless others, according to your own tastes, adapted to your own life. Actually, what you are doing is using your museum in the truly creative manner, to help you to live a more attractive and richer life.
FOLK SONGS

Want Running Water?

FREE BOOKLET helps you select proper water system

The wonderful folk songs of this time arranged chronologically present a vivid and dramatic bird's-eye view of their period which no history can duplicate. For example, here is a factual account of the second battle of Saratoga, an account culled from a highly regarded reference book:

"At the second battle of Saratoga, Burgoyne had under 5,000 effective left, and his supplies were running short. He reckoned that they might last till the 20th. He led out 1,500 men on reconnaissance (October 7th) but the Americans made a fierce counter-attack and led by Arnold inflicted a severe defeat upon the British army. Next day Burgoyne began his retreat." And here is the ballad current immediately after the event:

Ballad of Saratoga

Come unto me ye heroes, and I the truth will tell Concerning many a soldier who for his country fell Burgoyne, the King's Commander, and cursed Tory crew, With Injunns and Canajous he up the Champlain flew.

Before Ticonderoga, full well both night and day, Their motions we observed before the bloody fray Burgoyne sent Baum to Bennington, with Hessians there he went, To plunder and to murder was fully their intent. But little did they know then with whom they had to deal, It was not quite so easy our stores and stocks to steal. Stark would give them only a portion of his lead, With half his crew o'er sunset, Baun lay among the dead. The 19th of September, the morning cool and clear, Gates addressed the army each soldier's heart to cheer. "Burgoyne," he cried, "advances, but we will never fly, But rather than surrender, 'twill fight him till we die!"
The Seventh of October, they did capitulate Burgoyne and his proud army we did our prisoners make. And vain was their endeavor to terrify Though death was all around us, not one of us would fly! Now here's a health to Herkimer and our commander Gates! To Freedom and to Washington whom every Tory hates. Likewise unto our Congress—God grant it long to reign— Our country, rights and justice forever to maintain!

Before we leave the Revolutionary period, it is important to remember that aside from the songs written by unknown composers, there were more formal writers of music. The most important of early American composers was William Billings who was instrumental not only in composing songs and hymns, but in organizing country singing schools for adults. In the first decade of the 19th century people were singing songs of the Revolutionary War and also a new London hit called Hey Betty Martin. But soon we find songs indicative of

Continued on page 114
The growing feeling against Great Britain. There is one, and the title is The Novels of England, which boasts of the growing naval strength of the country and of the success of the American Navy during the Revolutionary War. It was written by a previously unbeatable British ship. It ends with a statement of what we want from England in terms of peace: respect and recognition—to say nothing of all of Canada. Another interesting song of the times is Patriotic Diggers, one of the first songs about laborers to make its appearance in America.

The War of 1812 was the war most productive of naval songs. Two of them in particular describe naval battles, the fight between The Constitution and the Guerriere and the fight between The Hornet and The Peacock. Another, The Hunters of Kentucky, is a comic song about the battle of New Orleans. On Christmas Day the war was over, but the news traveled slowly and two weeks after the peace treaty was signed, Andrew Jackson and his Kentucky soldiers defeated the British at New Orleans.

The period from the War of 1812 until the Civil War was one of great expansion. The homesteaders went West and their trek was commemorated in song. The merchant marine expanded rapidly and a large body of songs grew up about sailing, whaling, and fishing activities. Most of these songs were based on English sailor songs but some like the Black Ball songs (Blow the Man Down) derived from the Black Ball line, the first in the States to have a scheduled passenger service. There were the old English story sea ballads like Golden Vanity, Maid of Amsterdam, and Henry Martin but most of all there were work chanteys.

With the presence of passengers (presumably of delicate sensibilities and moral scruples) aboard any ship, teamwork had to be secured from sailors without the blows and "rough language" formerly used by officers to get the work done. The marked rhythm of these chanteys sung by the sailors as they worked, gave rhythm to their efforts and produced teamwork as a marching song does in an army.

In 1843 the minstrel shows hit the big time and became the favorite entertainment of America for over 50 years. The melodies of the more popular minstrel songs were used like the old folk melodies over and over again to express different ideas, so that they, too, became folk songs, in a sense. One of the greatest writers of minstrel songs, as well as a great performer, was old Uncle Dan Emmett. He was he who wrote Dixieland, Old Dan Tucker, and the Blue Tail Fly, Dixie, which became the theme song of the South, was originally written as a walk-around for Bryant's Minstrels.

We have seen that hymns of a topical nature, seeking God's support for certain causes, were common during the Revolution. Such hymns were actually marching songs, so constantly were they sung by the soldiers. This was also true of the period before the Civil War when the Abolitionists were active. The Abolitionist Hymn is an outstanding example of this type of music.

There were three composers both before and during the Civil War whose music is so much a part of our song heritage that they might be considered folk songs. They were Henry Clay Work, George Root, and Stephen Foster. Among Henry Clay Work's best known songs are Come Home Father, The Ship That Never Returned, Grandfather's Log and the beautiful Niedermus The Slave. George Root wrote the much-loved songs The Vacant Chair, The Battle Cry of Freedom, Just Before The Battle, Mother, and Flee as a Bird. All of these were sung extensively throughout the North and South both at home and at the front, as were the more typical folk songs (those of which the composer is unknown) such as Marching Along, The Bonnie Blue Flag, Lincoln and Liberty, Old Abe Lincoln, Tenting on the Old Campground, and Gooby Pease. Less sung were the songs of Stephen Foster, but he alone of all the composers writing during this period has gained an ever-widening audience. By the 1870's the hatred between the North and South was fading at least on the musical level and the favorite song of the period was Carry Me Back to Old Virginy, written by James Bland, a gifted Negro composer. At this time, too, a Negro choir, The Fisk Singers, which sang Negro sacred songs, became tremendously popular throughout the North.

After the Civil War the Far West opened up. The 1870's and 1880's were the heyday of the cowboy, the badman, the railroad worker. The Texan drove his herds of cattle to the rail (Continued on page 123)
Menu 1

Milk punch

Fresh pineapple is, in my opinion, the best, but if you don't want to bother with the fresh, a couple of cans of pine-
apple chunks will fill the bill. If you're using the fresh, remove top, cut into half-inch slices, then pare each slice, 
removing the eyes and the core as you go along, cut into chunks. Measure out 1 cup of milk in which you've placed 
2 inches of vanilla bean for flavor. Place 1 cup of the pineapple in your blender with 1 cup of milk. Add 1/4 cup 
Bacardi rum and 1 teaspoon dark brown sugar, and run the blender until the pineapple is thoroughly chopped, 
about a minute. Dump this into the milk with the vanilla bean in it, and then repeat; for six servings, double 
the amounts given above. Set aside to ripen for about 2 hours, and serve ice cold from a pretty pitcher. Or as we do, 
serve this from a punch bowl on a side table.

Puffy chicken omelet with Virginia ham

1 canned chicken 
1 tsp. monosodium glutamate 
30 eggs 
2 cups rich milk or half milk 
and half cream

Salt and pepper to taste

Remove the chicken from the can, being careful to reserve all of the broth. Remove the chicken from the can, bête the 
broth, and beat again. Add the chicken. Now separate the eggs. Beat the yolks until very thick and lemon colored, 
and beat the whites until stiff enough to hold a peak but not a moment longer. Fold into the first mixture. Season. Turn 
into a shallow casserole, well buttered—a good looking one that can be boiled in the kitchen. Sprinkle with the monosodium glutamate. Separate the eggs. Beat the yolks until very thick and lemon colored, add the milk and beat again. Add the chicken. Now whirl the whites until stiff enough to 
hold a peak but not a moment longer. Fold into the first mixture. Season. Turn into a shallow casserole, well but-
tered—a good looking one that can be cooked in the oven and brought to table in a casserole which is the twin of the one for the omelet. Or serve it in a double food warmer.

Fruit melange

1/2 lb. dried prunes 
1/2 lb. dried apples 
1/2 lb. dried apricots 
1/2 lb. dried pears 
1 cup water 
1 cup sugar 
1 cinnamon stick 
1/2 cup raisins or dates 
1/2 cup currants 
1/2 cup grated Old English cheese

Soak the fruits separately and cook in a brown sugar, and run the blender until the pineapple is thoroughly chopped, 
about a minute. Dump this into the milk with the vanilla bean in it, and then repeat; for six servings, double 
the amounts given above. Set aside to ripen for about 2 hours, and serve ice cold from a pretty pitcher. Or as we do, 
serve this from a punch bowl on a side table.

Amanda Wilson's baked hominy

2 cups hominy grits

8 cups water 
1 tbsp. salt 
2 eggs, well beaten 
1 cup grated Old English cheese

1 tsp. black pepper

Paprika

Hominy in this form is purchased 
from Carolina grits, mill handly, under 
an old Carolina grit mill handy, under 
the name of Hominy Grits. A true Car-
olina, though, would cut you cold if you 
used the term within his hearing. Bring 
the water to a boil, and add the grits slowly, stirring as you add. When 
it begins to thicken and you're sure that 
there are no lumps, cover and cook over 
very low heat, stirring frequently, for 
about 30 or 40 minutes. Don't add the salt until the grits are tender, as it 
seems to toughen them. Pour the hot 
hominy into a large mixing bowl and 
add the remaining ingredients. Mix 
throughly and turn into the electric 
casserole. Top with a little more of 
grated cheese, sprinkle with paprika, 
cover, and cook about 1 hour at 350°. 
This may be cooked in the oven and 
bring to table in a casserole which is 
the twin of the one for the omelet. 
Or serve it in a double food warmer.

Fence Co.

8 KinO Road, Malvern, Pa.
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SUNDAY BRUNCH continued from page 115

Menu 2

Sherry fizz
1 6-oz. can frozen orange juice
3 cans water
1 oz. semi-dry Sherry
1 egg
1 tsp. lemon juice
2 dashes Angostura
Nutmeg

Prepare one 6-oz. can of frozen orange juice by adding 3 cans water and stirring until blended. In your electric blender or in a cocktail shaker, place 1 cup (6 oz.) of the orange juice, ½ cup (4 oz.) rather dry Sherry, 1 egg, 1 teaspoon lemon juice, and 2 dashes of Angostura. If using the cocktail shaker, shake just until the egg is broken up and well mixed. If using the blender, run about 10 seconds. Serve over cracked ice in 6-oz. glasses, with a dusting of freshly grated nutmeg on top. For 3.

Farina muffins
3½ cups milk
2 cups quick-cooking Cream of Wheat
1 tsp. salt
½ stick sweet butter
3 eggs
½ cup brown sugar
Heat the milk in a 2-quart saucepan until just short of boiling. Reduce heat and add the Cream of Wheat gradually, stirring all the while. Reduce heat to simmering, cook, still stirring, for 5 minutes. Remove, add salt and butter, and heat until the butter is melted. Allow the mixture to cool a bit and then beat in the eggs, one at a time, stirring well in between until thoroughly blended. Ladle into well-buttered muffin tins and bake until browned. Sprinkle with brown sugar, set on a good-looking platter, and place near the electric table broiler so that each guest may heat and brown his, or keep hot in a bun warmer. A pitcher of hot maple syrup is a good accompaniment. Makes 12.

Giblet stew O'Brien
2 lbs. giblets
4 tbsp. bacon drippings
½ cup flour
1 tsp. monosodium glutamate
1 tsp. paprika
chilies.
1 egg
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
2 onions, minced
2 green peppers, diced
¼ tsp. red pepper
2 tsp. salt
½ cup tomato puree
2 cups chicken consomme
2 pkgs. frozen mixed vegetables

Wash the giblets thoroughly, trim, and drain on paper towels. Cut into bite-sized pieces. Dry well. Melt the drippings in a heavy skillet. Blend the flour, monosodium glutamate and paprika, and roll the giblet pieces in this mixture. Place them in the skillet and cook, turning frequently, until they're nicely browned. Now add the minced onions and green pepper and cook five minutes or so more, until they begin to soften. Add the seasonings. Turn into the electric casserole and set the thermostat at 300°. Add the tomato puree and the consomme—1 cup of the latter at first and the rest as the liquid in the pot cooks away. You want just enough to make a good rich gravy—no more. After an hour's cooking, add the frozen vegetables. Check the seasoning. The gravy may need a teaspoon or so of soy sauce or Kitchen Bouquet to point it up. Cover again and cook until the giblets are tender and the vegetables tender-crisp. This stew is especially good if made the day before and allowed to mellow until the day of the party. Serve the giblets in the casserole. Serve with cold eggs brought in on their own rack. Or let everyone fold his own in the electric egg cooker.

Bill Taylor's crumb cake
2½ cups sifted all-purpose flour
2 cups light brown sugar
½ cup butter
½ tsp. baking soda
1 tsp. baking powder
1 egg
1 cup sour cream
Cinnamon
Pecans

After sifting and measuring the flour, measure out 2 cups and sift again into a bowl. Add the sugar and butter, cut into the flour with a pastry blender or 2 knives used in opposition. Measure out ¼ cup of this mixture and set it aside for topping. Now sift into the first mixture the remaining ½ cup flour with the baking soda and baking powder. Beat the egg and the sour cream together, add to the dry ingredients, and beat. Thoroughly, I mean, no half (Continued on page 117)
measures. Pour into a buttered 8 x 8 x 2 pan. Sprinkle the reserved crumb mixture on top of the batter. Top lightly with cinnamon, and dot with a few pecan halves. Bake at 375° for about 35 minutes, or until a cocktail toothpick, when stuck into the center, comes out clean and dry. This will cut 8 nice pieces, but you'd better make two cakes—everyone will want a second piece.

Café au lait
You will need two automatic coffee makers at the table to serve the café au lait properly. Use the bottom of one for the milk and cream, 1½ cups of each, comfortably warmed but not hot. Make a pot of strong coffee in the other maker, and tell your guests to pour from both pots at once.

Menu 3
Fruit shrub
Almost any combination of fruit juices makes a good "shrub"; one of the best ways to serve it is to have pitchers containing a variety of juices—orange, pineapple, grape, cranberry, and so on—on a tray at table with a blender and a bowl of ice at hand. The guest mixes his own, and then serves himself. If a few bottles of good brandy or rum are conveniently placed so that an ounce or so may be added for flavor, that's all to the good.

Rice almond pancakes
1 cup blanched almonds
4 egg yolks
2 cups milk
1 cup warm cooked rice
1 tsp. salt
2 tbsp. melted butter
6 tbsp. all purpose flour
4 egg whites
Split the almonds, spread on a cookie sheet, and place in a warm oven (325°) until they are golden brown and crisp. It will take about 20 minutes. Chop fine or run them through the blender for about 30 seconds. Add the 4 egg yolks and blend again for about 10 seconds. Pour the milk over the rice and blend well. Beat the egg whites until they hold a peak but are not dry; then fold into the batter in a bowl thoroughly. Let the guests drop the batter from a tablespoon onto the electric grill or griddle, and before you know it, they will have 24 small cakes—for 6.

Herbed shad roe
6 roes (2 cans)
1/3 cups good dry Sauterne
1/3 cups water
1 sprig celery leaves
1 large sprig parsley
1 bay leaf
1 onion, sliced
1 tsp. tarragon vinegar
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. white pepper
1/2 cup virgin peanut oil
1/2 cup melted butter
1 tsp. chervil
1/2 tsp. tarragon
1/2 tsp. marjoram
1/2 cup dry sherry
1 tsp. minced onion
1 tsp. minced parsley
Shad roe is now being packed so expertly in tins that even the most critical can enjoy it at any season of the year. I think that the following is one of the best ways to serve it. First make a court bouillon by combining the Sauterne, water, celery, parsley, bay leaf, onion, vinegar, salt, and pepper. Bring it to a simmer, add the drained roes, and cook at just under the boiling point for 10-12 minutes. Remove from the broth with a skimmer and place on paper towels to drain. (This broth, by the way, can be refrigerated and used a couple of more times for other fish dishes.) Place the peanut oil in the electric casserole, turn the heat indicator to 325°. When the oil is hot add the roes and cook for a few minutes, turning constantly until a beautiful golden brown color. Mix the melted butter, herbs, sherry, onion and parsley, and pour over the roes for a sauce. Check the seasoning. Reduce the heat under the pan to 200° so that the food will just keep hot but not cook. Place the caserole on the table and let guests help themselves.

There's something about cooking at the table, especially with a choice of automatic appliances before him, that brings out the best in every guest. Even a complete novice will spoon your batter onto the grill and brown your muffins in the broiler, and before you can say Jack Robinson, it's become his pancake and his muffin, and he's as proud of it as a red setter of his first bird. And there's sociability and friendliness in the room.

T. L. O'Brien
THE AMERICAN IDEA IN GARDENING:

Woodland plantings that look after themselves

You can introduce many shade-loving plants to your woodland garden that will do as well there as the wild flowers you now find thriving beneath its trees. To do this you can leave existing trees and shrubs where they are, but you must clear away all scrub undergrowth. Then plan a path to curve through the terrain, whether of flagstones, pine needles, or just soil, to provide ease of access and a place for interesting marginal plantings. Here are a few suggestions on herbaceous and bulbous plants that will accommodate themselves to the varying degrees of shade found in any woodland. Some you may be growing now in shaded corners of your garden.

Primulas, primroses are among the most satisfactory margin plants. They do well in any kind of soil, but require shade and moisture. There are three especially hardy and handsome species. P. veris, cowslip, has orange-yellow flowers that are very fragrant and appear in May in single and double forms.

Primula vulgaris, aquilegia, English primrose, is probably the most popular little hardy type. A 6" beauty that flowers in April or May above crinkly hazel leaves. Originally yellow was the predominant color, but hybridization has produced a variety of solid and mixed hues, including blue. P. elatior, oxlip, is a little taller than the English primrose and blooms at the same time, expanding large umbels of showy yellow flowers on 8" stems.

Sanguinaria canadensis, bloodroot, redroot, Indian plant. This wild flower co-ordinates rapidly in rich medium-shade woodlands, and its waxy white or pinkish flowers appear in early May. Plant this in the fall.

Polygonatum, Solomon’s-seal. If there is a damp spot in your woodland that is partly shaded, this member of the lily family will dangle its small greenish-white bells in profusion. Plant it in the fall. The best species for woodlands is P. biflorum, small Solomon’s-seal. Place clumps of these here and there for a mass effect. The plant is about 3’ tall with broad, lance-shaped leaves and a row of pendant flowers that appear in May, followed by blue fruitbeads all summer.

Cimicifuga racemosa, bugbane, black cohosh, black snakeroot. This blooms in late summer, producing canes of small white flowers in deep shade. Bugbane is quite tall, 4’-6’, the flower stalks arising from large compound leaves. It is very showy against hemlocks or small pines and when used in conjunction with shade-loving ferns. Plant it in the spring.

Trillium, wake-robin. There are few families of woodland flowers more generally satisfactory than the trilliums. In the tenderest garden subjects obtainable anywhere, hundreds of hardy trees, rich in leafmold, they blossom profusely. A few species will tolerate boggy conditions, but most of them appreciate clear soil. Of the numerous kinds available, these four have been most co-operative in my little piece of woodland: T. erectum, common wake-robin. This is our native dark red...
trillium and the first to bloom. It is at home in moist woods where it flowers in May. Try plantings with maidenhair ferns, bloodroot, and wild ginger (Asarum canadense). T. florum, yellow trillium, is a rather rare, squat form from Tennessee but will thrive in more northerly latitudes too. Its beauty lies in the foliage. Triple leaves are covered with leopard-like spots. For an interesting contrast, plant a colony near one or more Christmas ferns. T. Grandiflorum, great white trillium, trinity lily. As its name implies, this is large flowered, often attaining a spread of 4". White flowers gradually turn pale pink, then deepen to light red. The white wake-robin naturalizes readily in shaded spots where the soil is not very acid. Fall or very early spring is the time to plant all trilliums.

Ferns

There are ferns which will be contented in almost any location except where it is too sandy and dry. Some prefer sun but most species enjoy shade. They may be planted any time when the ground is not frozen.

Ferns lend their green grace to many situations: planted with wild flowers, tucked in difficult shady spots around the house, or allowed to grow rampant in the woodland. Several, such as the Christmas fern, thrive indoors as well as outside. If I were to select five varieties of fern they would be the following:

Adiantum pedatum, American maidenhair fern. Plant drifts of scilla and lily-of-the-valley near its beautiful, feathery fronds rising on 2' black stems.

Dryopteris goldiana, goldie wood-fern. This is one of the largest and almost evergreen. Group it with little foamflowers (Tiarella cordifolia), lifting finger-shaped racemes of feathery white.

Osmunda regalis, royal fern, flowering fern. Shade or sun suits this beautiful plant, but it reaches its best growth in moist shade. The fronds are about 15" across, grow as high as 4'.

Polystichum acrostichoides, Christmas fern, dagger fern. It is hardy, evergreen, and indifferent to soil conditions. In a dry woodland spot, try Smilacina racemosa, false spikenard, for its airy clusters of tiny white flowers.

Veratrum, false hellebore, prefers a damp, shady place, where its greenish-white or purplish flowers bloom in branching clusters to 2' long.

To this list you could add narcissus, which naturalize so well in shady areas, and lilies, particularly Lilium canadense, L. philadelphicum and L. superbum, and various lady's-slippers.
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IMPORTANT! HOW TO APPLY VIGORO

If grass is dormant: Apply any time at rate of 3 lbs. per 100 sq. ft.

If grass is green and growing: Be sure grass is dry. Then apply at same rate and wet down thoroughly.

For new lawns: Apply at same rate before seeding—or wait until new grass has been mowed twice.

There is only one Vigoro . . .

the trade-mark for SWIFT & COMPANY'S complete, balanced plant food.
Make the most of shade in your woodland garden

To create a natural woodland garden, you must first understand the plants and trees which grow of their own accord in such a setting. Each has a mission and a relationship to the woodland as a whole. In living and dying, these plants build the soil more and more deeply till eventually it reaches a degree of fertility where it can support hundreds of varied plants side by side. Your own woodland garden should be modeled on this pattern of the natural hardwood forest.

Hardwood trees stand tall. The sycamore leaf, lobed and heart-shaped, adjust their branches more to the nearby thickets. The tulip tree rises straight and high above them, each manages to turn its leaves to the sun. Under the taller deciduous trees, with lower, spreading tops, among them many of our loveliest flowering trees—dogwood, sassafras, magnolia. Ecologist calls this layer in the woodland the "under-story." By blooming in April and May before the leaves of the "upper-story" trees are fully spread, these lower trees manage to fling their flowers, set their seed, and secure their immortality.

Underneath the layer of smaller trees grow flowering shrubs: azalea, rhododendron, viburnum, japonica, and witch hazel. Still lower grow the cinnamon fern, stretching six- or eight-foot fronds toward the vanishing light; then the smaller evergreen wood ferns, shiny Christmas fern, and tall herbaceous wild flowers such as Solomon's-seal, false spirea, wild sarsaparilla, red and white wildbeberries, and many others. Under the layer of these tall herbaceous plants come the early-flowering hepatica, bloodroot, anemone, spring beauty, trillium, woodland phlox, violet, and trout lily. But these are not all. As you push aside the winter covering of leaves, you see that the ground is covered with an evergreen carpet of arbutus. In early spring goldthread, twinflower, creeping snowberry, foamflower, Canada mayflower, wintergreens, and club mosses. Under them are the finer mosses and lichens.

Beneath all of these, notice the soil. It is dark, rich, soft, and black, with generations of plants already returned to increase its fertility. Take a powerful lens and examine the myriad organisms busy with their task of crumbling the fallen leaves to work the miracle of creating deeper, richer soil.

The battle for light is won by peaceful means in the silence of the woods. No matter how dense the shade, all plants (except those such as Indian pipes and mushrooms which do not produce chlorophyll but draw their food from other plants) manage to get their share of light. Even the tiny ground covers creep to a spot where light penetrates from above for some part of each day. Exposing more surface, more time than large leaves can, their small leaves trap whatever light there may be.

Most ground covers have leathery evergreen foliage which makes the most of the winter sun after leaves have fallen. Resourcefully, too, many of the spring flowers bloom even before their own leaves appear: Dutchman's breeches, hepatica, bloodroot. These plants seize the first moments of spring, catching the April sun to ripen their seeds. After these, their leaves come slowly, smoothly, manufacturing food to plump up the roostickets before the blue dome of light overhead is closed to them for the long summer months. When foliage obscures the sky, these plants seem to disappear.

Your management of a woodland garden, in which all this activity is taking place, depends on seeing that conditions are right for its continuity. You can improve conditions without destroying the natural character and sirdness of the plants. You can learn how to control the light just enough to make it possible for your plants to bloom fully. In deep woods shade, azalea may be spinning and sparsely flowered, but on the woodland's edge, it covers itself with fragrant blossoms. In the deep woods, maple-leaved viburnum is pink or white-leaved—an anemone, often ghostly plant—but where it captures the sun for at least part of each day, the leaves are a shiny deep green, with abundant flower heads and fruits. Also, you will want to keep the following in mind: the need for fertility and depth, and supply just enough moisture but not too much. A wise plan is to reduce competition for food and moisture by limiting the number of plants, so that none is crowded out before maturity. By arranging plants for line and color, mass and texture, each appears to best advantage.

If there is woodland already on your property, it is relatively easy to establish a woodland garden. Decide upon the location, cut away undesirable underbrush, and make paths. Then introduce the plants which will thrive in this situation, depending on the soil, light, and moisture already present. Some wild flowers naturally grow in a community dominated by junipers, gray birch, pines, or oaks; others with beech, maple, and hemlock. Although the trees you have are not the sole factor, you can assume that if the woodland has flourished in the past, it will supply the needed conditions of soil, light, and moisture.

If you have junipers, the most successful wild flowers will be those that thrive in sunny places in thin soil, or in ordinary garden loam. If you have gray birch, then ground covers of moss, Canada mayflower, partridgeberry, and club mosses, and some of the evergreen arbutus will mingle among the grasses in their semi-shade. If you have spreading pines which cut out much sun, hardy ground covers of woodbine, Canada mayflower and partridgeberry will manage to push their way through the dense mat of pine needles. You will even have helianthus nodding here and there in May.

While you cannot move a woodland, you may want to bring the garden (Continued on page 121)
**WOODLAND GARDEN**

continued from page 120

closer to the house. You can do this by selective planting. My northern New Jersey woodland garden begins 20 feet from the front door. It was adapted from a natural one and, from the first shock of cabbage until the last of the holiday greens, there is always something of pleasure in it. To have these delights, I took advantage of conditions present already: the type of soil and degree of shade, the amount of moisture and the contour of the land. It was a slope on hard ground, used for years as a dwelling lawn in the shade of mature oak and hickory trees.

First the soil had to be conditioned. Breaking it up was not enough; it had to be dug out and piled. To this pile I added everything I could find which would contribute softer texture and fertility. Old rotted oak leaves, new leaves, sand, peat moss, compost, soil from the woods, rotted stump-dirt, and pine needles were mixed into it. After loosening the subsurface, a two-inch layer of sand was spread over it and this new "forest" mixture (now one-half of soil and one-half organic matter) was added on top. I left any small stones which came up in digging. Old rotted manure may be added if any is available.

When you prepare the soil for your own woodland garden, remember that natural organic nutrients are best for wild plants. The object is not to grow the biggest columbine, but one which has the beauty, form, and charm of the wild type. Then, over-all, use a mulch. I use pine needles because they do not mat or blow about. They let moisture through (which peat moss does not), are a pleasant brown color, and always smell like Christmas. A place so prepared and planted, if left for a year, or at least over the winter, for bacterial action to ripen the soil. If you want a quick effect, however, the place can be transformed in a day by planting it with ferns and putting in the smaller plants later.

A few final reminders: plant selection must be restricted to those for which you have prepared a suitable habitat. Brookside plants and those of a sunny meadow are lovely, but not in a woodland garden. Also, there should be no compromise with the soil. The right start with woodland soil, inherited or prepared, will make all the difference between disappointment and reward. Lastly, a few plants are more effective than too many. As your knowledge of their habits grows, your pleasure will increase.

HELEN S. HULL

Condensed from a chapter in her forthcoming book, "Wild Flowers for Your Garden."

**WOOLONG TEA**

Continuous from page 120
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closer to the house. You can do this by selective planting. My northern New Jersey woodland garden begins 20 feet from the front door. It was adapted from a natural one and, from the first shock of cabbage until the last of the holiday greens, there is always something of pleasure in it. To have these delights, I took advantage of conditions present already: the type of soil and degree of shade, the amount of moisture and the contour of the land. It was a slope on hard ground, used for years as a dwelling lawn in the shade of mature oak and hickory trees.

First the soil had to be conditioned. Breaking it up was not enough; it had to be dug out and piled. To this pile I added everything I could find which would contribute softer texture and fertility. Old rotted oak leaves, new leaves, sand, peat moss, compost, soil from the woods, rotted stump-dirt, and pine needles were mixed into it. After loosening the subsurface, a two-inch layer of sand was spread over it and this new "forest" mixture (now one-half of soil and one-half organic matter) was added on top. I left any small stones which came up in digging. Old rotted manure may be added if any is available.

When you prepare the soil for your own woodland garden, remember that natural organic nutrients are best for wild plants. The object is not to grow the biggest columbine, but one which has the beauty, form, and charm of the wild type. Then, over-all, use a mulch. I use pine needles because they do not mat or blow about. They let moisture through (which peat moss does not), are a pleasant brown color, and always smell like Christmas. A place so prepared and planted, if left for a year, or at least over the winter, for bacterial action to ripen the soil. If you want a quick effect, however, the place can be transformed in a day by planting it with ferns and putting in the smaller plants later.

A few final reminders: plant selection must be restricted to those for which you have prepared a suitable habitat. Brookside plants and those of a sunny meadow are lovely, but not in a woodland garden. Also, there should be no compromise with the soil. The right start with woodland soil, inherited or prepared, will make all the difference between disappointment and reward. Lastly, a few plants are more effective than too many. As your knowledge of their habits grows, your pleasure will increase.

HELEN S. HULL

Condensed from a chapter in her forthcoming book, "Wild Flowers for Your Garden."

**GOLD in your GARDEN...**

from March to October with these

**two TOTTY imports**

**HYPERICUM HIDCOTE**—from an old English estate, shining gold blossoms like giant buttercups—2 1/2" across and centered with a feathery cluster of anthers—crown branches of gleaming leaves. Unusually tall; 4—6 and as much in diameter. Blooms from June to October, and is sweetly fragrant. Field-grown plants, $1.50 each; $15 a dozen.

**FORSYTHIA LYNWOOD GOLD**—a golden-bell Belle out of Ireland. Deep yellow blossoms, full-bodied and finely formed, cover every branch and twig of this splendid shrub, erect forsythia. Grows 5' to 7' tall. Exceptionally good for indoor forcing; winter-cut branches soon blossom into bouquets. Sturdily-rooted, field-grown bushes, $2.50 each; $25 for 12.

**Your New Greenhouse**

It's a cozy place where you live much of the time. Relax in the health-giving sunshine. Raise prize-winning flowers and fresh vegetables all year round. For gardening is easy in an Orlyt Greenhouse.... Much easier and better than out-of-doors. You don't have to stoop down, but grow on benches and shelves of convenient height. Automatic heat and ventilation give carefree temperature control. Yet costs are lower than rooms of usual construction. Five models from $175 to $780 for the greenhouse structure only. Choice of straight or slanted sides. Also lean-to greenhouses. Foundation, plant benches, automatic heat and ventilation extra, but moderately priced like the greenhouse. Convenient terms available. Write for fascinating FREE Booklet No. 35F.

**WHITE FLOWER FARM**

BRECK'S BIG 1952 SEED CATALOG

and GARDEN GUIDE

FREE TEST SEEDS

See catalog on how to obtain advance test orders. Write for your copy of the February 1952 White Flower Farm catalogue. Catalog on request.

**BRECK'S BLDG., BOSTON 10, MASS.**

**AHLIAS**

Our 1952 Catalog offers 459 of the Newest and Best in DAHLIAS and other Perennials, including many exclusive with Breck's. The Partnari like white flowers. It's that simple. Chances are if there is a white variety of a bulb or rose or flowering plant you are interested in, you will find it here. It is one of the most popular catalogues in the business. The price is 25c. If you are interested in jnlining the smartest group of flowers or plants later.

**WHITE FLOWER FARM**

LITCHFIELD, CONN.

**TOTTY'S**

Shipped F.O.B. Madison, N. J.

GROWERS OF THE WORLD'S FINEST

Roses . . . Chrysanthemums . . . other Perennials

**FREE**

**SPECIAL**

**50c**

**VOLUNTEER**

**35c**

**How to have**

**FREE**

**OF SEEDS**

**BETTER GARDENS**

**FREE**

**SEEDSMEN SINCE 1818**

**BRECK'S**

442 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON 10, MASS.

**Famous ROSES**

Free Catalog in natural color and "Hints on Care and Culture of Roses". World's best varieties. All hedges 2-year old, hardy field grown budded stock. Well rooted. Guaranteed.

**SEEDSMEN SINCE 1818**

**MCLUGG BROS. ROSE NURSERY**

Route 9 Box 295-E

**25 TREES**

for $5.00

**MUSSEIER FORESTS, INC.**

**FOR our**

**LUCKY**

**HOLD**

**FLORAL**

**GIVE**

**MARRIAGE**

**GOLD in your GARDEN...**

from March to October with these

**two TOTTY imports**

**HYPERICUM HIDCOTE**—from an old English estate, shining gold blossoms like giant buttercups—2 1/2" across and centered with a feathery cluster of anthers—crown branches of gleaming leaves. Unusually tall; 4—6 and as much in diameter. Blooms from June to October, and is sweetly fragrant. Field-grown plants, $1.50 each; $15 a dozen.

**FORSYTHIA LYNWOOD GOLD**—a golden-bell Belle out of Ireland. Deep yellow blossoms, full-bodied and finely formed, cover every branch and twig of this splendid shrub, erect forsythia. Grows 5' to 7' tall. Exceptionally good for indoor forcing; winter-cut branches soon blossom into bouquets. Sturdily-rooted, field-grown bushes, $2.50 each; $25 for 12.

**Your New Greenhouse**

It's a cozy place where you live much of the time. Relax in the health-giving sunshine. Raise prize-winning flowers and fresh vegetables all year round. For gardening is easy in an Orlyt Greenhouse.... Much easier and better than out-of-doors. You don't have to stoop down, but grow on benches and shelves of convenient height. Automatic heat and ventilation give carefree temperature control. Yet costs are lower than rooms of usual construction. Five models from $175 to $780 for the greenhouse structure only. Choice of straight or slanted sides. Also lean-to greenhouses. Foundation, plant benches, automatic heat and ventilation extra, but moderately priced like the greenhouse. Convenient terms available. Write for fascinating FREE Booklet No. 35F.

**WHITE FLOWER FARM**

LITCHFIELD, CONN.
TO EDGE YOUR LAWN WITH A WICK lawn edger

at last a really good lawn edger

Edge your lawn without stooping, without backache or fatigue, with the Wick Lawn Edger and even a child can handle it with ease. All on an edger whose design makes the cutting knife follow the contour of the ground so that it will not dig or dig. The unit weighs only 3 lbs. and the handle length is 48 inches, its knife is self-adjusting and self-sharpening, the heavy gauge spring cutting wheel and blade are heat treated for long life. A 4 inch rubber tire guide the edger along smoothly and with ease.

Anless Engineering, Inc.
Newcastle, Indiana

Answer Your Lawn Problem with Lawn Care

Send for YOUR COPY of "Garden Gems" NOW

Get this complete guide to the finest varieties of Roses, Shrubs & Perennials

"Garden Gems" contains accurate descriptions of both old and new favorites, rare and unusual varieties and includes a wealth of valuable suggestions for landscaping and planting your garden, large or small.

You will enjoy reading about all the New Roses, including the American Rose Society's Annual Rose Show which has been developed in recent years. Also the famous Old-Fashioned Historical Roses. Unusual evergreen species, Rhododendrons, etc., are illustrated in color and described in full.

Bobbink & Atkins
Rose Growers and Nursemen
523 Patterson Ave., East Rutherford, N. J.
cactus-petaled, with flaring edges.

Among old favorites in new dress, especially suited for use in old-fashioned bouquets, there are gailardias. The Warrior and rudbeckia 'Olive'. These will yield flowers from July until the end of September. The Warrior bears deep ruby-red flowers as wide as 3" in diameter, and made for the perennial border. It is a great contributor to the annual beauty of the garden. The rudbeckia 'Olive' is a fine new color for the home garden. A heavy bearer, this scarlet rose ripens in early June, in Southern California and gives you large, sweet, richly colored fruits with plenty of juice. Thin, but tough skin, a rich, deep red overlaid on orange, while the flesh is orange. A reliable bearer, its fruits handle and keep well.

In small fruits, two new, June-bearing strawberries are now available. Aramore, developed at the Missouri Experiment Station, with wide testing elsewhere, is sunset red in color, extremely uniform in its fruit (see color illustration page 72) and very productive. Vermilion, developed at the University of Illinois, has been under test for ten years in many commercial stations over the country, is now ready for the home Gardner. A hardy, vigorous plant and disease-resistant, it produces a fine crop in early June. Last year's everbearer, Red Rich, which produces honey-sweet fruit all summer and until frost, will grow in popularity. Its husky plants with large heavy tops are top-notch for freezing, make a fine ornamental border. With mulched space planting, it is a very heavy producer and finds itself also to pyramidal plantings (see illustration, last month, page 61).

For sources of these plants, write to House & Garden's Reader Service, 620 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

continued from page 122

For Southern California and the peach-growing areas of our southeastern states, there is the new Panamint nectarine. A heavy bearer, this nectarine ripens in early June, in Southern California and gives you large, sweet, richly colored fruits with plenty of juice. Thin, but tough skin, a rich, deep red overlaid on orange, while the flesh is orange. A reliable bearer, its fruits handle and keep well.

In small fruits, two new, June-bearing strawberries are now available. Aramore, developed at the Missouri Experiment Station, with wide testing elsewhere, is sunset red in color, extremely uniform in its fruit (see color illustration page 72) and very productive. Vermilion, developed at the University of Illinois, has been under test for ten years in many commercial stations over the country, is now ready for the home Gardner. A hardy, vigorous plant and disease-resistant, it produces a fine crop in early June. Last year's everbearer, Red Rich, which produces honey-sweet fruit all summer and until frost, will grow in popularity. Its husky plants with large heavy tops are top-notch for freezing, make a fine ornamental border. With mulched space planting, it is a very heavy producer and finds itself also to pyramidal plantings (see illustration, last month, page 61).

For sources of these plants, write to House & Garden's Reader Service, 620 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

continued from page 114

The American Southwest furnished our country with most of its "heroic" badmen: Jesse James, Sam Bass, Billy the Kid, John Hardy, and others. Of course the bobo and other law breakers had their songs, too. There is a very rich body of songs that grew out of the desperation and hard work of the Southern chain gangs. Many of these are distinctly Negro in origin; many are still sung today.

The life of the growing country was reflected in the many kinds of work done, and the workers themselves found songs or made them up to express a particular occupation. There were the lumberjack songs, the songs of the river boatmen and the canal boatmen, as well as of the cowboy, the miner, the railroad men. The whole life of the people was conveyed through these songs. It still is today.

Anchors protect your children and pets!

Protect children and pets from traffic and keep out trespassers with a sturdy, beautiful Anchor Chain Link Fence. Needs no annual painting or upkeep. Installed by factory-crested, budget terms. Write today for free, illustrated pamphlet, Anchor Post Fence Div., Anchor Post Products, Inc., 6550 Eastern Ave., Baltimore 2, Maryland.

"Permanent Beauty for Your Home!"

Anchor Fence

Nation-wide Sales and Erecting Service
SUNDAY BRUNCH continued from page 59

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 58—59.
Prices are approximate.
Silver prices include Federal tax.

Page 58
“Triple-Snack” three-tier straw basket has brass rod, ring handle, 15½” high, $7.50, at Evelyn Reed, N. Y.

Electric food worshiper of copper has two compartments, by Maxwell-Phillips Co., $53, at Hammacher-Schlemmer, N. Y.


Ernest Sohn Assoc., 16-cup carafe, $5.

Stainless steel candle warmer, with glassy brown handle, $9, both at W & J Sloane, N. Y.

Blue pottery pitcher, 15” high, $28.

“Sea and Sand” ceramic salt and pepper shakers, $2.50 the pair, all at America House, N. Y.

Santa Anita jumbo coffee cups and saucers, $3.75 ea., dinner plates, $30 doz., in “Sunrise Spiral” pattern by Vreni, in turquoise and brown. All at Saks Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Homespun table linen, as shown: gray white. Available in variety of colors, $50 w., 2½ yds. long, $38. Napan, 18” x 18”, $27 ea., at Clara Brock Lownes, N. Y.

Frank Smith’s “Fiddle Thread” pattern, sterling 6-piece luncheon setting, about $37. Serving fork, $23, serving spoon, $22, at Peacock’s, Chicago.

Imperial Glass Corp., water tumblers, $4.40 doz., juice glasses, $7.20 doz., designed by Russell Wright, clear crystal, pressed pinch, at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y.

Bread basket platter by Appleman, 10½” x 16½”, $16 at W & J Sloane, N. Y.

Page 59
Center photograph.

Brass bun warmer with Pyrex insert, by Tommi Parzinger, $35, White wire basket, can be used as centerpiece, $10.

Cake knife has lucite handle, stainless steel blade with slicing trumpet, $5. Italian “Ragazza” pottery; cake plate, $7.50, cup and saucer, $39.50, white with green-scalloped edge. All at Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, New York.


Hand-knit cotton bath set, $2.75 pair, with colorful trim, at Assiniboine Textile Co., at Washington, D. C.

Set of 4 mats, 4 napkins, and one table runner, $8 at Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

Chromium and crystal individual pepper grinders, $9 ea. Green Cantonware casserole, enamel over iron, $10.50 ea. Emerald Lite tray, $13.50. All at Hammacher-Schlemmer, N. Y.

8-oz. glass pitchers, $1 ea., are by West Virginia Glass. Oval straw baskets in natural and assorted colors, $8 each, by Langbein, Brooklyn, New York.

Salton Mfg. Co., Regent Hotable: upper tray is 16” x 24”, in bronzed frame, plastic-cool handles. Lower tray is 22¾” x 16¾”, in bronzed frame, glass legs in natural or dark finish on casters, AC with detachable cord, $60 at I. Magnin & Co., San Francisco.

Ernest Sohn Associates, 2-cup Pyrex beaker, jar stopper and handle. Plastic wrapping paper in white, black, tan, or red, $3.75 a pair, at Saks Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Castleton China “Alberta” pattern, 5-piece place setting, $19.75, at Georg Jensen, N. Y.

R. F. Brodegaard & Co. —“Caldue” pattern, 12-oz. tumblers, $9.60 doz.; 5-oz. juice glasses, $9.60 doz., at John Wanamaker, N. Y.

Individual Jewel vases, $2.50 ea., are by R. F. Brodegaard & Co.

CASSEROLES continued from page 60

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 51.
Prices are approximate.

Hose Folding Furniture, Inc., hard-wood folding tables, finished in black lacquer, gold stripe around edge, 16” x 24” x 26½”, folds to 13½”, weighs 16 lbs. $80 each at Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia.

John Matzou “Colorlux” imported Belgian linens, in mints, Forest green, hunter green, Nasturtium, and other colors. Set of 4 mats, 4 napkins, and one table runner, $8 at Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

Chromium and crystal individual pepper grinders, $9 ea. Green Cantonware casserole, enamel over iron, $10.50 ea. Emerald Lite tray, $13.50. All at Hammacher-Schlemmer, N. Y.

8-oz. glass pitchers, $1 ea., are by West Virginia Glass. Oval straw baskets in natural and assorted colors, $8 each, are by Langbein, Brooklyn, New York.

Salton Mfg. Co., Regent Hotable: upper tray is 16” x 24”, in bronzed frame, plastic-cool handles. Lower tray is 22¾” x 16¾”, in bronzed frame, glass legs in natural or dark finish on casters, AC with detachable cord, $60 at I. Magnin & Co., San Francisco.

Ernest Sohn Associates, 2-cup Pyrex beaker, jar stopper and handle. Plastic wrapping paper in white, black, tan, or red, $3.75 a pair, at Saks Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Castleton China “Alberta” pattern, 5-piece place setting, $19.75, at Georg Jensen, N. Y.

R. F. Brodegaard & Co. —“Caldue” pattern, 12-oz. tumblers, $9.60 doz.; 5-oz. juice glasses, $9.60 doz., at John Wanamaker, N. Y.

Individual Jewel vases, $2.50 ea., are by R. F. Brodegaard & Co.
INCOMING FASHION WITH A FUTURE

As you wore grey flannel this winter, so will you wear grey silk importantly this spring. Headlight buttons are twinkling rhinestones, newsmaking cardigan neckline dips in back too. Vogue patterns set the fashion with smart women everywhere. See complete selection in your pattern department. Sizes 12 to 20 (30 to 38).

Vogue Pattern No. 7574
Price, 75 cents.

VOGUE PATTERN BOOK
Charmed Circle

Conversation's bound to sparkle in the friendly atmosphere of this lovely Western Pine room! These beautiful, soft-textured woods reflect good taste from every gleaming surface. So versatile, too, adapting themselves to contemporary or colonial décor, to paint, stain, enamel, or waxed-and-rubbed natural finish. Think of the Western Pines* when you build or remodel; your retail lumber dealer will approve your choice.

*IDAHO WHITE PINE
*PONDEROSA PINE
*SUGAR PINE

FREE!

This handsome illustrated booklet, "Enchanting Homes of Western Pines," crammed with building, remodeling and decorating ideas. Write for your copy to WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION, DEPT. 501-J, YUKON BLDG., PORTLAND 4, OREGON.

KITCHENS

Gas cooking units are the basic parts of a range and can be installed in cabinets, at any height. Western Holly makes a 4-burner unit, and an oven unit with broiler and Telechron clock-timer, in stainless steel or in porcelain enamel (white or colors).

Electric cooking top in stainless steel, by Thermador, has three or four heating units, or three with deep-well cooker. Automatic electric oven, right, can be installed at easy working heights to eliminate stooping.

"Baker" is a special kind of furniture... designed, built and finished to please those who appreciate the finest.

Baker Furniture Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
30 MILLING ROAD, HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

For your copy of the "Baker Guide to Good Furniture," please send 25c to Baker Furniture, Inc.
Upstairs, Downstairs... only KENTILE RUBBER TILE
gives your floor these advantages

Imagine an easy-to-keep-clean luxury floor that saves you money through the years! Imagine a floor that always looks glowing... freshly polished. Each satin-smooth, cushiony Kentile Rubber Tile keeps its newly waxed look through hardest use... resists scuffs and mars... stays shining clean and color-bright with only easy damp moppings. For all its expensive look, a Kentile Rubber Tile Floor costs less than you'd dream. Ask your Kentile Dealer for a free estimate today.

1 CUSHIONED BEAUTY
Yes, Kentile Rubber Tile quietens and comforts your every step... retains its restful resilience through the years.

2 MANY LUXURY COLORS
Only Kentile Rubber Tile gives you these distinctive decorator colors. They'll never wear off because they go all the way through each tile!

3 EXCLUSIVE THEME TILE
Create your own designs for every room with these exciting decorative inserts. See the sparkling beauty they add to the rooms shown above.

Look under floors in your Classified Phone Directory for the name of your nearest Kentile dealer.
Bon Voyage! Miniature champagne bottles nest in a lovelily "nest" of glistening roses and your lively Mansion House Heidloom Sterling gleams against set blue organdy.

"The secret of a successful party lies with you—the hostess—in your own talent for making every guest feel specially honored. Let your table speak for you—with charming appointments...with the years—so use it...enjoy it—for party nights, family dinners alike! Young-splintered patterns, famous for freshness, originally. Start your Heidloom Sterling with one place setting...and more on easy payment terms!"